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ABSTRACT
Development of Computer Science Online and
Preliminary Validation of its EfGcacy
As an Instructional Environment
By
Greg P. Halopoff
Dr. Neal Strudler, Dissertation Committee Chair
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Over the last decade, computer science has become a fiagmented and
misunderstood subject. Part of this can be attributed to advances in technology, which
have led to increased interest in new technology departments and course offerings.
Former industrial arts subjects have been absorbed into these new departments along with
computer science, resulting in a less academic standing the subject once held.
Furthermore, emphasis on advanced placement (AP) computer science and Java has
targeted higher achieving students, resulting in declining interest and enrollment as
average students show more interest in tool-based technology courses.
CS Online was developed as an instructional environment to address many issues
facing computer science education. One of these is the need to rekindle interest in
introductory computer science. CS Online seeks to accomplish this by offering active
learning experiences set in real-world contexts. The intended outcomes are increased
interest in computer science as an academic discipline, increased enrollments in related
courses, and increased achievement resulting hom cognitive skills growth.

Ill
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The CS Online system generated data while 36 high school students solved
programming problems, and questionnaires administered by the system were used to
collect in&rmation about students' self-regulatory skills and experience in math and
computers. In addition, qualitative data analysis of source code submitted by students was
conducted to determine how students progressed through the problem solving process
and the common mistakes they made.
The study revealed that students with diflering levels of math and computer
experience and self-regulatory skills were able to adequately complete programming
problems using the system. The descriptive data on the 36 students indicated that students
with high motivation seemed to outperform low motivation students in all performance
measures in the study. Those who had high planning skills also seemed to outperform the
low groqp in most of the performance measures. A similar pattern was observed in the
students with high versus low math and computer skills. As the task difficulty increased,
students with high planning skills seemed to require increasingly fewer attempts to
complete exercises than those with lower planning skills. A qualitative analysis of
problem solving revealed that students erred in syntax, logic, and then grammar - in that
order. It was also shown that students spent considerable time re-running programs to
observe ouQiut or to clean-up code.
Athough the findings suggest that in general motivation and planning seem to be
important components of learning a programming language, the current descriptive
findings should be interpreted with caution. Future studies with larger sample sizes are
warranted. To examine effects of self-regulation on learning and performance, other
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relevant variables, such as existing computer language skills, may be included to control
their eSects on the performance.
Additional findings suggest that the use of hints were helpful for students with lower
math skills, computer skills, and motivation. Teachers can encourage the use of hints for
those who need the extra help, but can discourage their use for the more highly skilled
and motivated. The findings also suggest that, based on the types of mistakes students
commonly made, instruction on debugging skills should be considered to reduce the
number of syntax, logic, and grammar errors. Less time spent correcting errors becomes
more time spent on problem solving.
Findings from the present study can be useful for further research and development of
CS Online. CS Online is currently being used by high schools in the Clark County School
District in Nevada.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to develop a Web-based learning system as a teaching
and learning tool for introductory computer science concepts, and then perform
preliminary validation of the system’s efficacy as an instructional environment. More
specifically, measures of student self-regulation, math experience, and computer
experience would be compared to various performance measures resulting from use of
the system. Common mistakes made by students while solving computer programs would
also be observed.

Background
Computer science education has undergone radical change over the last ten years and,
as a result, has become a fiagmented and misunderstood subject (Deek & Kimmel, 1998;
Tucker, 1996). Many complex factors have contributed to this problem, but some believe
that, at the core, is the lack of a widely adopted high school curriculum and standards for
teacher certification (Deek & Kimmel, 1999). While this is evidenced by surveys that
reported continued fiagmentation over the course of ten years (Stephenson, 1997; Taylor
& Norris, 1988), and national and state standards have ignored computer science as an
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academic discipline (CDE, 1996; NDE, 2000; NCGE, 1994; NCTM, 1989; NJDE, 1996;
NRC, 1996; NYDE, 1994), other factors may be equal if not greater contributors to the
problem.
To begin, the first Advanced Placement (AP) Computer Science Exam was offered in
1984 using Pascal as the programming language. The exam was then changed to C-H- in
May of 1999, and then changed again in 2003 to Java (College Board, 2003a). These
changes have had a disastrous impact on the teacher workforce who, while not yet
comfortable with C++, have suddenly found themselves facing a bigger wave of difficult
and complex change:
At present 79% of high school computer science teachers rated their current
knowledge of Java as poor to fair and only 3% rated their knowledge as excellent.
At the same time, 86% rated their personal need to learn Java as very important to
critical and 89% indicated that they needed to do so within one year. (Stephenson,
2002, p. 2)
Java has evolved to become a complex language. With close to 50,000 public methods in
the Java 2 apphcation programming interface (API) hierarchy (Sun, 2003), teachers have
been required to achieve the extremely difficult, if not impossible task of teaching the
language with httle to no training and support in the schools (Stephenson, 2002). While
some authors have suggested that Java has achieved the same level of academic
prominence Pascal reached in the I980's (Wallace, Martin, & Lang, 1997), others have
lamented the complexity of Java and other modem languages for introductory courses
(Wirth, 2002). Despite evidence of dissatisfaction with Java as a teaching language
(Biddle & Tempero, 1998; Hai^errouit, 1998; Martin, 1998), Java appears more times in
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paper titles accepted for the Special Interest Group in Computer Science Education
(SIGSCE) annual symposium over the last eight years than all other languages combined
(Roberts, 2003).
At the same time, declining interest and enrollment in high school computer science
courses has become a trend over the last twenty years, with students taking more courses
in business services, computer technology, graphics, computer applications, and drafting
(Levesque & Hudson, 2003). In many schools, technology programs have merged with
computer science, and a new focus on the too/ aspect of technology has supplanted the
once ocof/gmzc nature of the subject. This shiA has occurred for three main reasons: (a)
industrial arts departments are being replaced by technology departments, with industrial
arts subjects being renamed as technology, (b) people with various experiences and
backgrounds are brought in as teachers into technology departments, and (c) computer
science has been pushed aside as the wider need for technology integration into the
curriculum has increased (Deek & Kimmel, 1999). As a result, the definition of computer
science has been broadened to include technology education subjects, producing
confusion over its meaning.
It is clear to the present investigator that the true benefits of secondary computer
science education have been lost among the Aenzy for the latest waves of innovation and
change, with a greater emphasis placed on language. What are the benefits? Research has
unequivocally established that computer programming instruction improves problem
solving skills (PSS) significantly enough to warrant that programming (in any language)
should be included in the curriculum as an alternative for teaching problem solving in all
subject areas (Casey, 1997). Such skills are vital for students to function in today's
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complex society. Equally important are the cognitive skills that are gained and transferred
through the application of algorithmic and logical thinking (Gesler & Kzqilan, 1993;
Qreenburg, 1991; Jang, 1992; Martin & Heame, 1990; McCoy, 1988; Shih & Aessi,
1994).
The time has come for educators to take responsibility for the definition and dehvery
of computer science education (Wirth, 2002). While efforts have already begun with
standardization of a definition of computer science (Tucker, 2003) and a dream of a
scaled-down version of Java (Roberts, 2003), the greater challenge hes in recasting the
purpose of computer science education and making it motivational, understandable, and
available to students of all ages and backgrounds. The challenge is taken by envisioning
learning opportunities that redirect the emphasis away from language and complexity and
balances the greater need for cognitive skills development and problem solving. Learning
opportunities like these render language as an object of secondary importance (Milbrandt,
1995), and computer science education is transformed into an instructional paradigm
where students acquire useful knowledge that transfers into other subject areas and realworld contexts (Wilkerson & Gijselaers, 1996). The alternative is the risk of continued
decline in interest and enrollments, increased priority for technical education, and
computer science becoming narrow and esoteric, reaching only the highest achievers. The
present study seeks to address the above challenges by developing a Web-based learning
system as a teaching and learning tool for introductory computer science education, and
then performing preliminary vahdation of the system's efficacy as an instructional
environment.
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Setting
Computer science education in public and private schools in Southern Nevada has
become Aagmented, misunderstood, and for the most part, absorbed into newly defined
technical education programs. While efforts have been made to provide training, teachers
still feel isolated, unprepared to teach computer programming, and have experienced
declining student interest in the subject. The sentiments shared by one teacher leader in a
large high school in the Clark County School District reinforce the current situation:
AP Computer Science has never been much of an option at my school.
Unfortunately, the interest level has not been terribly high... The only problem
could be selling an AP class to my principal if there are somewhere between 5-10
students... I dont think it would work very well combined with another class... I
believe there is a seminar coming up regarding the AP requirements and Java
curriculum on November 15... I hadn't planned on going. (B. Bogart, personal
communication, October 22, 2003)
Similar conditions exist in other schools throughout the region, with some unable to offer
courses or canceling programs because of difficulty in finding qualified teachers or
experiencing declining student interest. The present study was established to develop and
pilot the use of a hybrid instructional system to meet the challenges and renew interest in
computer science as an academic discipline for students of all ages. Computer Science
Online (CS Online) was conceptualized in the spring of 2002 and was subsequently
designed and launched in the spring of 2003 as the development project for the pilot
study. The term AyAm/ is used to describe a Web-based system that can be used for both
online and classroom-based instruction. In addition, the system was concurrently used as
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an instructional tool for the Methods of Teaching Computer Programming course at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), in which twelve graduate students
participated as teaching assistants (TA) to evaluate and grade the work of high school
students who participated in the study. CS Online is accessible at
http://www.csonline.ccsd.net.

Theoretical Framework
The CS Online design and subsequent investigation was inspired by and built
upon the Reading approach to teaching programming for high school students (Van
Merrienboer & Krammer, 1987). Figure 1-1 depicts the theoretical framework for the
study. The model consists of concentric shapes that circumscribe supporting bodies of
research and build the foundation for effective computer-programming methodology for
the purpose of the present study.
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Self Regulation

Hypermedia
Worked Examples
In-T ext E xam ples

Example
Problem
Pairs

Reading
Approach

In com p lete
E xam ples

to Teaching
Programming

In -E xercise E xam ples

Figure 1-1. CS Online Theoretical Framework.

Beginning at the center, the Reading approach is presented as an elective method of
teaching introductory programming. Because this approach is dependent on the
application of worked examples, worked examples research, the next concentric shape
moving outward, is then presented. Because of its relationship to Web-based learning,
hypermedia research and its effect on learning is then presented. Finally, a review of selfregulation is presented as an individual learning characteristic that might be an important
factor for students interested in learning programming online.
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Reacfmg vfpproacA
The center of the hamewoik represents the Reading approach to teaching
programming. Following a comprehensive review of teaching methodologies related to
computer programming, Van Merrienboer & Krammer (1987) classiGed instructional
methodologies into three categorical strategies: (a) the Expert Approach, (b) the Spiral
approach, and (c) The Reading approach. The approaches differ in that the Expert
approach presents motivational, complex problems requiring top-down solutions; the
Spiral approach emphasizes acquisition of semantic and syntactical skills by mastering
basic language constructs and then building; and the Reading approach recommends that
students begin by understanding relatively complex solved problems and then modifying
and amplifying the solutions. Following a comparison of six instructional tactics
spanning each strategy, the researchers concluded that the Reading approach is superior
to the other two in five out of six instructional tactics. The tactics include computer
modeling, programming plans, design diagrams, worked-out examples, basic skills, and
task variation.
At the heart of the Reading approach is the use of woiked-out examples, referred to
hereafter as worked examples. Step-1 of the Reading approach involves running working
programs, observing their behavior, then evaluating their strengths and weaknesses. In
Step-2, students read, run, and trace well-structured programs. In Step-3, students modify
and am ph^ existing programs; and in Step-4, students generate completely new
programs on their own.
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While the Reading ^proach was shown to be a most effective instructional method,
at the core of the approach is the application of solved programming examples that
students can run, modify, and amplify in support of underlying concepts. Worked
examples research has provided evidence that various types of intra- and inter-example
design features and the individual characteristic of self^explanation can lead to more
effective learning (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl & Wortham, 2000). Self-explanation is what
occurs when a student attempts to/z// zn rAe gaps of poorly elaborated or intentionally
omitted content in worked example design (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser,
1989). In recent years, worked examples research has gained considerable attention and
has made contributions to improved instructional design. Considering the Reading
approach's dependence on worked examples, something should be known about the
effectiveness of their design and delivery in various learning environments. It has been
shown that worked examples are most effective when used in instructional settings that
promote skills acquisition - like computer programming (Anderson, Fincham, &
Douglass, 1997).
The design or structure of worked examples plays a critical role in their effectiveness
in learning (Mwangi & Sweller, 1998). Design that ignores intra-example features can
lead to the split attention effect, which can then degrade learning (Taramizi & Sweller,
1988). hrtra-example features include integrating text and diagrams, integrating aural and
visual information, and integrating steps and sub-goals (Atkinson et al., 2000). On the
contrary, carefidly designed worked examples can reduce or eliminate the split attention
effect and result in cognitive load reduction (Cooper, 1998; Paas, 1992). Equally
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important to the structure of the material used in lessons is the sequence in which that
material is presented (Bruner, 1966; Glaser, 1976). Inter-example feature design focuses
on several factors including the number of examples to use, how and whether examples
should be varied within a lesson, how themes might be varied, and how practice and
examples should be integrated. To this point, the cognitive consequences of presentation
format have been more emphasized as a research discipline than how the worked
examples are applied and used (Ward & Sweller, 1990).
In the present study, students were engaged with two types of worked examples: mfexf and z/z-exercMe. In-text examples were embedded in chapter sections, and in-exercise
examples were coupled with section-end exercises. There were at least two in-text
examples per section that the students could view, run, or modify and run at any time.
Multiple examples in section content have been shown to facilitate improved learning
over the use of a single example (Reed & Bolstad, 1991). In-exercise examples were
available to assist with problem solutions and were presented in two general forms: (a)
example-problem pairs, where the problem was associated with the in-text worked
example that was most closely resembled the exercise, and (b) incomplete examples, also
referred to as hints or partial solutions, which were available at three levels. Exampleproblem pairs have been shown to enhance skill acquisition in a most effective manner
(Trafton & Reiser, 1993). Stark (1999) found that, compared to studying complete
examples, incomplete examples are beneficial to produce higher levels of effective selfi
explanation.
To extend the current research focus on presentation format, the present study looked
deeply into relationships between individual learner characteristics and dependence on

10
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worked example use. More specifically, the study explored how students with varying
levels of self-regulation, prior math experience, and prior computer experience depended
on worked examples. Knowing that some students would rely heavily on examples
during problem solving (Chi et al., 1989), the study sought to determine if that reliance
and subsequent success (or failure) could be attributed to individual characteristics.

CS Online was designed to be a hybrid system, a tool that could be used in the
classroom and online. The hybrid approach is important since virtual learning has been
established as the next wave in technology-based K-12 learning (WestEd, 2001). While
this type of learning has gained widespread support finm state and local policymakers,
education researchers, and business leaders (Education Week, 2002), others are skeptical
about the promises held by this approach to learning. Considering the Web as a form of
hypermedia, research has yet to reveal gains achieved through the use of media or
interface design (Dillon & Gabbard, 1998). Because of a lack of evidence in support of
its benefit, the focus of research has shifted from the effects of media toward individual
learning characteristics and learning in new technology environments. Individual
characteristics like prior knowledge (Shin, Schallert, & Savenye, 1994), past experience
(Lanza & Roselli, 1991), ability (Ormrod, 1999), learning style (Ormrod, 1999), and self
regulation (Zimmerman, 2000) have been shown to be important learner variables. The
present study sought to determine, through measures of self regulation, if students could
successfully solve problems in the context of a hybrid environment where cognitive skills
might be affected.

11
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While it is clear that appropriate application of worked examples can improve
learning in a traditional setting, it is not yet known how they might affect learning in a
Web-based environment. Granted that media's effect on learning might be
inconsequential, student dependence on worked examples in a Web-based environment
might then be attributed more to individual learning characteristics, such as math
experience, computer experience, or self-regulation. A clearer understanding of these
dependencies can lead to better understanding of the constructs needed for good,
scientifically-based, instructional design. It is anticipated that self-regulation will be an
important factor in student learning in Web-based environments (Hartley & Bendixen,
2000; Foreman, 1990).
Self-regulation refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, and actions that are planned
and cyclically adapted to the attainment of personal goals. It entails not only behavioral
skill in managing one’s environment, but also the knowledge and sense to enact this skill
in relevant contexts (Zimmerman, 2000). More specifically, self-regulated learning is
comprised of three dimensions: meta-cognition, goal setting and monitoring one’s
actions (Ridley, Schütz, Glanz, & Weinstein, 1992). These dimensions can be subdivided into: (a) self-motivation, (b) goal setting, (c) planning, (d) attention control, (e)
application of learning strategies, (f) self^monitoring, and (g) self-evaluation (Ormrod,
1999).
Hong (1998) distinguishes two different classes of personality or psychological
attributes that can be applied to self-regulation - trait and state constructs. State self
regulation is conceptualized as a transitory state that varies depending on situational

12
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cognitive demands. Trait self-regulation is a performance attribute that remains relatively
stable across varying cognitive demands (Hong, 2001a). While the study of both
attributes is important for determining individual differences in learning and
performance, the present study focused on measures of state self-regulation and student
dependence on various types of worked examples.

Significance
The future of computer science education will depend on many factors, the most
important of which might be a revitalization of interest in the subject (Stephenson, 1997).
The design and delivery of CS Online brings a research-based learning opportunity to
Southern Nevada for the purpose of equipping teachers with self-paced professional
development, management tools, and rekindling interest in the subject by providing rich,
motivational PBL-based learning content to students in classrooms and online. In
addition, through preliminary validation of its efficacy as an instructional environment,
results of the pilot study can inform the educational community of an applicable solution
model in response to the issues. Furthermore, while critics and supporters of virtual
learning agree that insufficient research has been conducted to determine the
eflectiveness of Web-based learning (Paloff & Pratt, 2001), findings fijom the study can
inform the research community that students of varying abilities can successfWly leam
programming in such an environment. Finally, research involving individual learning

characteristics might describe the competencies students will need to succeed. More
specifically, insight might be gained into how measures of individual characteristics
might describe problem solving online; including the types of learners that are likely to
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succeed, the types of problem-solving strategies that are used, how much effort students
are willing to expend, and how learner characteristics are related to the use ofhints.

Research Questions
The present study resulted in the development of CS Online and subsequent
preliminary vahdation of the system's efficacy as a learning environment. In particular,
the study sought to answer the following hve questions:
1. How do students with low versus high self-regulatory skills perform in the use of intext worked examples, in-exercise worked examples, hints, optional exercises, and
problem-solving scores?
2. How do students with low versus high math experience perform in the use of in-text
worked examples, in-exercise worked examples, hints, optional exercises, and
average number of attempts to solve problems, and problem-solving scores?
3. How do students with low versus high programming experience perform in the use of
in-text worked examples, in-exercise worked examples, hints, optional exercises, and
average number of attempts to solve problems, and problem-solving scores?
4. How do students with low versus high self-regulatory skills perform in the use of intext worked examples, in-exercise worked examples, hints, optional exercises,
average number of attempts to solve problems, and problem-solving scores as the task
difBculty increases?
5. What common mistakes do students make in solving programming problems?
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature is divided into three major parts to support the
development and preliminary validation aspects of the current study. Part 1 provides the
rationale for the development of the CS Online learning environment. Part 2 provides
fundamental design strategies for the development of CS Online. Part 3 reviews literature
related to the research questions including cognitive load reduction, worked examples,
and self-regulation.

Part 1: Rationale for the Development of CS Online
Various factors have contributed to the present condition of computer science
education, many of which were motivating factors for the concept and subsequent
development of CS Online. These include a lack of standards for a high school
curriculum and teacher certiGcation, professional development issues, increasing growth
of technical education and subsequent declining enrollments in computer science courses,
increasing complexity of programming languages, accessibility to resources, and cost
factors. In this section, a review of the literature related to these factors is presented in the
order listed above.
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fa c t

a TfzgA

Cwrricf/ZwTM ofzd TeacAer CertÿîcarioM

Computer science is widely accepted as an academic discipline in higher education
and as a profiession, but its status in secondary education is perceived quite differently.
Although efforts were made in the mid 1980's by the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) to standardize the curriculum (ACM, 1985a) and to deGne standards
for teacher cerGGcaGon (ACM, 1985b), these efforts have been slow and non-systemic
(Deek & Kimmel, 1999). This is evidenced by reports of the absence of a standardized or
widely implemented high-school curriculum, and lack of states' adopGon of teacher
cerGGcaGon standards ten years later (Stephenson, 1997; Tucker, 1996). NaGonal and
state standards have also ignored computer science as an academic discipline (CDE,
1996; NDE, 2003; NCGE, 1994; NCTM, 1989; NJDE, 1996; NEC, 1996; NYDE, 1994).
As a result, computer science remains a highly Gagmented and misunderstood subject
(Deek & Kimmel, 1998; Tucker, 1996).
In an effort to raise awareness and focus national attention to these issues, the
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and the ACM have made
efforts to: (a) define curriculum frameworks content standards for computer science
educaGon, (b) dcGne teacher cerGGcaGon standards, (c) elevate computer science as an
academic discipline in departments of educaGon and other appropriate agencies, (d)
prescribe teacher preparaGon programs that equip teachers with the content skills and
knowledge they need for effecGve learning in the classroom, and (e) deGne provisions for
re-training teachers currently in the Geld (ACM 1985a, 1985b, 1993; ISTE, 1992).
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Dramaüc changes in technology have made it difBcnlt for computer science teachers
to receive the training they need. In fact, "no mechanisms exist to train teachers... or
keep them up to date with the Geld." (Tucker, 1996). Evidence has suggested that while
coursework sGll exists in some teacher preparaGon programs, the emphasis has shifted
away Grom programming toward hypermedia and authoring tools, with programming only
being offered amid controversy and debate (Kehey, 1994). If this trend continues,
teachers will be leA behind, unequipped to face the challenges of the computer science
classroom. A recent case study on the state of computer science educaGon in New Jersey
found that teachers were not receiving the foundational coursework necessary for a
meaningful and adequate professional development program - 57% of the surveyed
teachers had not received any kind of training within Gve years of the survey (Deek &
Kimmel, 1999). The ACM is presently conducting a naGonwide survey to assess the state

of computer science education and professional development needs (ACM, 2003).
Increasing Growth o f Technical Education
Technology education has rapidly become a priority as new technologies have
emerged, generating new interest and demand. Course offerings in subjects including
producGvity applicaGons, computer technology, graphics, computer applicaGons,
drafGng, mulGmedia, authoring, web page design networks, and distance learning have
attracted students away Gnm taking computer science courses (Deek & Kimmell, 1999;
Levesque & Hudson, 2003). In many schools, technology programs have merged with
computer science, and a new focus on the foo/ aspect of technology has supplanted the
once acade/Mzc nature of the subject. The shiA in interest is evidenced by a decliiGng
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average number of computer programming credits earned per student. In 1998, 0.04
credits were earned per student compared to 0.13 in 1990, when computer science
educaGon reached its peak. Students in 1998 earned 0.50 credits on the average in
business and computer applicaGons compared to 0.33 in 1990 (Levesque & Hudson,
2003).
In addiGon to dramaGc changes in technology, changes in technology educaGon have
also occurred for three main reasons: (a) industrial arts departments are being replaced
by technology departments, with industrial arts subjects being renamed as technology, (b)
people with various expaiences and backgrounds are brought in as teachers into
technology departments, and (c) computer science has been pushed aside as the wider
need for technology integration into the curriculum has increased (Deek & Kimmel,
1999). Despite efibrts to promote computer science educaGon and advocate teacher
training programs, many schools continue to offer computer science but few students
choose to take it; computer science remains an elective subject; and most computer
science programs reside in math, science, technology, or business departments with
teachers cerGGed in various areas (Deek & Kimmel, 1998; Kushan, 1994).

Long before the College Board moved the AP computer science program to Java, the
language had already generated interest in the professional and computer science
educaGon communiGes. Java has appeared more times in professional journal arGcle
Gtles and papers accepted for the SIGSCE annual symposium over the last eight years
than all other languages combined (Roberts, 2003). The use of Java for introductory
computer science courses was evident as far back as 1998 (Stevenson & West, 1998) and
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continues to gain momentum now that it has entered the AP world. Unfortunately,
because of its

and

some view the language as a cridcal problem for

introductory courses (Wirth, 2002). Roberts (2003) dehnes co/?^/g%:(y as "the number of
programming details that students must master has grown much faster than the
corresponding number of high-level concepts" (p. 1). He further dehnes r/LstaAi/fYy as "
the languages, libraries, and tools on which introductory computer science educaGon
depends are changing more rapidly than they have in the past" (p. 1). Because of these
two important factors, Java has evolved to become a complex language. With close to
50,000 public methods in the Java 2 API hierarchy (Sun Microsystems, 2003), teachers
have been required to teach the language with little to no training and support in the
schools (Stephenson, 2002). To remedy this problem, the present goal of the ACM
EducaGon Board is to review the Java language, APIs, and tools from the perspecGve of
introductory computing education and to develop a smaller, more usable subset of the
language for introductory computer science. JavaScript was chosen as the language for
CS Online because of its resemblance to Java and ease of use.

Part 2: Basic Design Strategies for the Development of CS Online
A clear understanding of the reasons for offering computer science in high schools
combined with effecGve methods for teaching programming can inform various
instrucGonal design strategies for delivering computer science educaGon. This secGon
reviews literature on the reasons for teaching computer programming followed by
advantages of teaching and learning computer programming, methods of teaching
programming, choice of language, and course management. These areas inform
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fundamental CS Online design strategies as they qiply toward increasing interest in
computer science, reducing complexity in managing courses, and providing effective
learning opportuniGes for students and teachers.
Reasons /o r Co/npwrer PrograyM/nmg Rdwcahon

Radical change and apparent declining interest in computer science educaGon beg the
quesGon of why computer science courses should continue to be offered in secondary
schools. The three major reasons for offering computer programming in secondary
schools reveal a wide range of influences that have shqied computer science instrucGon
as we know it today (Goldenson, 1996). The hnperaGve for EducaGonal Reform in 1983
and the National Commission on Excellence in Education report challenged Americans to
embrace change through the use of technology. This report was a catalyst leading to the
vocational education movement, the first reason in an effort to increase the population’s
technical skill level for greater opportunity in the professional work place (Campbell,
1984). Computer programming instrucGon was an offshoot of this proposal as part of the
technology preparation agenda. The second reason is preparation for college. Many high
schools provide AP computer programming courses in preparaGon for advanced study in
college (Connolly, 1996). The third reason is an aGempt to increase academic
achievement in other subject areas through the promoGon of analyGcal and creaGve
thinking skills. It is viewed that generalizaGon and transfer of cogniGve skill growth
through study of computer programming can have a dramaGc impact on how students
perform in other subject areas hke math, science, and expository writing (Goldenson,
1996).
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A fourth reason might be the increasing number of programmable applicaGons and
systems that are more accessible to users today. Examples include programming dynamic
Web pages using Netscape JavaScript 1.5 or server controlled scripts like Macromedia
Cold Fusion MX 6.1, Sun Java Server Pages 2.0 (JSP), MicrosoA AcGve Server Pages
3.0 (ASP), or Hypertext Pre-Processor 4.3 (PHP); spreadsheet programming using
embedded funcGons; and customized database applicaGon design using MicrosoA Visual
Basic for ApplicaGons 6.0 (VBA). Underlying multimedia-authoring tools like
Macromedia Flash MX 2004 and Director MX are programming languages that, if
mastered, equip the designer with an extremely high level of Aexibility and funcGonahty.
The need to know programming appears to be greater now than ever.
vffJvamragey to TeacAmg a/izf Zgammg Progra/M/Mmg

Much research on the benefits of programming and learning was conducted in the
mid to late 1980’s and early into the 1990’s. The majority of research related to this topic
ended in the early 1990's, closely following the peak of interest in computer science
education (Levesque & Hudson, 2003). The introduction of LOGO by Papert in the late
1970s (the original version was working in 1967) launched a wave of interest in trying to
find out how programming might affect the cognitive processes of students of all ages
(LOGO FoundaGon, 2002). The bulk of the findings relates most directly to the
elementary grades with some valuable infbrmaGon available fbr secondary instrucGon.
Because of the magnitude of infbrmaGon available during the 1980's and the archaic
nature of languages studied, this research review spans a period of 15 years —finm 1987
to the present. The languages dominating this body of hterature include LOGO, BASIC,
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and Pascal, in descending order of importance. Surprisiagly, no other languages are
referenced.
The synthesis of findings fix)m this review can be classified into four general
categories and are presented in subsequent sections in the following order: (a) cognitive
skills affecting programming concept acquisition, (b) programming and it's affect on
cognitive skills, (c) transfer of programming skills into other academic areas, and (d)
general topics of interest.
Cognzhve

Progra/MTMmg Concept y^cqwmtzon

Re/aüonfAÿ between cognttzve science anzf fn$tnzctzona/ zferzgn. Human cognitive
skill development has been shown to affect a student’s ability to learn programming
concepts. In fact, while the fields of cognitive science and instructional design have their
own objects of study, they share a common interest in cognition and performance as part
of instructional systems. From a case study based on experience in teaching introductory
computer programming, Van Merrienboer (1990b) concluded that both sciences may
reciprocally influence one another. These findings suggest that the sciences must work
together to reach their common goals.
TeacAmg MgrAodo/ogy. Teaching methodology in the context of computer
programming instruction can affect student cognitive development. A study comparing
reflective and inquiry-based teaching practices fbr 2™^ through 5^ grade students revealed
that students experiencing the reflective context developed beliefs about Logo
programming practices that were tightly coupled with their perfbrmancc (Lehrer & Jeong,

1999). Teaching with analogies and elaboration and placement of those analogies was
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demonstrated to signiGcanÜy improve concept recall fbr students learning a programming
language (Lai & Repman, 1996).
fo 6'wcca;.^/ frogra/MMHug. Studies have shown that programming
course primers can increase learners' cogniGve ability and improved perfbrmance in
programming courses. Allan and Kolesar (1996) suggest a preparatory Computer
Science-0 (CS 0) course to countervail conceptual weaknesses observed in novice
programmers. Preparatory courses demonstrating cogniGve improvement involve
students with: 1) experiencing good user interfaces bcfbre being asked to design one, 2)
playing with data types and round-ofF errors using spreadsheets, 3) understanding how an
apphcaGon program saves Gme and effbrt resources, and 4) developing good problem
solving techniques vital to good programming practice. Miller (1988) demonstrated that
pre-programming instruction involving teacher-designed graphical Logo programs and
multimedia techniques, combined with modem technology, resulted in higher order of
logical thinking skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving strategies, evaluation and
analysis, and creativity. Baylor and Kozbe (1998) suggest the use of a Personal
Intelligent Mentor (PIM) as an aid for students to develop logical and critical thinking
abilities essential for problem solving in preparation for learning computer programming.
The PIM they researched is a software tool that facilitates metacogniGve development in
the domain of solving logic word puzzles.
CogmGvg j'Mk. Many components of human cogniGon have been
demonstrated to be reqiGred fbr students to perfbrm beGer while learning computer
programming. A study examining the relaGonship between Geld-independence, spaGal
visualizaGon, logical reasoning, and direcGon fbllowing and iniGal acquisiGon of
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programming competence suggests that individual differences be considered in all
programming instruction regardless of language used and student age (Foreman, 1990).
Worked examples as a cogniGve load reducGon effect are recommended based on
findings firom a study on automaGon and schema acquisiGon in learning beginning
computer programming (Van Merrienboer & Paas, 1990). AutomaGon and schema
acquisiGon are generally considered important processes in learning cogniGve skills.
frztrzMf!c CAuracteMlyGcy. Intrinsic characterisGcs can also play a vital role in a
student's ability to learn programming skills. A study conducted by Johnson and Johnson
(1992) revealed that programming competence increased as stress, neuroGcism,
creativity, and age increased. The study also showed that females demonstrate better
computing competencies than males.
Program/Mmg aruJ Rg

ou Cogmrive j'MZs

Cognitive Skills Development. Problem solving skills (PSS) seems to be the
predominant cognitive skill most directly impacted by learning programming. In this
discussion, it will be assumed that choice of programming language is independent of
cognitive skill attainment since underlying constructs like if-then-else do not change
among languages (Sebesta, 1996). Following a summary of PSS affects, other cognitive
skills, meta-cogniGve skills, and potenGal fbr confusion will be addressed. The majority
of research in cogniGve development and programming targets students in the elementary
grades, most likely because of Logo's appeal to elementary teachers and younger
children. Unless noted otherwise, studies are assumed to target this age range.
frob/em 5 ' o / v z / z g ( P&S) . The most researched cogniGve skill affected by
computer programming instrucGon is that of PSS. Some important outgrowths of this
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research include recommendations to include computer programming (any language) in
the curriculum as an altemadve fbr teaching problem solving (Casey, 1997), include
Logo to teach problem solving strategies (Swan & Black, 1993), involve the use of Lego
and Logo to teach problem solving skills (Palumbo & Palumbo, 1993), and employ
programming instrucGon to fbster self-regulaGon, moGvaGon, and discovery (Casey,
1997). Programming instrucGon and its affect on problem solving transfers into all
academic areas of study. Through project-based learning, CS Online was developed to
emphasize problem-solving skills through problems set in real world contexts.
OtAer CogmGve

Various studies were conducted in the 1990's to demonstrate

the effects of programming on various other cogniGve skills. Logical thinking and
sophisticated mathematical relationships (more of a transfer issue but included here
because of logic) have been shown to be better understood by unsophisGcated college
students if they have some level of programming experience (Wieschenberg, 1999).
Wieschenberg asserts that Math and computer programming are very similar - they both
involve logical steps, which eventually result in a desired solution. In addition to logical
reasoning, inductive and deductive reasoning (Kynigos, 1993), social problem solving
and motivation (Suomala, 1996), cooperation (Lai, 1993), attitude toward learning
(Dalton & Goodrum, 1991), condiGonal reasoning (Seidman, 1990), and spaGal relaGon
comprehension (Miller, 1988) were shown to improve with programming instrucGon.
Logo was the language used in each of the afbremenGoned studies with the excepGon
of Wieschenberg's study. Object-oriented programming, a fbrm of hypermedia authoring,
has been demonstrated to efkct creaGve thinking (Liu, 1998). This type of programming
was fbimd to "promote creaGve thinking in a variety of areas including the process of
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sensing problems or gaps in inkrmaGon, forming ideas or hypotheses, testing and
modi^nng these hypotheses, and communicating the results." (Liu, 1998, p. 27). In study
to test for critical thinking skill development, three groups ofhigh school students were
tested using the Watson-Glaser CriGcal Thinking Appraisal: parGcipants in a first-year
BASIC class, parGcipants in a first-year Pascal class, and above-average students in other
classes who had no experience in programming. Students enrolled in both programming
classes scored significanGy higher than their non-programming counterparts (Jones,
1988). In summary, a meta-analysis of 65 studies on programming affect on student
cogniGve skills shows that students having computer programming experiences scored an
average of 16 percenGle points higher on various cogniGve abihty tests than did students
who did not (Liao, 1990).
Traw/gr to otAer

yfreo.;. MathemaGcs appears to be the subject area most

impacted by cognitive skills transfer due to programming (McCoy, 1988; McCoy &
Dodl, 1989; Oprea, 1988). In studies designed to measure cognitive skills transfer, it was
found that groups having programming instruction scored significantly higher than the
control groups in mathematical thinking skills, generalization, and understanding of
variables. One study compared four groups ofhigh school students enrolled in calculus,
with two of the groups concurrently enrolled in Pascal programming. Students enrolled in
Pascal programming out-performed their counterparts in their math achievement tests
(Jang, 1992). In some cases, variables studied included gender, ability, socioeconomic
status, prior math experience, and access to a home computer (McCoy & Dodl, 1989).
Other affected subject areas include geography (Gesler & Kaplan, 1993), creaGve arts
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(Greenburg, 1991), social studies (Martin & Heame, 1990), and science (Shih & Alessi,
1994).
MgrAodiy

TeacAzng RrogrammzMg

Booth (1990) highlights three popular perspecGves on teaching computer
programming including computer-oriented, product-oriented, and project-based learning
(PBL). PBL can also be referred to as /zrob/e/M-based ZearMzmg. hr the co/Mpzzrer-orzeMrezZ
approach, programming is perceived of as an acGvity that focuses on the computer.
AcGviGes rrught involve wriGng programs that simulate aspects of the operating system
(OS) or hardware components hke a binary adder. The ^roz/zzcr-onezirecZ approach tends
to be more construcGvist and focuses on the end goal of developing software products
such as RPGs, games in general, or utility programs. The PBL approach treats the
programming language as a matter of secondary importance, with emphasis placed on the
problem to he solved and the logical steps required for its solution (Milbrandt, 1995).
Brusilovsky (1994) identifies three other general approaches to teaching
programming include the incremental, mini-language, and sub-language methods. The
zMcremezzia/ approach treats the language as a sequence of subsets. Each subset
introduces new constructs while retaining all the constructs of the previous subsets. Each
subset is also precisely defined as a complete sub-unit that can be learned or implemented
without subsequent subsets. The mznz-ZdMgzzage approach is intended to design a small
and simple language to support inGoductory concepts of learning programming. The
development of the mini-language zqiproach was seriously influenced by turtle gr^hics
of Logo (Papert, 1980). The fzzA-Za/zgzzage ^proach is to design a special starting subset
of the full language containing several easily adaptable operaGons. As students master
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concepts in the starting subset, addihonal concepts are added to build upon their
knowledge base - similar to outwardly growing concentric circles.
Various techniques have been introduced to enhance students' acquisition of
programming concepts. Dayman and Mayer (1988) suggest using syntacGcal conceptual
models using the language's inherent syntax structures. Their research demonstrates that
students trained in the use of language semanGcs and syntax, develop fewer
misconcepGons and perfbrm beGer on problem solving. Hancock (1988) suggests two
ideas that have proven valuable in teaching introductory programming. The 7Mg»raZ mcxZe/
encourages pure conceptualizaGon and schema development and direct translaGon into
programming code. The /rrogram/Mmg/rZan encourages plarming and documenting the
program before writing any code. McCoy (1990) identifies five critical phases essential
to successful computer programming: (a) general strategy, (b) planning, (c) logical
thinking, (d) variables, and (e) debugging. General strategy places emphasis on high-level
procedures and constructs needed to solving the problem. Planning involves sequence
and hierarchy of those constructs. Logical thinking involves the writing of code to realize
the soluGon. Variables cover the data structures used to process infbrmaGon and
numerical calculations. Debugging is the process of geGing the program to work. McCoy
(1990) recommends these same strategies be used in solving complex mathemaGcal
problems. Other research suggests five common structured programming techniques
^plied in pracGGoner computer science: (a) problem definiGon, (b) algorithm design, (c)
code writing, (d) debugging, and (e) documentaGon (Dalbey & Linn, 1985; Goktepe,
1985; Kurland, 1984).
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Various other methods have been shown to improve students' ability to conceptualize
and master difficult concepts related to computer programming. Through the use of
concrete representations, collaboration in a structured laboratory environment, focused
completion-type exercises, and elaborarion, students are beGer able to comprehend and
apply the concept of parameter passing (Madison, 1995). MediaGonal instrucGonal
strategies have been shown to fbster beGer learning in a Logo environment (Delcros &
Bums, 1993). Strategies that impact various cogniGve styles have been suggested with a
preferenGal model having greater effect on learners than a compensatory model (Van
Merrienboer, 1990a). Based on ACT (AdapGve Control of Thought) theory and relevant
research. Van Merrienboer and Krammer (1987) identify tacGcs to design programming
courses based on the differences between declaraGve and procedural instrucGonal
approaches. Some of these tactics include the expert, spiral, and reading approaches. The
Expert approach requires a top-down concept and implementation sGategy involving
algorithm and program design. It was the least effective of these three approaches. In the
Spiral approach students were simultaneously presented with syntactic and semantic
knowledge in small incremental steps. As the students mastered basic skills, program
requirements progressed from simple to more complex, with design skills not required
uoGl late in the course. The most effecGve approach was the Reading approach. This
fbur-step program permitted students to: (a) run pre-wriGen programs, observe those
programs' behaviors, then evaluate strengths and weaknesses, (b) hand-trace programs
and predict output, (c) modify and ampGfy existing programs, and (d) generate their own
programs. An unlimited array of creaGve and moGvaGonal ideas can be applied to teach
individual constructs like

statements or iteraGon (Prichard, 1993; Tu & Falgout, 1995).
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Examples of these might include the iterative process of randomly generating license
plate or social security numbers, or artificially identifying a poker hand using nested %/"
statements. The Reading Approach is the fundamental method CS Online employs fbr
teaching computer programming.
One relatively new ^proach to teaching programming was introduced by computer
science students at the University of Joensuu, Finland. The CANDLE model was
designed to support a student locally, in her Authentic learning NeeDs, in a Light way,
and through Electronic tools. What's unique about this method is that programming
instruction was designed by college students to teach high school students through the
Internet (Haataja, Suhonen, Sutinen, &Torvinen, 2001). This PBL approach requires
students to assess the support they need to solve authentic learning problems (electronic
candles). BlueJ, a visual teaching environment and language, helps students in the
Candle program to understand object-oriented concepts such as objects and classes,
message passing, method invocation, and parameter passing (Rolling, 2000). The Jeliot I
environment allows students to write Java code in a Web text field then view the program
animated after submitting. Both tools utilize a highly visual approach to teaching
programming (Ha^anen, Pesonius, Sutinen, Tarhio, Terasvirta, & Vannien, 1997). While
many universities offer programming courses to their students through the Internet, this
approach uniquely bridges the gap between secondary and higher education programming
skills.
CAozce q/"Langmzge
The choice of language can be a difficult decision because of it's direct impact on
computer programming instruction. In 1996, 442 higher education institutions reported
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using one of 23 different languages fbr introductory computer science courses, with
Pascal leading the way with 35.5% of the responses (Connolly, 1996). Secondary
education has tradiGonally exercised similar freedom in the choice of language, despite
pressure exerted by higher educaGon on the kind of computer science instrucGon that
should be taking place in schools (Becker & Graham, 2000). It was not too long ago that
BASIC and Logo were the de facto standards fbr teaching programming in K-12 aged
students. In support of advantages gained througji new programming paradigms, Reed
and Liu (1992) demonstrated that BASIC produced sub-standard atGtudes and learning
effects in comparison to emerging, object-oriented languages at that Gme like HyperTalk
and C++.
Trends in Advanced Placement (AP) test design provide insight into language choice
in the high schools. The first AP Computer Science Exam was offered in 1984 using
Pascal. The AP Computer Science A course was implemented in September 1991 and
used C++. The exam was changed from Pascal to C++ in May 1999 and was changed
again in 2003 from C++ to Java in Gme fbr the May 2004 exams (College Board, 2003a).
As can be seen, language standards quickly shifted from Pascal to C++ and then Java, all
within the course of about ten years. Furthermore, the AP Computer Science
Development Committee made a fbrmal request in October o f2000 to the College Board
to recast the AP Computer Science curriculum. The revision would include object
orientaGon beginning with the 2003-2004 academic year (College Board, 2003b). The
request was approved in November of 2000 (College Board, 2003a).
Booth (1990) discusses the impact of concepGons of programming languages on
language selecGon and teaching methodology. The code perspecGve frames the language
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as a set of instructions, commands, symbols, and constructs. This perspective leads to a
more fbrmal ^proach to teaching and learning. The wG/z(y perspective views the
language as enabling the programmer to achieve certain effects. Choice of language in
this case depends on achieving specific outcomes such as developing a role playing game
(RPG) or multimedia effect. In this case. Visual Basic might be used to create an RPG
whereas Lingo might be used produce the multimedia effect. The coTMTMwnzcaGo»
perspective views the language as a means of communication between the programmer
and the computer. The high level language (HLL) is seen as inferior to the more perfect
machine level language, which is more closely tied to the computer's hardware. The
eaprayszoM perspective views the language as a means of expressing a problem solution in
such a way that the computer can have an effect. In the present study, JavaScript was
chosen as the programming language because of its ease of use, relationship to web
pages, resemblance to Java, and potential appeal to a wide range of users.
Management Strategies
The management of computer science instruction can be a cumbersome process that
mainly involves the distribution of worked examples and evaluation of student work.
Since student work is normally stored on disks, workstations, or servers; teachers are
required either to work with students individually while programs are demonstrated,
collect disk-based or printed hard copies of source code, or view and run programs fiom
their own workstations. If software development tools are accessible only firom school,
assessment is further limited to during the school day.
There are more difficult issues to manage besides the classroom, however, and that's
namely wAar to teach. Confusion over what computer science is has made it difficult fbr
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educators to determine what the subject should encompass. Efforts have been made to
develop a standard definiGon:
Computer science (C ^ is the study of computers and computaGonal processes
(known as "algorithms"), including their principals, their hardware and software
designs, their applicaGons, and their impact on society. An aZ^ontAm is a precise
descripGon of a soluGon to a computaGonal problem. Programming is used to
implement algorithms (Tucker, 2003, p. 2).
While definiGons and standards fbr computer science and a curriculum are necessary, a
recent survey revealed that suggested models proposed by the ACM have not received
widespread recognition or implementation in the United States. Only 12 of the 70
respondents indicated they have a state-mandated computer science curriculum at the
high school level, and 27 out of 70 replied that no cerGficaGon is required by their states
(Tucker, 2003). These difficulties translate into widespread differences among states and
school districts in how course content is defined and delivered in the classroom. Although
model K-12 curricula continue to be developed by the ACM, nothing has been adopted or
recognized as a standard up to this point.

Part 3: Literature Related to the Research QuesGons
CS Online was developed fundamentally around the Reading method of teaching
programming. Inherent in the Reading Approach is the use of worked examples, which
serve as a cogniGve load reducGon technique (Paas, 1992). Since CS Online was
developed as a hybrid system, the opportunity fbr students to learn introductory computer
programming online is now available, and self-regulaGon might play an important role
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for online learners. This secGon reviews literaGne related to elements of the research
qnesGons beginning with cogniGve load reducGon and followed by worked examples
research and self-regulation.
CogMzGvg loazZ RedwcGom
There is well-established research that supports the idea that the quality of
instrucGonal design can be raised if consideraGon is given to the role and limitaGons of
working memory. The corpus of this research falls into the field of cogniGve load theory
(Sweller, 1994). Working memory in human cogniGon is typically equated with
consciousness, and all other cogniGve funcGoniog is hidden from view unGl brought into
working memory (Sweller, Van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998). CogniGve load refers to
“the total amount of mental activity imposed on working memory at any instance in time.
The major factor that contributes to cogniGve load is the number of elements that need to
be aGended to" (Cooper, 1998, p. 11). Since working memory is capable of holding only
seven information elements at a Gme (Miller, 1956), instructional design must consider
efficient ways by which learners can process and store facts, large and complex
interactions, and procedures. For example, the success of chess masters compared to
week-end hobbyists can be aftributed mainly to their long-term memory of thousands of
board conGguraGons - familiarity that came purely through experience playing the game
(Simon & Gihnartin, 1973). Interestingly, the same masters were no better than any
other player at reproducing random configurations with which they were not familiar.
When translating this noGon to the field of instrucGonal design, instrucGon must facihtate
domain specific knowledge acquisiGon, not general reasoning strategies that cannot
possibly be supported by human cogniGve architecture (Sweller et al., 1998).
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This can be accomplished by constructing ways to organize and store infbrmaGon into
long-term memory and reduce the load placed on working memory. "It can be argued that
these two funcGons should consGtute the primary role of educaGon and training systems"
(Sweller et al., 1998, p. 256). According to schema theory, infbrmaGon elements are
categorized and stored into long-term memory in the manner in which they will be used
(Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982). Long-term memory can be defined as the part of the
memory system that retains infbrmaGon fbr a relaGvely long period of time (Ormrod,
1999). A schema, while heated as a single element in working memory, has no limits on
its infbrmaGon capacity. Schema can also be retrieved and processed automaGcally - a
process whereby working memory is completely bypassed. In fact, all information can
be processed either consciously or automatically (Schneider & Shiffiin, 1977).
AutomaGc processing occurs with nnnimal conscious effbrt only after extensive pracGce.
It follows that instructional designs should consider schema automation to build task
consistency firom problem to problem (Van Merrienboer, 1997; Van Merrienboer, Jelsma,
& Paas, 1992).
Various empirically demonstrated instructional procedures can be applied to reduce
cogniGve load and benefit learning when used properly. Considering the already
suggested minimal effect of media on learning, the same techniques should be applicable
to virtual learning environments with similar expectaGons of success:
1. G o o Z g / ^ c Z . A problem solving strategy that employs the goal fi-ee effect induces
a fbrward working soluGon path which imposes very low levels of cogniGve load and
facilitates learning (Ayers, 1993; Owen & Sweller, 1985).
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2. fPbr&d e%af?^Zg amzZ^robZem co/?ÿ)ZgZZon q^cZ. Involves reconsidering the nature
and purpose of worked examples, especially where the problem space is large.
Worked examples are paired with similar un-woiked or partially worked problems
(Paas, 1992), giving learners the opportunity to focus specifically on one soluGon
method at a time.
3. j{pZZZaZZenZZoMe^cZ. This effect occurs when a learner is required to aGend to
independent pictorial and textual infbrmaGon to understand a concept. The effect is
reduced or eliminated when both elements are integrated into a single source of
infbrmaGon (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller, Chandler, Tiemer, & Cooper,
1990). AddiGonal sources of split attenGon include mulGple sources of text (Chandler
& Sweller, 1992), mixing acGviGes such a hard copy user's guide and software
tutorial (Chandler & Sweller, 1996), and aGending to mulGple sources of infbrmaGon
or activities as in performing a textual or graphical search, or even pull-down menus
referenced in a user’s guide (Cooper, 1998).
4. Redundancy effect. If one source of information (pictorial or textual) is sufficient to
cover a concept, then additional information (integrated or not) should be completely
removed (Chandler & Sweller, 1991).
5. AfbdaZZZy e^cZ. There is evidence supporting the idea that working memory can be
expanded through sensory modaliGes. Mixed-mode instrucGonal fbrmatGng presents
infbrmaGon in ways that maximize this effect, as in pictorial infbrmaGon with text
presented auditorially (Mousavi, Low, & Sweller, 1995).
6. PanabZZZZy e(^cZ. Although not listed by Cooper, Sweller et al. (1998) identifies this
sixth effect that, through variability ofpracGce, encourages learners to develop
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schemas that help increase the probability that they will idenfify similar features and
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant ones.

A review of cogniGve load reducGon research clarifies the importance of worked
examples. Their importance in the current study requires further understanding of
research surrounding their use, including inter- and intra- example design instrucGon,
individual differences in example processing through self-explanaGons, and the impact of
situaGonal factors on worked example comprehension (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, &
Wortham, 2000). There is liGle doubt that worked examples are most effecGve when used
in instrucGonal settings that promote skills acquisiGon - including computer
programming (Anderson, Fincham, & Douglass, 1997). Considering worked example
design to be an important aspect of cogniGve load reducGon, a clearer understanding of
worked example research will be beneficial for the design of instructional systems that
are dependent on the technique - including the delivery vehicle for the present study.
The design or structure of worked examples plays a critical role in their effectiveness
in learning (Mwangi & Sweller, 1998). The worked example and problem completion
cognitive load reduction technique is additionally supported by a study where LISP
programming students were exposed to six example-pracGce problem pairs, where each
example was immediately followed by a similar, but not idenGcal pracGce problem. A
second group of students were presented all six examples immediately followed by all six
pracGce problems. The researchers observed that, as predicted, those students who were
exposed to example-problem pairs took less time and produced more accurate soluGons
(Traffon & Reiser, 1993). Based on these findings, the authors concluded, "the most
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efficient way to present material to acquire a skill is to present an example, then a similar
problem to solve immediately fbllowing" (p. 1022).
The pairing of an example with an exercise is considered to be an inter-example
feature. Other inter-example features include consideration of the use of multiple
examples in content, the effects of varying problem types within lessons, and the effects
of themes or "surface stories" on instrucGon. MulGple examples in secGon content have
been shown to facilitate improved learning over a single example (Reed & Bolstad,
1991). These authors concluded that only one addiGonal example will improve learning,
and it is not necessary to provide an example fbr each possible exercise or test problem.
Paas and Van Merrienboer (1994) demonstrated that lessons designed with high
variability in content should be accompanied by worked example instrucGon rather than
immediate immersion into exercise solving. Quilici and Mayer (1996) demonstrated that
example groups designed to emphasize structure are more effective than those that
emphasize surface story. If a group of examples associated with varying concepts of
mixing is based upon the making of lemonade, then the group is said to be emphasized by
surface story - or the context of the examples - making lemonade. If each example takes
on a unique contextual setting, then the group is said to be emphasized by structure. An
example of structural emphasis might be a group of examples related to unit conversion,
where each example is based on a unique context - say space exploraGon and pool
chemistiy, fbr example.
Much research has suggested that the intra-example features of worked examples also
play a criGcal role in their efiecGveness (Catrambone, 1994a ; Mwangi & Sweller, 1998;
Ward & Sweller, 1990). In fact, if not constructed properly, "the structure of worked
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examples may substantially compromise the beneGts derived Gom studying them"
(Mwangi & Sweller, 1998, p. 174). On the contrary, carefully designed worked examples
can reduce or eliminate the split attention effect, resulting in cognitive load reduction
(Cooper, 1998; Paas, 1992). Some of the more important intra-example features include
integrating text and diagrams for reducing the split-attention effect (Tarmizi & Sweller,
1988), integrating aural and visual information (Mousavi, Low, & Sweller, 1995),
integrating steps and sub-goals (Catrambone, 1994a, 1994b, 1995a, 1995b, 1996), and
introducing incomplete examples (Stark, 1999), an important feature for the purpose of
the present study. Stark (1999) found that, compared to studying complete examples,
incomplete examples are beneGcial to producing higher levels of effecGve selfexplanaGon.

occurs when a student attempts to /iZZ in rAe gap.; of poorly

elaborated or intentionally omitted content in worked example design - students who selfexplain will outperform students who do not (Chi et al., 1989).
The Gndings of worked examples research may have signiGcant implicaGons in
constructivist learning environments where students engage in solving complex problems
(Williams & Hmelo, 1998). The literature suggests that students should thoroughly
review and engage in expert problem soluGons before attempting to develop soluGons on
their own. The present study depends on research in worked examples since they reside at
the core of the Reading approach and should, therefore, be designed and dehvered
according to principals that best deGne their use.
afwZ Cbz/zMg Lga/vnMg
Self-regulaGon refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, and acGons that are
planned and cychcally adapted to the attainment of personal goals. It entails not only
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behavioral skill in managing one's environment, but also the knowledge and the sense to
enact this skill in relevant contexts (Zimmerman, 2000). More speciGcally, self-regulated
learning is comprised of these general components (Ormrod, 1999):
1.

Self-regulated learners have an intrinsic desire to attain a particular
goal or perform a speciGc task (Zimmerman, 1995; Zimmerman & Risemberg, 1997).

2. GoaZ senmg. Self regulated learners know where they want to go and how they want
to get there (Wiime, 1995; Zimmerman & Bandura, 1994).
3. f/anming. Self regulated learners plan their time and resources to attain a speciGc
goal or perform a task (Zimmerman & Risemberg, 1997).
4.

controZ. S elf regulated learners work to maximize their attenüon directed
toward a goal or task (Winne, 1995).

5. v4/)pZZcarZoM q/'Zea/TzZng sZraZegZes. S elf regulated learners adjust learning strategies
according to situation (Winne, 1995).
6. Self-monitoring. Self-regulated learners are capable of monitoring their own progress
and adjusting learning strategies as needed to attain the goal or accomplish the task
(Butler & Winne, 1995; Winne, 1995; Zimmerman & Risemberg, 1997).
7. Self-evaluation. Self regulated learners can determine when they’ve accomplished the
goal or completed the task (Schraw & Moshman, 1995; Zimmerman & Risemberg,
1997).
Students who are highly self regulated estabhsh high academic goals and achieve at a
higher level (Schraw, 1998). In reality, relahvely few students function at a high level of
self regulation, possibly due to teaching and learning paradigms imposed by tradiüonal
instrucGonal practice (Zimmerman & Bandura, 1994). If this is the case, alternative
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learning environments like the virtual classroom might unleash higher levels of currently
constrained self-regulatory skiUs in students, which, in turn, could potentially lead to
higher academic achievement.
Aafg

Although it is clear that worked examples can improve learning

in a tradihonal setting, it is not yet known how such examples might aSect learning in a
Web-based environment. If media's effect on learning might be inconsequenüal, then
student dependence on worked examples in a Web-based environment might be
attributed more to individual learning characteristics, such as self-regulahon. A clearer
understanding of this dependence can lead to better understanding of the constructs
needed for good, scientifically-based, instructional design.
Hong (1998) distinguishes two different classes of personality or psychological
attributes that can be applied to self-regulation - trait and state constructs. State selfregulation is conceptualized as a transitory state that varies depending on situational
cognitive demands. For example, trait self-regulation is a performance attribute that
remains relatively stable across varying cognitive demands (Hong, 2001a). While the
study of both attributes is important for determining individual differences in learning
and performance, the present study seeks to build upon prior research to describe how
state self-regulation might effect various performance measures including the use of
worked examples.
Presently, no studies exist that investigate the relationship between self-regulatory
skills and hypermedia environments (Hartley & Bendixen, 2000). 2^idner, Boekarts, &
Pintrich (2000) offers directions and challenges for future research in this area:
1. Exploring interactions between environment and self regulation.
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2. The acquisifion and transmission of self-regulatory skills.
3. Training and promoGon of self-regulatory skills.
4. Examining developmental differences in self^regulatory skills.
5. Examining individual differences in self-regulatory skills.
These challenges raise some important questions that can only be answered through
further research. Success or achievement in new learning environments at this point is
best summarized by Hartley and Bendixen (2001), "While we may have succeeded in
improving access to all, we have only succeeded in increasing access to learning for a
few." (p. 24). In other words, Web learning has not yet been beneficial to the masses.
Since it is anticipated that self regulation will play an important role in predicting
student success in online courses, a review of self regulation research might yield insight
into student selfregulatory abihty and how students might solve programming problems
online.
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CHAPTERS

DEVELOPMENT OF CS ONLINE
The purpose of the current study was to develop a Web-based learning system as a
teaching and learning tool for introductory computer science concepts, and then perform
prelirninary validation of the system's efficacy as an instructional environment.
Approval was granted on February 20,2003, by the Social Behavioral Sciences
Institutional Review Board of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas before conducting the
research. The chapter describes key design attributes of CS Online resulting fix)m
rationale and fundamental strategies described in Chapter 2. The attributes are presented
within the context of environmental, pedagogical, methodological, technical, and
structural design strategies. Environmental strategies are those that might address factors
outside of teacher control including lack of standards for a high school curriculum and
teacher certification, professional development issues, increasing growth of technical
education, declining enrollments in computer science courses, increasing complexity of
programming languages, accessibihty to resources, and cost factors, f ezZhgogzcaZ
strategies involve classroom and course management, scope and sequence of content, and
instructional design. MefAodoZogzcaZ strategies involve the methods of teaching computer
programming. TgcAnzcaZ strategies address the choice of platform, development
environment, language, and appropriate instruction and use of debugging tools.
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j'frwcZwmZ strategies are those associated with the artistic side of programming and
software design.

Environmental Design Strategies and CS Online Attributes
The environmental challenges facing computer science education include the lack of
standards for a high school curriculum and teacher certificaGon, professional
development issues, increasing growth of technical educaGon and declining enrollments
in computer science courses, increasing complexity of programming languages,
accessibility to resources, and cost factors. While individual teachers or any one system
may not possess the power to effect change in many of these areas, features inherent in
CS Online can help empower teachers to overcome others. In this section, a review of
those challenges most affected by CS Online design attnbutes is presented.
Teacher Professional Development and CS Online Design Attributes
As computer science emerged as a Geld of study in secondary schools, many teachers
ended up teaching the subject because they were either the most knowledgeable in
computers or were the first to indicate an interest. CS Online was designed to reach the
many teachers who lack either content knowledge or adequate resources to effectively
teach computer science. This was done by allowing teachers to funcGon in the system
both as a teacher and a student. In other words, teacher status in the system implies that in
addiGon to managing their students, teachers can progress through content as if they were
students themselves. Teachers can, therefore, use the system to leam content ahead of or
alongside their students. This inherent professional development component of CS
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Online can be parücnlarly helpful for those teachers who lack extensive formal training
in computer science.
Cost yfccesszAzZzty owZ C,9 CM/me

While nahonal efforts to help prepare students for the AP exam are noteworthy, CS
Online was designed to reach the masses, the tens of thousands of students who might
never see an AP computer science course or exam, but who can beneGt cogniGvely Gom
learning programming. In addiGon, because CS Online is Web-based, the complete
learning environment is accessible Gom anywhere that teachers and students have
Internet access. The model requires no expensive software development tools or
accompanying textbooks; eveiything is self-contained. The system was made (and
continues to be made) available at no cost to all 285,000 students in the Clark County
School District.
A Bridge to Technology Education
The aversion to computer science being incorporated into a broader technology
education program is understandable considering the academic nature of computer
science and the varying levels of inexperience technology teachers bring to the subject
(Deek & Kimmel, 1999). But this Gend is more likely to continue before it’s reversed
(Levesque & Hudson, 2003), and computer science teachers might, in the meanwhile,
beGer serve educaGon by adapting to rather than resisting programmaGc changes. CS
Online promotes a spirit of cooperaGon mainly because of JavaScript's natural affinity to
web pages. Problem solving acGviGes in CS Online translate directly into web pages and
requGe knowledge of HTML for output formatting, web forms, and dynamically
controlled page content. In other words, the szGe

of CS Online are consistent with
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the instructional goals of technology education programs to teach HTML and web design.
In fact. Chapter-10 covers visual interface design using an advanced Web development
tool, and Chapter-12 shows students how to publish their programs (pages) on the Web.
In summary, CS Online can be used as a means to promote further study in technology
educaGon courses like HTML and web page design, and vice versa.

Pedagogical Design Strategies and CS Online Attnbutes
CS Online was designed to address several pedagogical challenges to computer
science educaGon. A discussion of its approach to classroom and course management,
scope and sequence of content, and instrucGonal design issues follows.
C/ossrooTM anzZ Course MaMOgemeMf
Since the management of CS Online is Web-based, teachers can view and run
submitted source code from any computer that has Internet access and a browser,
including their own at home. The convenience of this attribute cannot be overstated. Not
only can teachers view and run the final code submitted for grading from home, but they
can also view every attempt students make to debug and run every program. This history
of problem solving opens a new window into student thinking and problem solving not
found in the review of computer science educaGon literature. From this data, teachers can
idenGfy patterns of common mistakes students make while trying to solve programming
problems, giving them opportunity to improve instrucGon. Finally, the management
component of CS Online allows teachers to provide students with immediate feedback on
programming progress and reset completed problems for them to complete addiGonal
work on erroneous problems.
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ComZeMf j'cope awZ
CS Online intends to provide students with real problem solving experiences using
algorithmic and logical thinking, and students write programs toward this goal. CS
Online presents the most important language structures conGols in a way that makes
learning fun and easy for students.
.ÿu/Mma/y

Cbz/zMe Co/ziemi &qpe u/uZ

The course is divided into chapters and secGons to keep content in small and concise
chunks. Beginning with an introducGon, input/output (I/O) and variables, students
become familiar with the programming environment and ways to put information into
and get information back from their programs. Unconditional looping is also introduced
early to control I/O for array variables. Chapter-3 follows with an introducGon to objects,
and how to reference and use various object properties and methods in programs. CS
Online emphasizes object orientaGon because it not only produces superior atGtudes and
learning effects in programming (Reed and Liu, 1992), but also offers the best way to
write computer programs (Coad & Yourdon, 1993; Savitch, 2003). In Ch^ter-4, students
construct their own objects and use them in programs, and Chapter-5 shows students how
to connect visual interface components and objects. Visual interface components include
images, buttons, text Gelds, drop-down hsts, radio buttons, and checkboxes - components
of standard Web forms.
By the end of Chapter-5, students have been engaged with binlding projects that were
then expanded in subsequent chapters as new material is presented. Chapters 6 and 7
fbhow with decision structures, condiGonal iteraGon and expanded project funcGonaliGes.
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Examples of projects include a calculator, dice roller, and a CD player simulator. The
instrucGonal beneGts projects of this type can oGer include opportuniGes to teach difficult
concepts. The dice roller, for example, is used to teach

co/wZzGow and ÿ"

sfargme/zü by making the program recognize suits. Suit recogniGon is useful in popular
games like Yahtzee, Kizmet, and draw poker. Enrichment acGviGes are provided for the
more moGvated to extend the basic requirements into more sophisGcated soluGons. The
CD player simulator is a project used to teach condiGonal iteraGon through variaGons of
random track playback sequences. Advanced topics of introductory computer science
then follow in Chapters 8 and 9 with searching, sorting, and other algorithms; the
applicaGon of mulG-dimensioned arrays; and recursion. In Chapter-10, students leam to
create then own visual interfaces using an advanced Web development tool like
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX to create Web forms. By the end of Chapter-10, students
are prepared to spend considerable time designing and building their own projects from
scratch. CS Online provides a library of project ideas with source code and visual
interfaces that students can view, run, and modify to reinforce concepts provided
throughout the course and to generate ideas. Examples include a hi-lo game, a stopwatch,
bingo, a scrambled word game, and other real-world projects.
Because students write programs in JavaScript (details about choice of language are
provided in the TecA/zzcaZv^GrzAzztas secGon), completed projects are Web pages that are
easily published and showcased via the school Web site or anywhere else on the Web.
The abihty to showcase student work through the Web builds moGvaGon and pride
(DuPont, 1998). Chapter-12 provides students with instmcGons on how to pubhsh their
programs (pages) on the Web, and how their pages compare to Web pages in general.
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The chapter also frmcGons as a segue into study of hypertext markup language (HTML)
and advanced Web design. See Table 3-1 for a summary of the scope and sequence of CS
Online.
FwMcGoMuZfrograyszoM

CAqpZer zmzZ<SecGoM ConZent

Each ch(q)ter begins with an explanation of concepts with hyperlinks to
supplementary Web sites in support of the concepts. Chapters are sub-divided into
secGons to keep Web pages small and concise (Lynch & Horton, 1999). The curriculum
provides random access links to chapters and secGons so that students could, at any time,
reference content and previously solved exercises. Embedded in each section are in-text
worked examples for students to read, trace, and run as often as needed. Students can also
modify and re-run any example at any time. At the end of each section is a list of
exercises for students to practice programming concepts. Embedded in each exercise are
optional in-exercise worked examples for students to apply toward their own solutions.
Appendix-A contains samples of chapter, secGon, and example content.
Worked examples are provided to illusGate concepts introduced in each section. The
output of worked examples is viewed by chcking the link to the example. The example
opens and runs in a new window. Students can then trace the program and the output to
see how the soluGon worked, and source code could be copied and pasted into the
exercise edit window.
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Table 3-1

Scope and Sequence of CS Online

Chapter and Title

General Content

Chapter-1: Introduction

Introduction to the course, how to use the system,
debugging tools.

Chapter-2: I/O and Variables

Input and output, variable naming convention,
unconditional iteration using/or loops.

Chapter-3: Objects

JavaScript objects including referencing object
properties and methods.

Chapter-4: User-Defined Objects

Constructing objects in JavaScript.

Chapter-5: The Visual Interface

Using a visual interface with objects.

Chapter-6: Making Decisions

Decisions using if and switch, conditions.

Chapter-7: Conditional Iteration

Control using while loops and conditions.

Chapter-8: Advanced Topics

Multi-dimensioned arrays, recursion, and advanced
parameter passing.

Chapter-9: Algorithms

Introduction to program efficiency, searching,
sorting, and other popular algorithms.

Chapter-10: Web Forms and Custom Interfaces

Constructing a visual interface using a web design
tool to create web forms.

Chapter-11: Projects

Analysis of projects in the project library, design of
a student project.

Chapter-12: JavaScript, HTML, and Web Pages

The relationship between JavaScript and web pages.
Dynamic web page design and HTML (DHTML)
using JavaScript.
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Section-end exercises are designed to reinforce chapter and section content and to
provide students with opportunity to pracGce. After clicking on the link to a problem,
students are presented with an opGon to view a related in-text worked example or three
levels of in-exercise worked examples. The in-text worked example can be viewed as an
example-problem pair (Trafton & Reiser, 1993), and in-exercise worked examples can be
viewed as incomplete examples (Stark, 1999). For each example-problem pair, students
can: (a) run the worked example and observe its behavior, (b) modify the worked
example source code and run the modified program, or (c) copy, paste, and make
modifications to the worked example code as their own solution.
Running exercise solutions works much in the same way as worked examples. The
students have complete autonomy in the management of source code for section-end
exercises. Whenever a student attempts to run a program, CS Online saves a copy of their
source code in the back-end database. In fact, copies of source code for every attempt are
captured for all students, chapters, and exercises. If a student wishes to revisit a submitted
problem, the most currently submitted source code is presented back upon entering the
exercise. The student can inform the instructor that a problem is ready for grading by
clicking the 'Ready for Grading' checkbox before submitting.
If a student is having trouble solving a problem, an incomplete worked example can
be displayed to assist with the programming process. Three levels of incomplete worked
examples are available for each problem and generally progress as follows: (a) pseudo
code for level-1, (b) partial solution of pseudo-code for level-2, and (c) partial solution of
source code for level-3. Pseudo-code is defined as:
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An outline of a program, written in a form that can easily be converted into real
programming statements. For example, the pseudocode for a bubble sort routine
might be written:
while not at end of list
compare adjacent elements
if second is greater than first
switch the two elements
get the next two elements
if elements were switched
repeat for the entire list

Pseudo-code caimot be compiled nor executed, and there are no real formatting or
syntax rules. It is simply one important step in producing the final code. The
benefit of pseudo-code is that it enables the programmer to concentrate on the
algorithms without worrying about all the syntactic details of a particular
programming language. In fact, you can write pseudocode without even knowing
what programming language you will use for the final implementation
(Webopedia, 2003, p. 1).
If an incomplete worked example link is clicked, the source code is displayed in the
exercise text box, and problem solution can progress in the same way as before - the
student can make modifications and test the program. Whenever an incomplete worked
example level is used, a penalty can be applied toward the total points earned for that
exercise. For CS Online, a one-half point penalty was ^plied for each hint level used,
resulting in a 1.5 point total penalty frr using all three hints. The penalty can serve as an
incentive for students to work harder, or conversely, as a disincentive to give up too
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easily. Appendix-B contains an example of hint levels one, two, and three and the
problem soluGon.

Methodological Design Strategies and CS Online Attributes
The CS Online learning experience is built upon the PBL instructional paradigm
where students acquire wae/W

that transfers into real-world contexts

(Wilkerson & Gijselaers, 1996). The Reading approach to teaching programming also
lies at the core of the system, where students run pre-written programs in the farm of
worked examples, modij^ and amphfy those examples, and then generate programs on
their own (Van Merrienboer and Krammer, 1987). An instructional goal of CS Online is
as much language independence as possible, focusing more on problem solving with
apphcarion to real-world contexts. This is achieved by emphasizing constructs that are
common to most popular languages like Java and C++. In general, object-oriented
programming concepts are mtroduced early and continue throughout the course, mainly

since object-oriented programming has been shown to be a more effective instructional
approach (Liu, 1998; Reed & Liu, 1992).
IFbrAigzZÆxwMpZ&r
CS Online engaged two types of worked examples: Zn-rext and Z/z-exercGe. In-text
examples were embedded in chapter secGons, and in-exercise examples were coupled
with secGon-end exercises. There were at least two in-text examples per secGon that the
students could view, run, or modify and run at any time, since mulGple examples in
secGon content have been shown to facilitate improved learning over the use of a single
example (Reed & Bolstad, 1991). In-exercise examples were available to assist with
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problem soluGons and were presented in two general forms: (a) example-problem pairs,
where the problan was associated with the in-text worked example that was most closely
resembled the exercise, and (b) incomplete examples, also referred to as hints or parGal
soluGons, which were available at three levels. Example-problem pairs have been shown
to enhance skill acquisiGon in a most effecGve manner (Trafton & Reiser, 1993). Stark
(1999) found that, compared to studying complete examples, incomplete examples are
beneficial to produce higher levels of effecGve self-explanaGon. The use of in-text and inexercise worked examples in CS Online was completely opGonal for the pilot study.

Technical Design Strategies and CS Online Attributes
Choice o f Development Environment
Since CS Online is Web-based, choice of platform was not an issue. CS Online could
be run from any hardware platform and operating system that supports a Web browser.
Internet Explorer is the recommended browser because of its ability to integrate the
Microsoft Script Debugger, which is a free download that automatically launches when a
JavaScript error is encountered (Microsoft, 2003). Students can either write programs
within CS Online text fields, or use any other text editor or word processor, then copy
and paste their programs into the system. This development suite of an editor, debugger,
and run-Gme environment benefits schools and students in that there are no addiGonal
software costs, and programs can be written from home or any computer with Internet
access.
CAozcg q/"Zayzgwage
The choice of JavaScript as the programming language was not difficult because of
the many benefits realized by its use. First of all, JavaScript is easy to apply and
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possesses all the necessary attributes for teaching introductory computer programming
concepts. It should be clarified that JavaScript and Java are not the same language.
JavaScript was designed to resemble Java, and therefore, also looks a lot like C and C++.
The main difference is that Java was built as a general-purpose object language, while
JavaScript is intended to provide a quicker and simpler language for enhancing Web
pages and servers (Google, 2003). Because of its resemblance to the other m ^or
languages, learned concepts can be easily transferred to more advanced study of
computer science. In addition, JavaScript's natural affinity to Web pages made it easy for
students to showcase then work, and promotes a Web-centric educational focus on
HTML, Web page design. Flash, and other Internet technologies.
The biggest criticism CS Online might receive as an effective instructional
environment is the choice of JavaScript as the language for teaching introductory
computer science. Choice of language is one of the most important decisions educators
make in planning introductory courses and inherent concepts (Stevenson & West, 1998).
A critical comparison of JavaScript and Java reveals that although the two languages are
concurrently similar and fundamentally different, the differences may not be dramatic
enough to dismiss the simpler of the two languages as a viable alternative. First of all,
computer science education leaders are already searching for a much simpler form of
Java far introductory courses (Roberts, 2003). Second, because JavaScript "descends in
spirit fiiom a line of smaller, dynamically typed languages... [they] offer programming
tools to a much wider audience because of their easier syntax, specialized built-in
functionality, and minimal requirements for object creation" (Netscape, 2000). Third, the
m^ority of JavaScript constructs used in CS Online are wpworG compuGA/e with Java.
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With the excepGon of objects and loose typing differences, language structures including
literals, block, and scope; data types including strings and arrays; expressions and
operators including relaGonal, unary, assignment, and string concatenaGon; and control
structures including if-else, switch, and while are virtually idenGcal in appearance and
use to Java. Because the study focuses on problem solving, programming language is
viewed as a matter of secondary importance, with emphasis placed on the problem to be
solved and the logical steps required far its soluGon (Milbrandt, 1995). This approach
does not intend to underplay the importance of the AP exam or preparaGon on its behalf,
but rather to promote a way of building moGvaGonal courses to attract and teach large
numbers of students. Those interested in pursuing higher study can then transfer the
m ^onty of their introductory knowledge to Java.

Structural Design Strategies and CS Online Attributes
CS Online emphasizes the concepts of structured, object-oriented program design
from the very beginning. These concepts include the use of self-documenting code
through choice of variable names, naming convenGon, appropriate use of comments, use
of objects and how those objects interface with one another and the outside world.
Concepts attained through CS Online are transferable to other programming languages
and more advanced study of computer science.
In summary, CS Online can address many of present needs of computer science
educaGon. Advances in technology have made it possible to conceptualize and implement
new models that simplify instrucGonal processes while providing access to more students
through the Internet. In addiGon, a research-based framework for the various pedagogical
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and system attributes might increase the likelihood of effecGve teaching and learning
experiences.
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CHAPTER 4

PRELIMINARY VALIDATION EFFORT
The purpose of the study was to develop a Web-based learning system as a teaching
and learning tool for introductory computer science concepts, and then perform
preliminary vahdaGon of the system's efficacy as an instrucGonal environment.
Approval was granted on February 20, 2003, by the Social Behavioral Sciences
InsGtuGonal Review Board of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas before conducting the
research. The chapter begins with the parGcipants in the study and then fallows with the
instructional materials used, a table of raw and calculated measures, and the procedures
employed. The chapter closes with a summary of the research questions, data sources,
and analytical methods applied.

ParGcipants
The parGcipants were 36 students from several high schools in Southern Nevada, and
12 graduate students from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). The high
school students' parGcipaGon in the CS Online system was the main focus of the study,
while the graduate students were available to evaluate and grade student work. Of the 36
high school students, 13 were female, 23 were male, and the ethnic distribuGon was 80%
Caucasian, 11% Hispanic, and 9% Asian American with ages ranging from 13 to 18 years
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old. The high school students enrolled in CS Online as an academic elective for the
spring semester o f2002. Programming is offered as an elecGve course in the state of
Nevada, and credit earned can be applied to fulfill a graduaGon requirement.
The UNLV graduate students were enrolled in ICG 758, the Methods of Teaching
programming course, and worked through CS Online content along with the 36 high
school students. Their involvement with CS Online was threefold: (a) to observe a
funcGonal hnplementaGon of the Reading approach (method) of teaching programming,
(b) to directly interface with high school students engaged in learning computer
programming, and (c) to evaluate submitted source code. The graduate students'
interactions with the high school students were limited to answering questions and
evaluating submitted work. Several UNLV graduate students were computer science
teachers in CCSD who volunteered their high school students for participation in the
study.

Instructional Materials
The coursewoik consisted of various quesGonnaires as described in detail in the
instruments section below, 25 sections of pedagogical content including worked
examples and exercises, and an exam. All worked examples, exercises, and exams
required high-level thinking processes. QuesGonnaires and the exam included mulGplechoice items, and exercises required written program soluGons. There were a total of 45
possible exercises to complete.
histrucGonal materials consisted of chapter and secGon content covering introductory
concepts of programming using the JavaScript programming language, in-text worked
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examples embedded in secGon content, and chapter-end exercise sets with opGonal in
exercise worked examples that were opGonally available. A summary of the scope and
sequence of CS Online content was presented in Table 3-1.

Measures
Sixty-six measures were generated for the pilot study, 38 of which were raw data
collected by the system, and 28 of which were calculated based on raw data values. CS
Online was the primary data collecGon instrument, which generated data as students
interacted with the various components of course content. Table 4-1 shows the
comprehensive hst of raw (R) and calculated (C) data values (or variables) described in
this chapter. Variables were assigned numbers and labels for ease of reference in
subsequent secGons and chapters of the present study.

describes whether the

variable was derived from raw or calculated data, and /freq describes the frequency of
data collection. Frequency options include: 1, a one-time collection of the data as in a
questionnaire; Ready, produced when a student clicked the ‘Ready for Grading’ checkbox
before running; Run, when the Run button was clicked; Hint, when a hint was clicked;
and Click, when an example link or button was clicked. Data for raw variables were taken
direcGy from database tables generated by the system. Calculated variables were created
based on mathemaGcal manipulaGon of raw data variables. Raw data descripGons are
provided first followed by detailed descripGons of each calculated variable.
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Table 4-1

Summary of Raw and Calculated Variables
Num Variable DescripGon

Label

1

Math Experience

MathScore

C

2

Computer Experience

CompScore

C

3

Trait Self-Regulation

N/A

R

4

Trait Self-Regulation w/Programming

N/A

R

Type Freq

State Self-Regulation (4 separate questionnaires)

C

5

- Section 2.7 end; planning sub-component

Planning

C

6

- Section 2.7 end: self-check

SelfChk

c

7

- Section 2.7 end: effort

Effort

c

8

- Section 2.7 end: self-efficacy

SelfES"

c

9

- Exam end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

10

- Exam end: self-checking

SelfChk

c

11

- Exam end: effort

Effort

c

12

- Exam end: self-efficacy

SelfEff

c

13

- Section 3.7 end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

14

- Section 3.7 end: self-checking

SelfChk

c

15

- Section 3.7 end: effort y

Effort

c

16

- Section 3.7 end: self-efficacy

SelfEff

c

17

- Section 4.4 end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

18

- Section 4.4 end: self-checking

SelfChk

c

19

- Section 4.4 end: effort

Effort

c

20

- Section 4.4 end: self-efficacy

SelfEff

c
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Table 4-1 (Continued)

Num Variable DescripGon

Label

Type Freq

The following measures are from exercises solved:
21

Total # o f problems solved

TotSolved

R

22

% of total # of problems solved

PctSolved

C

23

Total average score for solved problems

TotAvgSc

C

24

# of optional problems solved

OptSolved

R

25

Average score for optional problems

OptAvgSc

C

26

# o f easy exercises solved

ESolved

R

27

Average score for easy exercises solved

EAvgSC

C

28

# of medium exercises solved

MSolved

R

29

Average score for medium exercises solved

MAvgSC

C

30

# o f hard exercises solved

HSolved

R

31

Average score for hard exercises solved

HAvgSC

C

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

Ready

The following measures are from Submitted Attempts:
32

Total # of submitted attempts

TotAtts

R

Run

33

Total # of exercises solved

TotSolved

R

Ready

34

Average # of submitted attempts

TotAvgAtt

C

35

# of submitted attempts for optional exercises

OptAtts

R

Run

36

# of optional exercises solved

OptSolved

R

Ready

37

Average # of attempts for optional exercises

OptAvgAtt

C

38

# of submitted attenyts for easy exercises

EAttempts

R

Run

39

# of easy exercises solved

ESolved

R

Ready

40

Average # of attempts for easy exercises

EAvgAttempts

C
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Table 4-1 (Continued)

Num Variable DescripGon

Label

Type Freq

41

# of submitted attempts for medium exercises

MAttempts

R

Run

42

# of medium exercises solved

MSolved

R

Ready

43

Average # of attempts for medium exercises

MAvgAttempts

c

44

# of submitted attempts for medium exercises

HAttempts

R

45

# of medium exercises solved

HSolved

R

46

Average # of attempts for hard exercises

HAvgAttempts

C

Ready

Click

Run

The following measures are from in-text examples:
47

Total number of unique in-text examples visited

TotUniqInTxt

R

48

Percent of in-text examples visited

PctUniqInTxt

C

49

Total visits to in-text examples

TotlnTxt

R

50

Average # of visits to unique in-text examples

AvgPerUniqInTxt

C

Click

The following measures are from in-exercise examples:
51

Total number of unique in-exercise examples

TotUniqInEx

R

52

Percent of in-exercise examples visited

PctUniqInEx

C

53

Total visits to in-exercise examples

TotlnEx

R

54

Average # of visits to in-exercise examples

AvgPerUniqInEx

C

Click

Click

The following measures are from hints:
55

Sum of hint levels used in all problems

HintSum

c

56

# o f problems where hints were used

HintProbs

R

57

Average hint level where hints were used

AvgHintLev

C
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Hint

Table 4-1 (Continued)

Num Variable Description

Label

Type Freq

58

Sum of hint levels used in optional problems

OptHintSum

c

59

# of optional problems where hints were used

OptProbs

R

60

Average hint level in opt problems where used

AvgOptHintLev

C

61

# of easy problems where hints were used

EHintProbs

R

62

Sum o f hint levels in easy problems

EHintSum

C

63

Average hint level in easy problems where used

EAvgHintLev

c

64

# of medium problems where hints were used

MHintProbs

R

65

Sum of hint levels in medium problems

MHintSum

C

66

Average hint level in medium problems where used

MAvgHintLev

c

67

# of hard problems where hints were used

HHintProbs

R

68

Sum of hint levels in hard problems

HHintSum

C

69

Average hint level in hard problems where used

HAvgHintLev

c

Hint

Hint

Hint

Hint

The following measures are from the exam:

70

Exam score

ExamScore

c

71

Exam percentage

ExamPct

c

For each raw and calculated variable described in this and the next section, reference
is made to the variables bsted in Table 4-1 using the following syntax: ForiaA/e
Afne/MOMic

For example,

refers to variable 21 in Table 4-1, the

total number of problems solved. All raw variables were derived from table queries
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applied to raw data generated by the system. More specifically, the Web-based data table
was converted to a Microsoft Access table. Queries were then designed to extract data
into wodcable data sets. These data sets were then transferred to Excel spreadsheets horn
which calculated variables were derived.
The total number of exercises (including optional) that were checked
'Ready for Grading' by the student.
The number of optional-only exercises that were checked 'Ready for
Grading' by the student.
The number of easy exercises that were checked 'Ready for Grading' by
the student. Easy, medium, and hard level exercises were selected from within the first 20
of 45 exercises to ensure the highest rate of student completion. The five easy exercises
were 2-1-1, 2-1-2, 2-1-3, 2-2-1, and 2-2-2. The five medium exercises were 2-3-1, 2-3-3,
2-4-1,2-4-3, and 2-5-1. The five hard exercises were 2-3-2, 2-4-2,2-6-1,2-7-1, and 3-21. Exercises are identified by C-S-E notation, with C equal to chapter number, S equal to
section number, and E equal to exercise number. To qualify as an easy, medium, or hard
exercise, the anticipated average number of submitted attempts (calculated variable 34 of
Table 3-2) was used for classification. A TotAvgAtt value of 1-5 qualified the exercise as
easy. Values ranging fi-om 6-10 were classified medium, and the 11-20 range was
classified as hard.
The number of medium exercises that were checked 'Ready for
Grading' by the student. Refer to ESolved above for an explanation of criteria apphed for
classifying an exercise as easy, medium, or hard.
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The number of hard exercises that were checked 'Ready for Grading' by
the student. Refer to ESolved above for an explanation of criteria apphed for classifying
an exercise as easy, medium, or hard.
The total number of attempts (runs) submitted for all exercises
(including optional).
The total number of attempts submitted for all optional exercises.
The number of attempts submitted for easy problems.
The number of attempts submitted for medium problems.
The total number of submitted attempts for hard problems solved.
The number of unique in-text examples visited, regardless of the
number of times for each. Each section provided worked examples presented as exampleproblem pairs.
TotInTxt(49). The total number of visits to in-text examples, including multiple visits

to the same example.
Tot UniqInEx(51). The number of unique in-exercise examples visited, regardless of

the number of times for each.
The total number of visits to in-exercise examples, including multiple
visits to the same example.
The total number of problems where ar fgasi hint level-1 was used.
Hints were available for each problem at three levels, and the system recorded the levels
at which they were requested.
The total number of optional problems where at /east hint level-1 was
used.
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The total number of easy problems where or /eosf hint level-1 was
used.
The total number of medium problems where of /eari hint level-1
was used.
The total number of hard problems where ai /ensr hint level-1 was
used.

Measure of math experience. To measure prior knowledge and
achievement in mathematics, the Math Knowledge questionnaire was developed and used
(Hong, 2003). The questionnaire can be found in Appendix-C. The questionnaire
measured the number of math courses taken fiom 9 possible courses. Each positive
response (Yes) yielded one point. The grade earned for each ‘Yes’ response yielded
scores of 4 for A, 3 for B, 2 for C, 1 for D or below, and 0 for no experience in the
course. The MathScore measure was calculated by the sum of positive responses
(possible of 9) and the average grade (possible of 4) for courses completed. The range of
values for the continuous version of this measure was 0 to 13 which were divided into
four categories of poor, low, good, and high for values less than 5, 5-7.4,7.5-9.9, and 10
and above, with low group scores ranging fiom 0 to 7.4 (poor to low), and high group
scores ranging fiom 7.5 to 13 (good to high).
Measure of computer experience. To measure prior knowledge and
achievement in the use of computers and programming, the Computer Experience
questionnaire was developed and used (Hong & Halopoff^ 2003). The questionnaire can
be found in Appendix-C. The questionnaire measured student experience in 13 areas of
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computer use ranging Êom literacy to HTML and programming in various languages.
The CompScore measure was calculated by the sum of positive responses. The range of
values for the continuous version was 0 to 13, and these values were divided into four
categories of poor, low, good, and h i ^ for values less than 5, 5-7.4, 7.5-9.9, and 10 and
above, with low group scores ranging fiom 0 to 7.4 (poor to low), and high group scores
ranging 6om 7.5 to 13 (good to high).
Self-regulation measures were taken following the end of
section 2-7 and the exam. The measures taken following sections 3-7 and 4-4 were
completed by fewer students since not all students made it that fiar in the course. The
questionnaire can be found in Appendix-C.
9, 73,

7 ^ . Derived by averaging the scores of items 1 ,8 ,15, 22,29,

and 33 of a 36-item questionnaire. Scores for each item ranged in value hom 1 to 4,
where 1 represented a response of “Not at all”, 2 represented a response of “Somewhat”,
3 represented a response of “Moderately so”, and 4 represented a response of “Very
much so.”
Self-checking(6, 10, 14, and 18). Derived by averaging the scores of items 2, 9, 16,

23,30, and 34 of the same Self-Regulation questionnaire. Scores far each item were
determined in the same manner as the planning sub-component.
77, 75, gyw7 7^. Derived by averaging the scores of items 3,10,17,24,31,
and 35 of the same Self-Regulation questionnaire. Scores for each item were determined
in the same manner as the planning sub-component.
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72, 76,

2CI). Derived by averaging the scores of items 4,11,18,

25, 32, and 36 of the same Self-Regulation questionnaire. Scores for each item were
determined in the same manner as the planning sub-component.
fcr6'o7va7(2.^. Percent of total number of problems solved. The total number of
problems completed by a student divided by 45 - the total number of problems available.
7brXvg;iyc(2.^. The average score earned for problems solved - the sum of earned
points divided by the number of problems completed by a student. Each exercise was
worth a maximum of 10 points with a penalty of 0.5 points applied for each hint level
used. Students earned a minimum of 5 points for each exercise where reasonable effort
was given. Point values were assigned by teaching assistants who reviewed the problems
and assigned scores.
The average score earned for optional exercises solved - the sum of
earned points divided by the number of optional problems completed by a student. The
following exercises were defined as optional; 3-2-3, 3-4-2, 3-7-3, and 4-5-2. Each
optional exercise was worth a maximum of 10 points with a penalty of 0.5 points applied
for each hint level used. Students earned a minimum of 5 points for each exercise where
reasonable effort was given.
&4vg5'C(2^. The average score earned for easy problems solved - the sum of earned
points divided by the number of exercises completed by a student. 5 exercises were
selected to measure student performance at the easy level.
AfXyg6'C(2(^. The average score earned for medium problems solved - the sum of
earned points divided by the number of exercises completed by a student. 5 exercises
were selected to measure student performance at the medium level.
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The average score earned for hard problems solved - the sum of earned
points divided by the number of exercises completed by a student. 5 exercises were
selected to measure student performance at the hard level.
Average number of submitted attempts, calculated by the sum of the
number of attempts divided by the number of completed exercises. The number of
attempts per completed exercise is determined by the count of attempts before the student
checked the exercise as ready for grading. Ready for grading status prevented students
6om any further modifications, and hence, additional submitted attempts.
Average number of attempts for optional exercises, calculated by the
sum of the number of attempts divided by the number of completed optional exercises.
The same ready-for-grading status applied to optional exercises.
Average number of submitted attempts for easy level exercises,
calculated by the sum of the number of attempts divided by the number of completed
exercises in the easy range. The same ready-fbr-grading status applied to easy exercises.
MAvgAttempts(43). Average number of submitted attempts for medium level

exercises, calculated by the sum of the number of attempts divided by the number of
completed exercises in the medium range. The same ready-fbr-grading status applied to
medium exercises.
Average number of submitted attempts fbr hard level exercises,
calculated by the sum of the number of attempts divided by the number of completed
exercises in the hard range. The same ready-fbr-grading status applied to hard exercises.
Percent of unique in-text examples visited. 64 unique in-text
examples were available throughout the entire course content. In-text examples are
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workable examples embedded within the section content. A click of an example
constituted a visit, and this measure is the number of in-text examples that were clicked at
least once divided by the total number, 64.
Average number of visits to unique in-text examples,
calculated by the total number of visits (clicks) to in-text examples divided by the number
of unique in-text examples visited.
Average number of visits to unique in-exercise examples,
calculated by the total number of visits (clicks) to in-exercise examples divided by the
number of unique in-exercise examples visited. In-exeicise examples were available fbr
students &om within the exercise window.
Total sum of hint levels used fbr all completed exercises. Hints were
optional, and a hint was counted whenever at least hint level-1 was used. There were
three hint levels available.
Average hint level used fbr each completed exercises, calculated by
HintSum divided by the number of exercises where hints were used.
OptHintSum(58) . Total sum of hint levels used for all completed optional exercises.

Hints were optional, and a hint was counted whenever at least hint level-1 was used.
There were three hint levels available.
Q p t / f y g H f . Average hint level used far each completed optional exercise,
calculated by OptHintSum divided by the number of optional exercises where hints were
used.
Sum of hint levels used in easy level exercises.
Sum of hint levels used in medium level exercises.
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Sum of hint levels used in hard level exercises.
Average hint level used in easy range exercises, calculated by
EHintSum divided by the number of easy level exercises where hints were used.
. Average hint level used in medium range exercises, calculated by
MHintSum divided by the number of medium range exercises where hints were used.
Average hint level used in hard range exercises, calculated by
HHintSum divided by the number of hard range exercises where hints were used.
Total possible points earned fbr the exam. The exam was comprised
of 12 programming exercises worth 5 points each. A total of 60 points were possible fbr
this measure.
E%aWcr(77yl. Percent of total possible points fbr the exam.
Source code history. For each submitted solution attempt, a copy of the source code

was stored in the back-end database.

Data Sources
Questionnaires
Three questionnaires presented automatically to the students were required to be
completed befbre students were permitted to proceed with section content. These
included the math experience, computer experience, and self-regulation questionnaires
that were administered according to the schedule shown in Table 4-2. See Appendix C
fbr copies of each of these questionnaires.
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Table 4-2
Schedule of Required Questionnaires

Questioimaire

When Administered

Math Knowledge

Beginning of the course

Computer Experience

Beginning o f the course

State self-regulation

Following section 2.7

State self-regulation

Following section 3.7

State self-regulation

Following section 4.4

State self-regulation

Following the midterm exam

generaW ddm
CS Online generated or collected data automatically as students progressed through
the course content. This data included all raw variables as shown in Table 4-1. Data were
converted from the server into a Microsoft Access database, and then compiled into
useful numbers through SQL queries.
Hand entered data
Exercise scores were hand entered into the system following student indication that
the exercise was ready fbr grading. In some rare instances, some students requested an
exercise to be reyet so that it could be submitted again fbr re-grading, but the number of
reset requests was negligible.

Procedure
The general procedure students fbllowed to participate in the course involved
accessing the Web site through a browser, registering fbr the course, awaiting an E-
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Mailed password upon approval, then logging in to the system. The detailed steps are as
follows:
1. Students registered fbr the CS Online course by accessing the Web URL
httn://www.csonline.ccsd.net and clicking Student Registration.
2. Computer Science instructors at the schools provided the system administrator (the
present investigator) with a list of names expected to participate in the course.
3. The system administrator ^proved the registered students. Passwords were autoeMailed to the students to the address they provided in the registration fbrm.
4. After logging in to the system fbr the first time, students were able to review
introductory infbrmation in chapter-1. Upon entering section-1 of chapter-2, students
were immediately presented with the math and computer experience questionnaires.
a. Students were required to complete all questions in the math experience
questionnaire before moving on to the computer questionnaire.
b. Students were required to complete all questions in the computer experience
questionnaire before moving on to section 2-1.
5. Students proceeded to work through content chapter-by-chapter and section-bysection. Each section contained in-text worked examples and required exercises.
Some sections contained optional exercises.
a. Students were permitted to proceed to the next exercise only after submitting the
current exercise by clicking the 'Ready fbr Grading' checkbox and then the
Submit button.
b. Students were permitted to proceed to the next section only when all required
exercises in the current section were completed. This was done by clicking the
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'Ready fbr Grading' checkbox and the Submit button fbllowing the last required
exercise.
6. At the end of section 2-7, students were automatically presented with the SelfRegulation questionnaire by the system.
a. Students were required to complete all questions in the questionnaire befbre they
could proceed to section 3-1.
7. Midway through the 10 week time period (approximately week 6), students were
presented with the exam.
a. Students were required to complete all exercises in the exam befbre being allowed
to continue with course content.
b. Students were also required to complete the self-regulation questionnaire
immediately fbllowing the exam befbre being allowed to proceed with more
content.
8. At the close of the 10-week period, databases were copied and prepared for analysis
through SQL queries and other calculations.

Summary of the Research Questions
Tables 4-3 through 4-7 provide a summary of the research questions, data sources,
and the analytic approaches to answering the questions. The applied analytical methods
were comparisons of mean frequencies and scores fbr each measure. Beginning with
Table 4-3, the data sources used were various measures including a self-regulation
questionnaire score and scores associated with the use of in-text worked examples, in-
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exercise worked examples, optional exercises, hints used, attempts required to complete
exercises, and exercise and exam performance.
Table 4-4 shows a summary of data and analytical methods applied to research
Quesiton-2. The data sources were various measures including a math experience
questionnaire score and scores associated with the use of in-text worked examples, in
exercise worked examples, optional exercises, hints used, attempts required to complete
exercises, and exercise and exam performance.
Table 4-5 shows a summary of data and analytical methods applied to research
Quesiton-3. The data sources were various measures including a computer experience
questionnaire score and scores associated with the use of in-text worked examples, inexercise worked examples, optional exercises, hints used, attempts required to complete
exercises, and exercise and exam performance.
Table 4-6 shows a summary of data and analytical methods applied to research
Quesiton-4. The data sources were various measures including self-regulation
questionnaire scores and scores associated with the use of in-text worked examples, in
exercise worked examples, optional exercises, hints used, attempts required to complete
exercises, and exercise performance fbr easy, medium, and hard-level exercises.
Table 4-7 shows a summary of data and analytical methods applied to research
Quesiton-5. The data sources used were observation of submitted source code fbr
selected exercises. The applied analytical method was a comparison of changes made by
students to source code between consecutive attempts to solve exercises.
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Table 4-3
Data Sources and Analyses fbr Research Question-1

Question

Data Sources

Analysis

(1) How do

(IA) Self-regulation questionnaire

Describe the mean scores of each of 15

students with low

given at the end of section 2-7.

measures for high versus low self-regulation

and high self-

(IB) A count of the number of

groups using descriptive statistics. Low group

regulatory skills

times all in-text worked examples

self-regulation scores ranged from 0.0 to 2.5,

perform in the use

are run for all exercises in chapters

and High group scores ranged from 2.6 to 4.0.

of in-text worked

2, 3, 4, and 5.

Self-regulation score ranges applied to four

examples, in-

(IC ) The number of in-exercise

sub-components of self-regulation including

exercise worked

worked examples accessed for all

planning, self-checking, effort, and self-

examples, hints,

exercises in chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

efficacy.

optional exercises,

(ID) The number of optional

Measures. Mean scores for each of the

and problem

exercises completed for all

following raw and calculated data;

solving scores?

exercises in chapters 2, 3,4, and 5.

(1-1) Planning and monitoring (meta-

(IE) The average hint level used

cognitive activity)

for all exercises in all chapters 2, 3,

(1-2) Self-efficacy and effort (motivation)

4, and 5.

(1-3) AvgHintLevel(5 7)

(IF) The average number of

(1-4) HintProbs (56)

attempts for each exercise in all

(1-5) AvgPerUniqInEx(54)

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(1-6) TotInEx(53)

(IG ) The total score for all

(1-7) TotUniqInEx(51)

exercises in chapters 2, 3,4 , and 5.

(1-8) AvgPerUniqInTxt(50)
(1-9) TotlnTxt (49)
(1-10) TotUniqInTxt(47)
(l-ll)0ptA vgA tt(37)
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Table 4-3 (Contmued)

Question

Data Sources

Analysis
(1-12) OptAvgSc(25)
(1-13) OptSolved(36)
(1-14) TotAvgAtt(34)
(1-15) TotAvgSc(23)
(1-16) TotSolved(21)
(1-17) ExamScore(70)
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Table 4-4
Data Sources and Analyses fbr Research Question-2

Question

Data

Analysis

(2) How do

(2A) Math experience

Describe the mean scores of each of 15

students with low

questionnaire given at the

measures for high versus low math experience

and high math

beginning of the course .

groups using descriptive statistics. Low group

experience perform

(2B) A count of the number of

math scores ranged from 0.0 to 7.4, and High

in the use of in-text

times all in-text worked

group scores ranged from 7.5 to 13.0.

worked examples,

examples are run for all

Measures. Mean scores for each of the following

in-exercise worked

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

raw and calculated data:

examples, hints,

(2C) The number of in-exercise

(2-1) Math experience score

optional exercises.

worked examples accessed for

(2-2) AvgHintLe vel( 57)

and average

all chapters 2, 3,4, and 5.

(2-3) HintProbs (56)

number of attempts

(2D) The number of optional

(2-4) AvgPerUniqInEx(54)

to solve problems,

exercises completed for all

(2-5) TotInEx(53)

and problem

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(2-6) TotUniqInEx(51)

solving scores?

(2E) The average hint level

(2-7) AvgPerUniqInTxt(50)

used for all chapters 2, 3, 4, and

(2-8) TotlnTxt (49)

5.

(2-9) TotUniqInTxt(47)

(2F) The average number of

(2-10) OptAvgAtt(37)

attempts for each exercise for

(2-11) OptAvgSc(25)

all chapters 2, 3,4, and 5.

(2-12) OptSolved(36)

(2G) The total score for all

(2-13) TotAvgAtt(34)

exercises in the last sections for

(2-14) TotAvgSc(23)

all chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(2-15) TotSolved(21)
(2-16) ExamScore(70)
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Table 4-5
Data Sources and Analyses fbr Research Question-3

Question

Data

Analysis

(3) How do

(3A) Computer experience

Describe the mean scores o f each of 15 measures

students with low

questionnaire given at the

for high versus low computer experience groups

and high computer

beginning of the course.

using descriptive statistics. Low group computer

experience perform

(3B) A count of the number of

scores ranged from 0.0 to 7.4, and High group

in the use of in-text

times all in-text worked

scores ranged from 7.5 to 13.0.

worked examples.

examples are run for all

Measures. Mean scores for each of the followina

in-exercise worked

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

raw and calculated data;

examples, hints,

(30) The number of in

(3-1) Computer experience

optional exercises.

exercise worked examples

(3-2) AvgHintLevel(57)

and average

accessed for all chapters 2, 3,

(3-3) HintProbs (56)

number of attempts

4, and 5.

(3-4) AvgPerUniqInEx(54)

to solve problems.

(3D) The number of optional

(3-5) TotInEx(53)

and problem

exercises completed for all

(3-6) TotUniqInEx(51)

solving scores?

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(3-7) AvgPerUniqInTxt(50)

(3E) The average hint level

(3-8) TotlnTxt (49)

used for all exercises for all

(3-9) TotUniqInTxt(47)

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(3-10) OptAvgAtt(37)

(3F) The average number of

(3-11) OptAvgSc(25)

attempts for each exercise m

(3-12) OptSoIved(36)

all chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

(3-13) TotAvgAtt(34)

(3G) The total score for all

(3-14) TotAvgSc(23)

exercises in all chapters 2, 3,

(3-15) TotSolved(21)

4, and 5.

(3-16) ExamScore(70)
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Table 4-6
Data Sources and Analyses fbr Research Question-4

Question

Data

Analysis

(4) How do

The operational definition of task

Describe the mean scores of each of 15

students with

difficulty is the average number of

measures for easy, medium, and hard level

low and high

attempts to complete the exercise. This

exercises for low and high self-regulation

self-regulatory

measure is a continuous variable

groups using descriptive statistics. Easy,

skills perform

ranging in difficulty from easy to

medium, and hard level exercises were

in the use of in-

medium to hard.

selected from within the first 20 of 45

text worked

(4A) Self-regulation questionnaire

exercises to ensure the highest rate of student

examples, in

given at the end of section 2-7.

completion. Exercises were classified

exercise worked

(4B) Self-regulation questionnaire

according to the average number of attempts

examples, hints.

given at the end of the exam.

that were required by students. 1-5 attençjts

optional

(4C) A count of the number of times all

qualified for easy, 6-10 qualified for

exercises,

in-text worked examples are run for all

medium, and 11-20 qualified for hard. Self

average number

chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

regulation was divided into four sub-

of attempts to

(4D) The number of in-exercise worked

components as in Question-1 including

solve problems.

examples accessed for all chapters 2, 3,

planning, self-checking, effort, and self-

and problem

4, and 5.

efficacy; with Low group scores ranging

solving scores

(4E) The number of optional exercises

from 0.0 to 2.5, and High group scores

as the task

completed for all chapters 2, 3, 4, and

ranging from 2.6 to 4.0.

difficulty

5.

Describe changes in mean scores for 5

increases?

(4P) The average hint level used for all

measures of task difficulty. As the task

exercises in all chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

difficulty progressed from easy to hard,
percentage differences among low and high
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Table 4-6 (Continued)

Question

D a ta _______

Analysis______________ _

(4G) The average number of attempts

self-regulation groups were compared to

for each exercise in all chapters 2, 3, 4,

identify trends of increasing or decreasing

and 5.

mean score for each of the 5 measures.

(4H) The total score for all exercises in

Measures. Mean scores for each of the

all chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

following raw and calculated data.
Percentage differences are also used to
predict trends:
(4-1) Planning and monitoring (metacognitive activity)
(4-2) Self-efficacy and effort (motivation)
(4-3) EAttempts(38)
(4-4) EAvgAttempts(40)
(4-5) EHmtProbs(61)
(4-6) EAvgHintLevel(63)
(4-7) EAvgScore(27), (4-8) MAttempts(41)
(4-9) MAvgAttempts(43)
(4-10) MHintProbs(64)
(4-11) MAvgHintLevel(66)
(4-12) MAvgScore(30)
(4-13) HAttempts(44)
(4-14) HAvgAttempts(46)
(4-15) HHintProbs(67)
(4-16) HAvgHintLevel(69)
(4-17) HAvgScore(33)
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Table 4-7
Data Sources, and Analyses fbr Research Question-5

Question
(5) What common
mistakes do
students make in
solving
programming
problems?

Data

Analysis

(5A) Observation of submitted

Qualitative evaluation o f submitted source code
and implications observations of common

source code for selected
exercises from chapters 2, 3, 4,

mistakes made.

and 5.
(5B) Requirements for students

More specifically, perform a domain analysis of
submitted source code attempts to solve

to complete worked examples

problems. Identify and cluster the differences

and optional exercises.

into domains to find common mistakes and

(5C) Findings from questions

possible sources of those mistakes.

1-4 in parts I and II above.

Analysis of descriptive statistics.

In summary. Question-1 addressed descriptive measures of student self-regulatory
skills, use of various types of worked examples, and problem-solving performance based
on exercise and exam scores. Questions- 2 and 3 focused on descriptive measures of
student math and computer experience, the use of various types of worked examples, and
problem-solving perfbrmance based on exercise and exam scores. Question-4 addressed
descriptive measures of task difficulty, self-regulatory skills, the use of various types of
worked examples, and problem-solving perfbrmance based on exercise and exam scores.
Question-5 revealed domains in problem solving that could help infbrm findings finm
Questions 1 through 4.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS
This chapter presents results from the pilot implementation of the development effort.
Thirty-six students worked through 25 sections of content, 64 worked examples, and 45
programming exercises. Their efforts resulted in 12,436 raw data items generated by the
system, 1,944 data items calculated from raw data, and 1,602 submitted source code
samples for comparison. Descriptive statistical analyses were applied to identify
comparative perfbrmance factors and trends. Although the pilot effbrt ended in mid 2003,
CS Online has been put into production for the Clark County School District and
continues to grow in its service to computer science education. Approximately 200 new
students and teachers from ten high schools have entered the system since the close of the
project.
The chapter begins with a summary of student questionnaire results, fbllowed by
findings pertaining to each of the research questions. For each of the first faur research
questions, results of descriptive analytical methods are presented fbllowed by a summary
of comparative perfbrmance among high and low groups. Findings fbr Question-5 are
then presented by providing an overview of the domain analysis and a description of the
resulting major and minor domains. Code comparisons are summarized in various tables
fbr each major and minor domain.
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The 66 unique measures introduced in Table 4-1 are rep»eated in Table 5-1 fbr
convenient reference throughout the chapter. Some of the measures are repeated resulting
in a total of 71 measures shown in the table. Table 5-1 is a slight modification to Table 41 in that the overall mean scores fbr each unique measure are provided in place of data
collection frequency. To illustrate, Tbrjb/ver/, described as

rohz/ nwrnher

exercises

so/ve<7, and Row FariahZe 27, had a mean value of 29.4. Raw variables are indicated with
an 'R ' in the TZow/Ca/c column, and calculated variables are indicated with a 'C . Labels,
like 7brSb7ve(7, are provided to simplify references to the perfbrmance measures
throughout the chapter.

Summary of Questionnaire Results
As seen in Table 5-1 fbr calculated variables 5-8, the fbur sub-components of selfregulation, students rated themselves with mean scores of 2.7 for planning, 2.8 for self
checking, 3.2 for effort, and 3.2 for self-efficacy on a 4-point scale. Similarly, for
calculated variable 1, MathScore, students rated themselves with a mean score of 8.0 on a
13-point scale. Because the math questionnaire spanned experiences ranging from lowlevel math to advanced placement statistics, it can be seen that students with a wide range
of experience levels were represented. For calculated variable 2,

students

rated themselves with a mean score of 6.5 on a similar 13-point scale. In summary, the
students in the pilot study were representative of a wide range of abilities in self
regulation, math, and computer experience.
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Table 5-1

Summary of Raw and Calculated Perfbrmance Measures with Mean Scores
Raw/
Calc

Mean

MathScore

C

8.0

Computer Experience

CompScore

c

6.5

3

Trait Self-Regulation

N/A

R

4

Trait Self-Regulation w/Programming

N/A

R

Num Perfbrmance Measure Description

Label

1

Math Experience

2

State Self-Regulation (4 separate questionnaires)

R

5

- Section 2.7 end: planning sub-component

Planning

C

2.7

6

- Section 2.7 end: self-check

SelfChk

C

2.8

7

- Section 2.7 end: effort

Effort

c

3.2

8

- Section 2.7 end: self-efficacy

SelEEfif

c

3.2

9

- Exam end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

2.3

10

- Exam end; self-checking

SelfChk

c

2.3

11

- Exam end: effort

Effort

c

2.8

12

- Exam end: self-efficacy

SelfEfif

c

2.3

13

- Section 3.7 end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

1.5

14

- Section 3.7 end: self-checking

SelfChk

c

1.5

15

- Section 3.7 end: effort

Effort

c

1.7

16

- Section 3.7 end: self-efficacy

SelfEff

c

1.7

17

- Section 4.4 end: planning sub-component

Planning

c

0.7

18

- Section 4.4 end: self-checking

SelfChk

c

0.7

19

- Section 4.4 end: effort

Effort

c

0.8

20

- Section 4.4 end: self-efficacy

SelfEff

c

0.8
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Table 5-1 (Continued)

Num Perfbrmance Measure Description

Label

Raw/
Calc

Mean

The following measures are from exercises solved:
21

Total number of exercises solved

TotSolved

R

29.4

22

Percent o f total number of exercises solved

PctSolved

C

0.7

23

Total average score for solved exercises

TotAvgSc

c

9.2

24

Number of optional exercises solved

OptSolved

R

1.4

25

Average score for optional exercises

OptAvgSc

C

7.2

26

Number of easy exercises solved

ESolved

R

5.0

27

Average score for easy exercises solved

EAvgSC

C

9.6

28

Number of medium exercises solved

MSolved

R

4.9

29

Average score for medium exercises solved

MAvgSC

C

9.6

30

Number of hard exercises solved

HSolved

R

4.9

31

Average score for hard exercises solved

HAvgSC

C

9.4

The following measures are from submitted attempts:
32

Total number of submitted attempts

TotAtts

R

356.5

33

Total # o f exercises solved

TotSolved

R

29.4

34

Average number o f submitted attempts

TotAvgAtt

C

11.9

35

Number of submitted attempts for optional exercises

OptAtts

R

28.9

36

Number of optional exercises solved

OptSolved

R

1.4

37

Average number of attempts for optional exercises

OptAvgAtt

C

18.6

38

Number of submitted attempts for easy exercises

EAttempts

R

17.5

39

Number of easy exercises solved

ESolved

R

5.0

40

Average Number of attempts for easy exercises

EAvgAttempts

C

3.5
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Table 5-1 (Contmued)

Raw/
Calc

Mean

Num Perfbrmance Measure Description

Label

41

Number of submitted attempts for medium exercises

MAttempts

R

42.7

42

Number of medium exercises solved

MSolved

R

4.9

43

Average number of attempts for medium exercises

MAvgAttempts

C

8.7

44

Number of submitted attempts for medium exercises

HAttempts

R

67.9

45

Number of medium exercises solved

HSolved

R

4.9

46

Average number of attempts for hard exercises

HAvgAttempts

C

13.9

The following measures are from in-text examples:
47

Total number of unique in-text examples visited

TotUniqInTxt

R

22.5

48

Percent of in-text examples visited

PctUniqInTxt

C

0.4

49

Total visits to in-text examples

TotlnTxt

R

35.7

50

Average number o f visits to unique in-text examples

AvgPerUniqInT xt

C

1.5

The following measures are from in-exercise exançles:
51

Total number of unique in-exercise examples

TotUniqInEx

R

4.3

52

Percent of in-exercise examples visited

PctUniqInEx

C

0.1

53

Total visits to in-exercise examples

TothnEx

R

11.6

54

Average number of visits to in-exercise examples

AvgPerUniqInEx

C

2.2

The following measures are from hints:
55

Sum of hint levels used in all exercises

HintSum

c

15.7

56

Number of exercises where hints were used

HintProbs

R

6.6

57

Average hint level where hints were used

AvgHintLev

C

1.8
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Table 5-1 (Continued)

Raw/
Calc

Mean

OptHintSum

C

0.8

Number of optional exercises where hints were used

OptProbs

R

0.3

60

Average hint level in opt exercises where used

AvgOptHintLev

C

0.7

61

Number of easy exercises where hints were used

EHintProbs

R

0.4

62

Sum of hint levels in easy exercises

EHintSum

C

0.8

63

Average hint level in easy exercises where used

EAvgHintLev

C

0.5

64

Number of medium exercises where hints were used

MHintProbs

R

0.9

65

Sum of hint levels in medium exercises

MHintSum

C

2.0

66

Average hint level in medium exercises where used

MAvgHintLev

c

0.8

67

Number of hard exercises where hints were used

HHintProbs

R

1.3

68

Sum o f hint levels in hard exercises

HHintSum

C

2.9

69

Average hint level in hard exercises where used

HAvgHintLev

c

1.2

Num Performance Measure Description

Label

58

Sum of hint levels used in optional exercises

59

The following measures are from the exam:
70

Exam score

ExamScore

R

36.8

71

Exam percentage

ExamPct

C

0.6

Research (Question Findings
QwegfzoM-7. //bw do f Afdemty WA Zow verywf AzgA feÿ^regw/nfo/y fMZr
ityg q / ^ w o r A e d acu/yy/ey, m-ejcerc^g worAed

in iAe

Ainty, qpAoMo/ exercüe^,

and j^roA/gm-foZvzng f cores?
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Table 5-2 shows mean scores for 15 performance measures broken down according to
the four components of self-regulation. Self-regulation was divided into two m^or
categories: /McfacognzdoM and Tnodvadon. Metacognition was further sub-divided into the
two sub-components o f a n d

f

Motivation was also further sub

divided into the two sub-components of

and f

E a

c

h

self-regulation sub

component was divided into low and high score groups. Low groiq) self-regulation scores
ranged from 1.0 to 2.5, and high group self-regulation scores ranged 6om 2.6 to 4.0.
Fifteen performance measures were then used to gauge relative performance between
the low and high score groups. These were the use of in-text worked examples
[AvgPerUniqInTxt (50), TotlnTxt (49), and TotUniqInTxt (47)], the use of in-exercise
worked examples [AvgPerUniqhiEx (54), TotlnEx (53), and TotUniqInEx (51)], hint
usage [AvgHintLevel (57) and HintProbs (56)], completion of optional exercises
[OptAvgAtt (37), OptAvgSc (25), and OptSolved (36)], and problem solving
performance [TotAvgAtt (34), TotAvgSc (23), TotSolved (21), and ExamScore (70)].
The same 15 measures were also applied to similar tables that address questions 2, 3, and
4. Comparative differences among performance measures were determined first by
grouping and computing the self-regulation sub-components into two categories, low and
high. Individual performance measures were then grouped according to self-regulation
score groups, and the means were calculated.
Overa// Fmzfmgy Re/afezf ro
When comparing performance measures across score groups, relative performance
varied among low and high score sub-groups in each of the performance measures as
shown in Table 5-2. In summary, students in the high motivation score groups (effort
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and self-efficacy) ontperfbnned students in the low motivation score groups in oZ/
performance measures including their reliance on hints (less hints preferred), the number
of attempts required to complete required and optional exercises, and exercise and exam
scores. Those in the high planning score group performed at least as well or higher than
students in the low planning score group in mo.;/ objective measures, with the exception
of the average hint level used and the total number of exercises completed. There was no
clear performance distinction among groups with low and high self-checking scores.
nW fPbrAezZExoznpZeg. Beginning with the use of in-text and in
exercise worked examples, students in the hig)i planning score group performed better by
visiting fewer worked examples per exercise in total and on the average [TotlnTxt (49),
TotUniqInTxt (47), TotlnEx (53), TotUniqInEx (51)]. High self-checking and effort
score groups also required less dependence on the use of worked examples. The
exception was the high self-efficacy score group, who visited more in-text and fewer in
exercise worked examples than the low score group.
Self-Regulation and the use o f Hints. The second set of performance measures

involved the use of hints, or AvgHintLevel (57) and HintProbs (56). Students in the low
metacognition score groups used fewer hints on the average, but those in the low
motivation score groups used more hints. In addition, for all four sub-components of self
regulation, students in the high score groups relied on hints in fewer exercises than the
low score groups. These findings indicate that students who worked harder and believed
they were capable of successfully completing the exercises relied less heavily on hints.
Another finding is that students in high meta-cognition and motivation score groups
depended less on the use of hints than those in the low score groups.
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^eZ/^rgguZaAoM a»d Com^Zefzon q/^C^AoMzzZExercwes. Students in the high
motivation score groups dramatically outperformed the lower score group in all three
performance measures in optional exercise completion [OptAvgAtt (37), OptAvgSc (25),
and OptSolved (36)]. They completed more and scored higher on all optional exercises,
which explains the larger average number of attempts per exercise. These findings show
that motivated students attempted and completed non-required work even through extra
time and submit attempts were required above and beyond expectation.
iSe^Z^rggzzZafzoM zzzzzZTYoAZezn ^oZvzMg fe^nMamce. Effort was the only sub
component of self-regulation in which students in the high score group completed more
exercises [TotSolved (21)] than students in the low score group. While students in the
high motivation score groups required more attempts [TotAttempts (34)] to complete
more exercises than the low score sub-groups, high metacognition score groups submitted
fewer attempts for fewer completed exercises. In addition, students in the high score
groups for all self-regulation sub-components outscored low score group students on the
exam [ExamScore (70)].
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Table 5-2

Mean Performance Measures among Low and High Group
Sub-Components of Self-Regulation
Motivation

Metacognition
Planning

Self-Checking

Self-Efficacy

EHbrt

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Performance Measure

0.0-

2.6-

0.0-

2.6-

0.0-

2.6-

0.0-

2.6-

(Table-1 Variable)

2.5

4.0

2.5

4.0

2.5

4.0

2.5

4.0

AvgHintLevel (57)

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.9

2.3

1.8

2.2

1.2

HintProbs (56)

8.4

6.4

10.8

5.9

7.5

7,3

15.0

3.8

AvgPerUniqInEx (54)

2.4

2.1

2.4

2.1

2.1

2.2

2.6

2.6

16.0

9.9

16.4

11.1

1CL8

13.0

17.0

14.3

TotUniqInEx (51)

5.8

3.4

5.2

4.2

4.8

4.4

6.0

5.5

AvgPerUniqInTxt (50)

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.6

TotlnTxt (49)

42.6

33.2

37.4

37.5

36.0

37.7

43.5

51.5

TotUniqInTxt (47)

27.5

21.2

23.7

24.2

24.3

24.0

0.4

0.5

OptAvgAtt (37)

15.0

16.3

17.9

14.8

12.8

16.1

5.6

29.5

OptAvgSc (25)

7.7

6.6

8.5

6.5

5.0

7.4

6.3

8.7

OptSolved (36)

1.4

1.6

1.2

1.6

0.5

1.6

1.3

2.2

TotAvgAtt (34)

12.4

11.2

12.6

11.3

8.6

12L2

11.3

14.4

TotAvgSc (23)

9.1

9.1

9.3

9.0

9.2

9.1

9.0

9.5

TotSolved (21)

31.4

29.9

31.9

3CfO

26.8

31.1

35.0

33.0

ExamScore (70)

39.4

40.7

38.8

41.6

35.9

41.5

39.6

40.5

TotlnEx (53)
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^ayfzo7z-2. TZbw do f Azdenfs wzfA Zow vemt; AzgA moZA expgne/icg

;» fAe wfe of

zM-fexZ worAed gxa;?^/e$, zM-gxerczbg worAed exa/?ÿ)/g;, Az/iZs, qpdoMoZ exercise;, o»d
overage /zamAer ofaiie/Mpis io so/ve proA/ems, a«dproA/ew-soZvi/zg scores?

Table 5-3 shows mean scores for the same 15 performance measures used in
Question-1. Comparative differences among performance measures were determined
first by grouping and computing math experience scores into two categories: Zow and
AigA, with low groiq) math experience measures ranging from 0.0 to 7.4, and high group
math experience measures ranging fiom 7.5 to 13.0. The low score groups included
questionnaire scores in the poor to Zow range, and the high score group included scores in
the good to AigA range (see description of AfdzAAbore in Chapter-3).
OveraZZ AfdzA Ebperience FzVzdi/zgs
Actual measures of math experience ranged from 3.5 to 13, and 25 of the 36 students
rated themselves in the good to high range with scores of 7.5 and above - this accounted
for 70 percent of the participants. When comparing performance measures across score
groups, relative performance varied among low and high score sub-groups in each of the
descriptive measures as shown m Table 5-3. In summary, students in the high math
experience score group outperformed the low score group in aZZperformance measures.
The high score group depended less on hints, required fewer attempts to complete
required and optional exercises, and achieved higher exercise and exam scores.
AZdzAEXperze/zce and IFbrAed Exazzy^Zef. Beginning with the use of worked examples,
students m the high score group visited in-text worked examples at least as many times as
the low score group, but relied dramatically less on in-exercise worked examples
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[AvgPerUniqInTxt (50), TotlnTxt (49), TotUniqInTxt (47), AvgPerUniqInEx (54),
TotlnEx (53), TotUniqInEx (51)].
AZbrA Expgrzence azzd tAe zt;e qf TZzzzü. While the average hint level used in both low
and high score groups was close, students in the high score group required the use of
hints in dramatically fewer exercises. Once again, math experience helped students in
learning computer programming concepts - the higher score group required less help.
AfbrA Expenezzce azzd CozzzpZehozz qf Qptzo/zaZ Exerczsa;. Similar to self^regulation,
students in the high score group dramatically outperformed students in the low score
group in all three performance measures in optional exercise completion [OptAvgAtt
(37), OptAvgSc (25), and OptSolved (36)]. They completed more and scored higher on
all optional exercises, which explains the larger average number of attempts per exercise.
These findings show that math experienced students will attempt and complete non
required work at the cost of more effort.
Math Experience and Problem Solving Performance. As already explained in the

above section on worked examples, students in the low score group only slightly
underperformed in the number of exercises completed [TotSolved (21)], the average
exercise score [TotAvgSc (23)], and the exam score [ExamScore (70)]. These findings
are indicative that students with less math experience can succeed in learning
introductory programming.
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Table 5-3

Mean Performance Measures among Low and High Math Experience Groups
Performance Measure

Low

High

(Table 5-1 variable)

0-7.4

7.5-13

AvgHintLevel (57)

2.0

1.7

10.6

5.1

2.7

2.1

19.9

10.0

TotUniqInEx (51)

6.3

3.8

AvgPerUniqInTxt (50)

1.6

1.5

TotlnTxt (49)

34.6

36.6

TotUniqInTxt (47)

20.6

23.3

OptAvgAtt (37)

13.5

20.8

OptAvgSc(25)

5.5

7.6

OptSolved (36)

0.6

1.6

TotAvgAtt (34)

14.7

11.2

TotAvgSc (23)

9.0

9.3

TotSolved (21)

27.3

29.9

ExamScore (70)

34.9

37.2

HintProbs (56)
AvgPerUniqInEx (54)
TotlnEx (53)
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gwayfzoM-.). fZbw zZo jfwJeMü wzfA Zow verfwf AzgA co/M/wfer expenence pez/bnzz z» ZAe
zzfe o f zM-fexZ worAezZ gxzzzMp/e;, zzz-gxercüg worAezZ exzzzz^Za;, Azzzü, zzpfzozzzzZexercûa;,
zzMzZzzverzzge MzzzMAer of zzrzezMpZf fo foZve proAZe/Mj, zzMzZproAZezM-joZvzzzg fz^orof?
Table 5-4 shows mean scores for the same 15 performance measures used in
Questions 1 and 2. Comparative differences among performance measures were
determined first by grouping and computing computer experience scores into two
categories: Zow and AzgA, with low group computer experience measures ranging fiom 0.0
to 7.4, and high group computer experience measures ranging fixtm 7.5 to 13.0. The low
score groups included questionnaire scores in the poor to Zow range, and the high score
group included scores in the goozZ to AzgA range (see description of Co/zzpEzzore in
Ch^ter-3).
Ovez"zzZZ Cozzzpzfigz" Expeziezzzze EzzzzZzzzg;. Actual measures of computer experience
ranged fiom 3.5 to 12, and 24 of the 36 students rated themselves in the low to poor range
with scores of 7.0 and below - this accounted for 67 percent of the participants. Relative
performance varied among low and high score sub-groups in each of the performance
measures as shown in Table 5-4. In general, students in the high score group
outperformed students in the low score group in zzzzzfZobjective performance measures
including less dependence on hints, fewer number of attempts required to complete
required and optional exercises, and higher exercise and exam scores.
CbzzzpzzZez" Egzezfezzz^e zzzzzZÜPbz-AezZExzzzzÿzZa;. Beginning with the use of worked
examples, students in the h i ^ score group visited in-text worked examples slightly less
than those in the low score group, but relied somewhat more on in-exercise worked
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examples [AvgPerUniqInTxt (50), TotlnTxt (49), TotUniqInTxt (47), AvgPerUniqInEx
(54), TotlnEx (53), TotUniqInEx (51)].
Expeziezzcf azzzZtAe zzfe qfTZzzzt;. Students in the high score group required
the use of hints in fewer exercises and used a lower hint level on the average than
students in the low score group. Similar to math experience, students in the low score
group rehed more heavily on hints to complete the exercises. Once again, hints qzpear to
be helpful aid for students with average to low math and computer skills.
Cozzywtez" Ajgzeziezzce azzzZCozzy^Zefiozz qf QphozmZ Exez-czses. Similar to math
experience, students in high score grorqz outperformed those in the low score group in all
three performance measures in optional exercise completion [OptAvgAtt (37), OptAvgSc
(25), and OptSolved (36)]. Although high score group students completed more and
scored higher, the differences aren't as dramatic as those in the low score group. The
differences are small enough to observe that students in the high score group were not
necessarily inclined to expend dramatically more effort toward solving optional
exercises.
Cozzzpzziez" Eçzenezzce zzzizZTYoAZezzz Eo/vzzzg f ez^zTzzzzzzce. Similar to students in the
low math experience score group, students in the low computer experience score group
only slightly underperfbrmed in the mean number of attempts required per exercise
[TotAvgAtt (34)] and the average exercise score [TotAvgSc (23)]. They imderperfbrmed
slightly more on the total number of exercises completed [TotSolved (21)] and the exam
score [ExamScore (70)].
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Table 5-4

Mean Performance Measures among Low and High Computer Experience Groups
Performance Measure

Low

High

(Table 5-1 variable)

0-7.4

7.5-13

AvgHintLevel (57)

1.9

1.6

HintProbs (56)

7.5

6.1

AvgPerUniqInEx (54)

2.1

2.3

12.1

12.4

TotUniqInEx (51)

3.6

4.7

AvgPerUniqInT xt (50)

1.6

1.5

TotlnTxt (49)

37.3

35.7

TotUniqInTxt (47)

23.0

22.6

OptAvgAtt (37)

17.9

19.4

OptAvgSc (25)

6.8

7.2

OptSolved (36)

1.1

1.4

TotAvgAtt (34)

11.8

12.1

TotAvgSc (23)

8.9

9.3

TotSolved (21)

26.9

30.0

ExamScore (70)

33.0

37.8

TotlnEx (53)
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Ebw zZo sAaZezzA; wz/A Zow verszt; AzgA se^regzzZafory f AzZZspg^rzzz zzz ZAe
zzfe o f zzz-fexf worAezZ axzz/zzpZa;, zzz-axerczse worAezZ exzzzz^Zes, Azzzt;, zzpAozzzzZ exerczses,
zzverzzge zzzzzzzAer z^zzfTezz^fj fo j^oZveproAZazzzf, zzzzzZproAZezM-mÿoZvzzzgjcora; zzf rAe /zzjA
zZiÿzztzzZfy zzzcrezzsa;?
Table 5-5 shows mean scores for 5 performance measures applied for each of three
groups of exercises that increased in difficulty fiom ezzjy, to zzzezZzzzzzz, and then to AzzrzZ;
for a total of 15 measures. These were the total and average number of submitted
attempts for easy, medium, and hard exercises [EAttempts(38), MAttempts(41),
HAttempts(44), EavgAtts(40), MavgAtts(43), and HavgAtts(46)]; the total number of
problems and average hint level where hints were used for easy, medium, and hard
exercises [EhintProbs(61), MhintProbs(64), HhintProbs(67), EAvgHintLev(63),
MAvgHintLev(66), HAvgHintLev(69)] ; and the mean score achieved on exercises
[EAvgSc(27), MAvgSc(29), HAvgSc(31)].
Similar to Question-1, comparative differences among performance measures were
determined first by grouping and computing the self-regulation sub-components into two
categories, low and high. Individual performance measures were then grouped according
to self-regulation score groups, and the means were calculated. Analysis was conducted
by comparing each of the five performance measures across easy, medium, and hard level
exercises for each self-regulation score group. Comparisons were percentage differences
(marginal differences) as the exercise difficulty increased. Increasing margins fiom easy
to medium to hard indicated positive trends, and decreasing margins indicated negative
trends.
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Table 5-5

Mean Perfbnnance Measures among Low and High Group Sub-Components
of Self-Regulation as Task Difficulty Increased
Meta-cognition

Motivation

Self-Checking

Planning

Effort

Self-EfBcacy

Performance Measure

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

(Table-1 Variable)

0.0-2.5

2.6-4.0

0.0-2.5

2.6-4.0

0.0-2.5

2.6-4.0

0.0-2.5

2.6-4.0

EAttempts (38)

18.5

16.6

18.4

16i.8

18.0

17\2

19L5

17.0

Mattempts (41)

49.6

40.1

48.9

41.3

44.8

43.3

56.0

41.6

HAttempts (44)

88.5

59.5

9.7

9.5

53.5

72

ll(f5

63.6

EavgAtts (40)

3.7

3.3

3.7

3.4

3.6

3.4

3.9

3.4

MavgAtts (43)

9.9

8.4

9.8

8.6

9.0

8.9

11.2

8.6

HavgAtts (46)

17.7

12.1

86.2

62.8

10.7

14.6

22.1

12.9

EhintProbs (61)

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.5

1.0

0.4

0.5

0.5

MhintProbs (64)

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

0.9

HhintProbs (67)

1.4

1.4

17.2

i:L8

1.0

1.4

2.8

1.2

EavgElintLev (63)

0.8

0.4

1.0

0.3

1.8

0.4

1.0

0.5

MAvgHintLev (66)

0.7

1.0

1.6

2.6

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.9

HavgHintLev (69)

1.1

1.1

1.6

1.3

1.3

1.1

1.5

1.0

EAvgSc (27)

9.6

9.6

9.5

9.6

9.4

9.6

9.6

9.6

MAvgSc (29)

9.6

9.5

0.8

1.0

9.7

9.6

9.5

9.6

HAvgSc(31)

9.4

9.3

1.0

1.1

9.8

9.3

9.7

9.3

In Table 5-6, the percentage diflerences among easy, medium, and hard level
performance measures are presented. Identifiable trends are indicated by groups of three
numbers (easy, medium, and hard) highlighted in shades of grey. Example 4-1 below
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explains Table 5-6 by using the low and high pZam/izMg score groups across increasing
difficulty of the

and

performance measures:

ExazzÿzZe ^-Z. The low planning score group required 18.5 average attempts to
complete easy exercises compared to 16.6 attempts for the high planning group. The
percentage difference was computed as [-10.3%], using low planning as the reference
[(18.5-16.6)/18.5]. Similar differences were computed for medium and hard level
exercises, resulting in [ -19.2] and [-32.8] percent differences for medium [(49.640.1)/49.6] and hard [(88.5-59.5)/88.5] levels, respectively. The trend is seen hy
observing percentage differences among the three percentages: -10.3% for easy; 19.2%
for medium; and -32.8% for hard level exercises.
This trend can be interpreted as follows: EnaZemü m rAe AzgApZazznmg score group
required increasinsly fewer attempts to complete exercises than those in the low planning
score group os tAe tosA zZz^cuZfy mcreosed. ZO.3%^ewer afiezzycü^ r easy, ZP.2%yêwer
atrezz^üyôr medzuzu, azuZ 32.

/ewer atte/z^fsyôr AarzZ ZeveZ exercises.

Figures 4-1 through 4-4 illustrate these trends for the five performance measures
(Attempts, AvgAttempts, HintProbs, AvgHintLevel, and AvgSc) plotted against
increasing task difficulty (easy, medium, and hard). Each figure plots all trends for one of
the four sub-components of self-regulation including planning, self-checking, effort, and
self-efficacy. The plotted values are the percentage gains or losses shown in Table 5-6.
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Table 5-6

Percentage Difierence in Performance Measures among Sub-Components of
SeljfRegulation as Task Difficulty Increased
Meta-cognition

Motivation

Planning

Self-Checking

Effort

Self-Efficacy

Performance Measure

Percentage

Percentage

Percentage

Percentage

(Table-1 Variable)

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

EAttempts (38)

-8.6

Mattempts (41)

-15.5

HAttempts (44)

-2.1

EavgAtts (40)

-108

MavgAtts (43)

-15 2

HavgAtts (46)

-31 6

:27.1

EhintProbs (61)

0.0

-16.7

MhintProbs (64)

0.0

11.1

HhintProbs (67)

0.0

-25.6

-8.1

-12.8
■li.

-25.7
42.4

#
w
me

m

EavgHintLev (63)

-50.0

MAvgHintLev (66)

42.9

62.5

100.0

...LO

HavgHintLev (69)

0.0

-18.8

-15.4

aa

EAvgSc (27)

0.0

1.1

MAvgSc (29)

-1.0

25.0

HAvgSc (31)

-1.1

-10.0

-70

-77.8

0.0

#
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1.1
-4.1

o Attempts
mAygAttempts
B HintProbs
B AvgHintLevel
BAvgSc

Easy

AygSc
Ay^intLevel
HintProbs
A '^ c te m p ts
Attempts
Medium

Hard

Figure 5-1. Percentage Differences in Five Performance Measures as theTask Difficulty
Increased for the Planning Sub-component of Self-Regulation
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OAKempts
nAygAüempts
g HirAProbs
g AvgHintLevel
gAvgSc

gN B g
B isy

AvgAËempts
Atempts

Medium

Hard

Figure 5-2. Percentage Diflerences in Five Performance Measures as the Task DifBculty
Increased for the Self-Checking Sub-component of Self-Regulation
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oAltempIs
cAvgA&empts
gH intProbs
gAvgHintLevel
gAvgSc

E asy

Atem pts
Medium

Hard

Figure 5-3. Percentage Differences in Five Performance Measures as the Task Difficulty
Increased for the Effort Component of Self-Regulation
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OAOempIs
BAygAtempts
g HintProbs
gAygHintLevel
gAvgSc

A/gSc
%^intLevel
HintProbs
AvgAttempts

-40 f
-60
Easy

A&empts
Medium

Hard

Figure 5-4. Percentage Differences in Five Performance Measures as the Task Difficulty
Increased for the Self-Efficacy Component of Self-Regulation

Overall Findings Related to Self-Regulation and Increasing Task Difficulty
A total of ten identihable trends emerged from the analysis depicted in Table 5-6.
Seven of these appeared in the effort and self-efficacy sub-components of self-regulation.
Two of the remaining three appeared in planning, and the last appeared in self-checking.
It appears that effort had the greatest impact on performance factors as the task difficulty
increased.
m

Exercises oW fhcreosi/ig 7osA:D^cw/(x. This was the

performance factor most greatly impacted by self-regulation and increasing task
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difBculty. In all four sub-components of self-regulation, trends in MavgAtts emerged,
and trends in Attempts emerged in two of the components. With the exception of eSbrt,
students in the high score groups for planning, self-checking, and self-efBcacy
increasingly submitted fewer attempts to complete exercises as the task difBculty
increased. Conversely, those in the high effort score group increasingly submitted more
attempts as the task difficulty increased. Students in the high planning score group
increasingly submitted fewer total attempts as the task difficulty increased, but those in
the high effort score group submitted more total attempts. These hndings show that
students in the high effort score group increasingly tried harder as the task difficulty
increased.
ERnü n/zff Thcrensmg

Two identihable trends emerged

from the use of hints as the task difficulty increased. The first trend showed that students
in the high effort score group tended to depend on hints more than the lower score group
as the task difficulty increased. The second trend showed an opposite effect for students
in the high self-efficacy score group. These students relied less on the use of hints as the
task difficulty increased in both the number of exercises where hints were used, and the
average hint level reached in each of those exercises.
Exerciyg

One identifiable trend emerged from

the average score on exercises (AvgSc). Students in the high effort score group scored
relatively lower on exercises as the task difBculty increased. Interestingly, while this
same group increasingly submitted more attempts and depended more on hints, they also
score lower.
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To answer the question, insight into what students do between corrections to
programming errors and subsequent runs is needed. In a classroom setting where students
are writing programs using a traditional development environment, changes to source
code might not be tracked by the instructor or the development software, resulting in
potentially hundreds of unknown changes and runs within the scope of a single class
period. Working within the online system environment, an ethnographic record of every
exercise run was captured by the system for every student and every exercise, thus
empowering the present investigator to apply the verbatim principle of qualitative
research (Spradley, 1980).
Data from ten exercises ranging from medium to hard difBculty were selected to
observe changes made to source code between subsequent run attempts. Medium to hard
level problems were selected because of the wider range of attempts to complete each
exercise. The selected exercises and descriptive statistical information are shown in Table
5-7. This section provides an overview of findings in the order of how the domain
analysis was conducted and for each of seven major identified domains.
Domain Analysis
The Brst step in the analysis process was to identify major domains, or categories of
common changes made to source code between successive runs (each run constituted
submitted source code into a database). This was done by observing source code from
contiguous runs and identifying the major changes that occurred between the runs. The
second step involved isolating the comparison to a sub-domain of the major domain if
necessary. Four of the major domains were divided into sub-domains based on observed
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data. The third step involved identifying the dominant change - or the most likely reason
for the change. Based on these findings, the fourth step was to identify common problems
that students made in the process of programming.
Fzrff Afh/or Domain. jVb CAange

The most common domain was Ab CAange, where the source code between ac^acent
runs was identical. This domain accounted for 23% of all program runs, and could be
explained with further analysis of inherent sub-domains. While it's difficult to know
exactly why no change occurred, inferences could be made based on time intervals
between successive runs. Since the system clock resolution was limited to one second,
successive runs with an identical time stamp might infer an erroneous double or tripleclick of the mouse on the single-click submit button. These accounted for 6% of all No
Change runs. Another inference made from time stamp observation was a relatively short
span of 3 to 5 seconds, which might imply the program generated no output, or appeared
to not run, and the student ran it again just to be sure. These accounted for 11% of all No
Change runs. Most other No Change runs were mainly unknowable and accounted for
83% of all those runs. Since students were enabled to re-visit and run previously solved
exercises at any time, many of these might be explained by student interest in seeing or
showing their work m ocfron. The only attributable error in this domain would be
unfamiharity with the programming environment, thus leading to unnecessary multiple
clicks of the mouse.
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<5eco/K/ Ma/or Do/Mam.

E/rorf

The second most common domain was

E/zory, which accounted for 18% of all

program runs. Because of the complexity of programming languages and the myriad of
syntax rules (and therefore potential errors), sub-domains were identified to simphfy the
list to the most common. Syntax errors mainly resulted from a misapplication of the rules
while structuring a program statement. While it was shown to be difficult to know why
the rules were misapplied, misuse of parenthesis, function parameters, quotes, and curly
brackets together accounted for 31% of all syntax errors. The other, more detailed errors
accounted for the remaining 69%. Like good writing, good programming will result from
knowing the rules and plenty of practice. In the case of syntax errors, it's likely that
these will always be the most common type of error - at least for beginning
programmers.
Third Major Domain: Clean Up

The third most common domain was Clean Up, or the process of modifying code to
be more readable or self-documenting, which accounted for 17% of all observed program
runs. Like No Change, Clean Up does not qualify as a programming error, but does
indicate that students are interested in how their code looks and reads. Removal of test
code also falls into this domain.
EowrtA Mq/orDomazm. Eogzc CAangg
The fourth major domain was Eogzc CAange, which accounted for 14% of all
observed program runs. Logic Change was defined as a correction to a logic error or bug
in the program. Most programs with logic errors will run, but will also produce erroneous
output or results. The most common logic errors observed involved changing loop
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counter variable bounds, which were incorrectly initialized. Most other logic errors are
very difficult to ascertain, mainly because of the level of analysis required to observe a
program that runs but doesn't produce expected output. Up to this point, syntax and logic
errors combined accounted for 32% of modifred programming errors.
EY/ÎA Afq/orDomam. EwzW Cÿw»

The ffth major domain, which accounted for 11% of all runs, was EinVz/ Upon.
Similar to Ab CAo/zgg and C/eon

EwzZcf

did not contribute to programming

errors, but to improvements or enhancements in the source code over previous runs.
While errors might have been present in the augmented code, the dominant intent was to
build upon the previous code.
EixtA Afryor DoMam."

CAange

The sixth major domain was Sudden Change, which accounted for 8% of all program
runs. Sudden Change is interesting in that it doesn’t reflect any type of programming
error, but rather a paradigmatic shift in the problem solving process. Because of the
nature of such a change, further analysis was conducted to try to determine the reason for
the change - resulting in the sub-domains of plagiarism, application of hints or examples,
return to previous code, or other.
The use of hints or worked examples, which accounted for 19% or all sudden
changes, was obvious because of familiarity with the example and hint source code. In
most cases, students reached a dead-end, gave up, and resorted to seeking help. Hints
were the only form of available help until all three levels had been exhausted.
Plagiarism, or 17% or all sudden changes, was determined based on a radical change
in somce code with no reference to hints, examples, or writing style established by
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previous work. Considering the online environment in which students worked, plagiarism
accounted for only 1.36% of source code changes overall. This statistic was encouraging
considering the ease with which source text could be E-Mailed or distributed through a
shared server.
Another promising statistic was the rate at which students returned to source code
from a previous attempt, or 15% of sudden changes. In other words, students were just
about as willing to go back and start over as they were willing to plagiarize, or 1.2% of
the time. The majority of Sudden Change observations were attributed to students writing
code offline, the copying and pasting that code into the online system. These accounted
for 49% of all sudden change runs, and were determined by long time intervals between
runs. This type of code writing was sometimes encouraged if Internet connectivity was
unreliable.
Seventh Major Domain: Grammar
The seventh major domain was Grammar, or 5% of all runs. It was decided to
separate grammar from syntax since a misspelled variable name or case sensitivity
mistake was not related to erroneous statement structure. Seventy-eight percent of all
grammar errors resulted from misspelled variable names, 17% were misspelled reserved
words, and 5% were attributed to errors in case sensitivity. Because variable names can
be quite long, and capitalization of words within the name was required, errors of this
nature were likely.
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Table 5-7

Frequencies of Exercises selected for Qualitative Analysis of Common Mistakes
Exercise

Difficulty

Total Attempts

Average Attempts

2-7-1

H

436

12.5

3-3-2

H

315

12.6

3-3-3

M

144

6.9

3-3^

H

257

13.5

3-3-5

H

202

11.2

3-5-1

H

386

13.8

3-5-2

H

993

36.8

3-5-3

H

726

26.9

3-7-1

M

203

9.7

3-7-2

H

258

12.3

A domain analysis was performed by visually comparing source code from all pairs
of submitted attempts. This translated to 1602 comparisons of source code submitted by
36 students over the course of 10 weeks. As with any analysis, some of the domains were
apparent while others were tacit, thus requiring the use of inferences to extract meaning.
For example, a drastic change in source code between attempts might infer a complete
start over, copy and paste from an example, or plagiarism. Analytic terms and their
descriptions related to computer programming were selected to identify major domains
are shown in Table 5-8.
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Table 5-8

Analytic Terms for M ^or Domains Related to Changes in Student Source Code
or Domain

Description

Build upon

Student added to or built upon previous code

Clean-up

Formatting of source code to be more self-descriptive or selfcommenting

Comment

Add, delete, or move a comment

Dissection

Code is split and expanded to add more functionality

Grammar

The structuring of major code segments such as object definitions

Logic

The code obeys syntax rules but the output is incorrect or unexpected

No change

Code remained the same

Sudden change

Code changed significantly enough to be considered completely
different from the previous attempt

Syntax

Change in a statement’s syntax

Domain analysis was limited because it could describe, in some cases, what appeared
to be the most significant change. Since many instances of change could be made
between pairs of attempts, the most likely or dominant change was recorded. For
example, a single attempt might include a combination of .BwiWupon, correction of a
error, and a üogic cAnnge to improve upon a previous problem. If the dominant
change was the correction of a syntax error, that domain was recorded. This rule was
established to help make the task of analyzing thousands of source code pairs feasible in
a limited amount of time. The m ^or domain analyses for each exercise are presented in
Figures 4-2 through 4-11 followed by a summary of all exercises involved in Figure 5-15.
Refer to Appendixes D and E for examples of source code comparison.
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Figure 5-6. Exercise 3-3-2 Major Domain Frequency Distribution.
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Figure 5-7. Exercise 3-3-3 Major Domain Frequency Distribution.
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Figure 5-8. Exercise 3-3-4 Major Domain Frequency Distribution.
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Figure 5-10. Exercise 3-5-1 M ^or Domain Frequency Distribution.
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Figure 5-14. Exercise 3-7-2 M^or Domain Frequency Distribution
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Figure 5-15. Summary of M ^or Domain Frequency Distributions.

Sub-domains
Four of the nine major domains were further divided into minor sub-domains. These
include Gra/M/mzr, fVb cAomge,

cAange, and

If the cause for a change

could be inferred, a sub-domain was noted to clarify that inference. For example, a
sudden change might take place for various reasons including a desire to start over, use of
an in-text or in-exercise example, or use of borrowed code. In many cases there was no
way to Imow the exact reason for the dramatic change. Plagiarism (borrowed code) was
inferred if the change was attributable to the use of hints and the programming style was
dramatically diffisrent from previously observed code. The major domains and their subdomains are listed in Table 5-9 with descriptions for each.
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Table 5-9

Sub-domains of Major Domains of Changes Students Make to Source Code
Major Domain

Minor Sub-domain

Description

Grammar

The structuring of major code segments
such as object definitions
Misspell

Variable or statement was misspelled

Case sensitivity

Correction was made to account for case
sensitivity in the language
Change in the use o f variable because it was

Variable name

misspelled or the wrong variable was used
No change

Code remained the same
Unsure about whether the program ran, the

Did it run?

exercise was submitted again
Desire to start over

Complete re-start o f the solution

Double/triple click

Double or triple clicking a submit button
when only one click is necessary. Multiple
copies were submitted as a result.

Debug console clear

Following the first submit, the debug
console was full of error messages from
previous runs. The console was cleared and
the program was run again.
Any other unexplainable submittal where

Other

the source code did not change.
Sudden change

Code changed significantly enough to be
considered completely different from the
previous attempt
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Table 5-9 (Continued)

Mzyor Domain

Minor Sub-domain

Description

Plagiarism

Code taken from an external source that’s
pasted over the previous submitted code
Source code from a hint, in-text example, or

Hint or example

in-exercise example was copied.
Code from a previous run (that was saved

Previous code

somewhere in a text file) was copied, pasted
back, and run
Any other unexplainable dramatic change in

Other

source code
Syntax

Change in a statement’s syntax
( ) Parenthesis

Incorrect pairing or use of parenthesis

{ } Brackets

Incorrect pairing or use of curly brackets

[ ] Brackets

Incorrect pairing or use of square brackets

Misuse of quotes

Quotes used to delimit strings or in objects
and other definitions was misused

Function parameter

Parameters or arguments were mis-applied

Language confusion

Order of operations error or incorrect
application o f math functions
Incorrect use of order o f operations, loop

General confusion

counters, logical combinations, etc.
Any other syntax error

Other

A summary of sub-domain frequency distributions for each of the m ^or domains is
provided in Figures 4-16 through 4-19.
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Figure 5-16. Summary of the Grammar Sub-domain Frequency Distributions.
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Figure 5-17. Summary of the No-change Sub-domain Frequency Distributions.
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In summary, an analysis of code samples between runs showed that students not only
hxed errors between runs, they also spent considerable time re-running programs (no
change), cleaning-up code, and building upon previous code. Insight into these behaviors
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makes it possible to more clearly understand learning patterns while solving
programming problems. The most common mistakes made were syntax, logic, and
grammar, in that order. Findings varied among individual exercises to the extent that no
discernable patterns emerged. Many reasons for changes to source code were
unknowable because of limitations imposed on the analysis. The limitations were
imposed mainly because of the complexity of the programming language and the many
ways mistakes can be made. Changes to source code that were obvious or discernable
within the analysis limits were those that contributed to the statistics.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION
This chapter is divided into Sve parts. Part 1 provides a discussion of the major
results presented in Chapter 4. Part 2 presents the implications for practice resulting j&om
the study. Part 3 presents the implications for research. Part 4 addresses the overall
efficacy of CS Online as an instructional environment, and Part 5 provides the limitations
inherent in the present study. Part 6 provides concluding remarks.

Part 1; Discussion of Results
This section presents a discussion of results based on student performance in the use
of in-text and in-exercise worked examples, hint usage, completion of optional exercises,
and problem solving performance. Due to the small sample size, only descriptive
statistics were provided. Thus, the discussion of the findings only describes the
performance of the 36 students involved in this current project. The discussion begins
with self-regulation and student performance including findings related to increasing task
difBculty, and then continues with math experience, student performance, computer
experience, and student performance. The section closes with a discussion of common
mistakes made by students while solving programming problems. Findings hom the
study can be used for further development of CS Online and future research.
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Self-regulation seems to affect student performance in the use of CS Online, but
given enough time, students with lower measures might succeed in completing course
content with acceptable scores. It was shown that students who were more highly
motivated outperformed the lower motivation group in a// objective performance
measures. These Endings are consistent with research that shows students who are highly
self-motivated establish high academic goals and achieve at a higher level (Schraw,
1998). In addition, those with higher planning performed at least as well or higher than
lower planners in most objective measures, with the exception of the average hint level
used and the total number of exercises completed. To begin, student dependence on
worked examples in CS Online reinforces research that their use is paramount to effective
programming instruction (Van Merrienboer & Krammer, 1987) and as a skills acquisition
system (Anderson, Fincham, & Douglass, 1997). It appears that worked examples can be
important to all students regardless of their level of self-regulation with the exception,
however, of planning. Planning has already been determined to be an essential
component required for effective programming instruction (McCoy, 1990). By
emphasizing sound program design through planning, students will need to reference intext examples less hequently and, thereby, direct their attention more toward
synthesizing their own solutions.
The use of hints was especially important in the pilot study since students were
required to rely on them as Erst order assistance. The same will likely be true in online
settings where teachers may not be as accessible as in a tradiEonal classroom. Knowing
that building students’ self-confidence and encouraging them to try harder can result in
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successful completion of assigned work with no grade penalties (assuming a penalty for
hint usage). Students can try harder by learning to master the art of debugging - which
lies at the core of good programming practice. Debugging can also be viewed as the
mechanism by which algorithmic and logical design is transformed into a functional
product. In addition, the use of hints can be an effective tool to reach the less motivated.
Optional problems appear to be a very useful tool to provide additional learning
opportunities to students who tend to Enish their work quickly. In the case of CS Online,
Endings showed that students who were more highly moEvated were those who sought
out and completed addiEonal work. The pracEcal importance of these Endings is that in
addiEon to expanding project funcEonal requirements as enrichment opportuniEes,
opEonal exercises should also be incorporated as enrichment for the more moEvated.
These can come in the form of additional projects or standalone exercises.
Since the mean exercise and exam scores were comparatively similar among self
regulation sub-groups, it appears that students who try hard can succeed in learning
introductory computer programming, regardless of their mathematical or technical
background. This finding is important, knowing that students with various math and
computer backgrounds can learn algorithmic and logical thinking in the context of a welldesigned learning environment. It also sp ears that a lower number of completed
exercises is not indicaEve of a lower level of achievement, but rather a refiection of
higher quality in planning and selfchecking that takes place during program design
(Hancock, 1988).
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The first trends found were in the planning, self-checking, and self-efficacy sub
components of self-regulation with the total and average number of attempts required to
complete exercises as the task difficulty increased. Students in high self-regulatory skill
groups required fewer attempts to solve increasingly difficult exercises than the lower
score group. It appears that self-regulation can be an important learner characteristic that
can dramatically affect programming skills, especially when the exercise difficulty
increases (Anderson, Fincham, & Douglass, 1997). Training in self-regulatory skills
acquisifion might require more time on the fiont-end of the problem solving process, but
will, in effect, serve to build more efficient problem solvers in the long run.
Similarly, two salient trends emerged fiom the use of hints as the task difficulty
increased. The first trend showed that students who exerted higher effort tended to
depend on hints more than the lower score group as the task difficulty increased. The
second trend showed an opposite effect for students with high self-efficacy. These
students relied less on the use of hints as the task difficulty increased in both the number
of exercises where hints were used, and the average hint level reached in each of those
exercises. These trends might indicate that although both are related to motivation, higher
self-efficacy can have an opposite effect fi-om effort when the task difficulty increases.
Thus, students with higher confidence in their ability to tackle harder problems might
need less help than those who are moEvated hard workers. This is important in that
confidence building might be more important in the long run than just encouraging hard
work.
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Students in the high math group outperformed the low score group students in all
performance measures of the pilot study. These findings indicate that students with more
math experience may perform better in programming classes; findings that are consistent
with other related research (McCoy & Dodl, 1989). Students interested in learning
computer programming can be encouraged to take math classes either as pre-requisites or
concurrently. However, since students in the lower math experience group also showed
success by completing slightly fewer exercises and scoring slightly less on the exam and
exercise scores, math should not have to be pre-required for introductory computer
science. The reverse might also be just as important. Since learning computer
programming improves math skills (Wieschenberg, 1999), students should be encouraged
to take introductory programming in preparation for more advanced math classes.
Students in the low math group depended more highly on the use of hints. It might be
worthwhile to try defining hint usage according to pre-determined math experience. In
other words, students in the low math experience group might he encouraged to use hints
with little or no penalty.
Similar to the use of hints, students in the low math group completed fewer optional
exercises. It seems practical that students in the high math group, like those in the h i ^
self-regulation group, should be provided optional exercises as enrichment. Because
students of all math experience scores were able to perform adequately on exercise and
exam scores, students of all backgrounds and interests should be encouraged to study
computer science not for the purpose of learning programming, but for developing
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problem solving skills which are vital for success in other subject areas and life in general
(Casey, 1997).

In general, students in the high computer experience group outperformed those in the
low score group in mofr performance measures including less dependence on hints, fewer
number of attempts required to complete required and opEonal exercises, and higher
exercise and exam scores. It appears fiom these findings that students with computer
experience might be more likely to jump to the exercises with less attention paid to intext worked examples. This behavior provides evidence of the importance of research
that suggests worked examples most closely related to the exercise should be developed
and directly paired with that exercise (Paas, 1992).
Similar to self-regulation and math, students in the high math experience group
required the use of hints in fewer exercises and used a lower hint level on the average. It
follows that students in the low computer group might be allowed to use hints with a
reduced or eliminated penalty, or that in-exercise hints could he designed to more closely
resemble the paired exercise for those students. Similarly, high score group computer
experience students outperformed low score group students in all measures of optional
exercise use, but not as dramatically as those in the high math group. It appears that
students with a stronger computer background might not necessarily excel in the use of
enrichment activities.
Students in both low and high scoring computer experience groups were very close in
their average scores on exercises and the exam. These findings indicate that students with
less computer experience might be able to succeed almost equally as well as those in the
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high experience group in learning introductory programming in CS Online. The findings
also reinforce that students can succeed and should be encouraged to study computer
science for the many benefits it offers.
CoTMTMon MümAey murfe wAz/e

Co/M/wTgr frogrwMfnmg Exercises

Writing a computer program is quite similar to writing an essay or a report; the
revision process involves proofireading, isolating and correcting errors, and then
observing for correctness and formatting. The cycle might need to be repeated many
times before the product is complete or sufficiently ready for approval or grading. In the
case of the pilot study, students weren't required to perfect programs, but to make them
work according to requirements at a sufficient level of development effort. The result of
their work was a compilation of thousands of source code samples that could be
compared and analyzed to gain insight into how the students solved programming
problems. The analysis led to an understanding of the common mistakes made in the
process.
Findings from the pilot study imply that students tended to err on the side of syntax,
logic, and grammar, in that order. For syntax, it appears that instructional methods
similar to those used to teach written language constructs could be applied to help reduce
error frequency. With fewer syntax errors, students could direct more attention toward
higher-level problem solving efforts. Students should use a good debugging tool to help
recognize and correct syntax errors while program lines are being typed. By tracing a
program line-by-line, the debugger is also the best tool to isolate and correct logic errors.
The importance of learning a debugger cannot be over-emphasized; it is the best tool for
observing the inner-workings of a computer program. In addition to the debugger.
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students should be instructed how to embed extra test code into their programs as a
second her of debugging capability. Embedded code can display extra information or
perform intermediate calculations between lines where errors are believed to exist. In
summary, instrucEonal strategies should include use of a debugger, embedded test code,
and debugging skills.
Students should become familiar with the programming environment from the very
beginning of the learning experience. Lack of familiarity with the environment will not
only lead to more errors, but also to increased inability to trap and eliminate errors
efficiently. In the CS Online learning environment, all acEvifies took place in a browser
where programs were run when a web form button was clicked. Lack of familiarity with
web forms and objects might have contributed to many unnecessary multiple runs.
Students should also he encouraged to run, re-run, and trace their programs to see where
improvements can he made. In the case of an online environment, instructional modules
should provide students with a clear description of the how the interface is to be properly
used.
Students worked hard to solve problems as evidenced by the rate at which they built
their code and the number of sudden changes to hints, worked examples, and previously
run code. These findings imply that students should he instructed when and how to start
over. To be more specific, there might be ways students can learn to gracefully turn
away fr"om the current wrong path and start over in a different direcEon.
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Part 2: ImplicaEons for Practice
frMp/fcaAoMfyôr

^cieMce TbacAerf

When used in a tradiEonal classroom or as an online course, CS Onhne becomes a
dynamic textbook, the development environment, and the classroom manager. As a
dynamic textbook, material in chapter secEons can be used to prepare lesson plans,
presentaEons, and demonstraEons. Through demonstraEon, teachers can trace and
amplify worked examples to provide further clariEcaEon of concepts. As the
development environment, students can run programs from classroom computers with
access to the Internet or from home. As a management tool, the difficulEes normally
associated with managing student work are handled by the system.
With cumbersome management issues set aside, teachers can focus more clearly on
the important aspects of teaching and learning computer science. Beginning with self
regulation, the study showed that, in general, students in the high planning, effort, and
self-efficacy score groups outperformed their low score group counterparts. Thus,
teachers should consider teaching planning skills according to research-based
methodologies (Dayman & Mayer, 1988; Dalbey & Linn, 1985; Goktepe, 1985;
Hancock, 1988; Kurland, 1984; McCoy, 1990). Because planning takes times, teachers
should not expect students to complete as many exercises, although higher performance
on scores, fewer attempts, and less dependence on hints can be expected, especially when
the task difficulty increases.
MoEvaEon (effort and self-efficacy) was also seen to be an important individual
characterisEc in the study. Students in the high moEvaEon groups not only outperformed
low score group students, they also excelled in completing addiEonal, non-required work.
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CS Online content appears to be inherently moEvational, designed to interest all students
including those who lack intrinsic moEvaEon. This is evidenced by a high number of
completed exercises in both low and high efkrt groups. In addiEon, by permitting
students to work at their own pace through the content from the classroom or from home,
learning becomes individualized, and students take more responsibility for their learning.
Flexibility in this type of learning can be very moEvaEonal in itself (Martin, 1997).
The various forms of worked examples including in-text, in-exercise, and hints were
valuable tools during the learning process in the current study. This was evidenced by
reliance on worked examples by students of various experiences. Teachers should
encourage the use of hints for students with low math and computer skills and the less
moEvated, but should discourage their use for those with more experience. This can be
accomplished through the use of a penalty disincenEve or through a Version 2.0 feature
that will allow teachers to enable or disable hints for each student.
Knowing the types of mistakes students most commonly made during the pilot study,
teachers can prevent many of those mistakes by finding ways to emphasize language
syntax and good logic. By reducing time wasted by inefficient debugging methods,
students can move forward at a more rapid pace, keeping them motivated and interested
in learning the next topic.

Evidenced by findings from the current study, students with a wide range of math
experience, computer experience, and self-regulatory skills can succeed in introductory
computer science. The study showed that students in the low score groups for math
experience, computer experience, and self-regulaEon performed only marginally below
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the high score group students; indicating that enough time through self-paced study can
lead to success. The increasingly esoteric nature of AP computer science and emphasis on
Java will only serve to alienate more students, giving them incenhve to favor less
academic technology education courses. Introductory computer science should be
promoted to students of all ages as an ocademfc subject for the myriad cogniEve benefits
it provides, and the transfer of these skills into all other academic areas of study (Casey,
1997; Goldenson, 1996).

Part 3: hnplicaEons for Research
CS Online creates opporEmity for research because of the vast amount of data it
generates while students engage in learning acEviEes. In addiEon, any number of
questionnaires can be designed and placed for students to complete at designated times
such as at the next login, the beginning of a chapter, or following completion of all
required exercises in a section. The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the
types of research that can be conducted in light of findings from the pilot study and data
generation capabilities inherent in CS Online. The section begins with self-regulation
and Allows with math experience, computer experience, and then general research
possibiliEes.
/h r RaygarcA OM

and

On/me

Findings fi-om the pilot study reinforced research that shows students who were
highly self-regulated established high academic goals and achieved at a higher level
(Schraw, 1998). AnEcipaEng the importance of self-regulaEon in online learning, more
can be done to further understand how this individual characterisEc affects student
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learning when controlling Ar math and computer experience. To begin, the pilot study
recorded various student interacEons with worked examples including the number of
visits per exercise. The system did not, however, record how Aose worked examples
were modified or amplified beAre each run. By adding a Aature to collect this
inArmaEon, further research can reveal Ae importance of worked examples and Aeir
design Ar various types of self-regulated learners. Research could also determine Ae
of worked example use, or Ae order m which worked examples were visited
wiA respect to submitted attempts. PaEems of worked example use might preAct
perArmance factors such as Ae average number of attempts required or average score. In
adAEon, because hints m Ae pilot sAdy were a type of worked example that resulted m a
penalty for use, A Are research could explore the effects self-regulation might have on
hmt usage wiAout a penalty.
A Ae areas of performance on exercises and Ae exam, A Are research on the
completion of optional exercises might investigate the dependence on worked examples
and Ae use of hints. A other words, how much more do sAdents depend on worked
examples and hints when solving enrichment or optional exercises - or how hard do they
try knowing Ae non-essential nature of the work? Qualitative sAdies might examine
possible ways of delivering self-regulaEon sAdy skills instrucEon in Ae context of CS
Onlme. And Ature research coAd also examme trends more closely A try to find
relaEonsAps between components of self-regulaEon, mcreasing task difficulty, and
reliance on help to solve problems.
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ybr TZeaeorcA on A/izfA an(/ Computer &g?enence aW C9 OnZzne
Research has established that experience in computer programming leads to increased
achievement in mathematics (McCoy, 1988; McCoy & Dodl, 1989; Oprea, 1988). To be
sure, future research might investigate the relationship between students having
completed introductory computer programming and performance in Algebra and other
math-related subjects. If introductory programming is offered to early middle school
grades, then a higher success rate in 8* grade algebra might result. Future research might
also compare the efkcts of reducing or eliminating penalties for hint usage for low math
and computer experience students only, giving them additional opportunity to succeed
among higher achieving students. In addition, research might explore the relationship
between self-regulation, math experience, and student performance in completing
optional exercises. Since these two measures appeared to be related, which is more
significant in contributing to the achievement effect? More research might explore the
relationship between math experience, computer experience, and inverse dependence on
in-text and in-exercise worked examples. In other words, why do students with math
experience rely more heavily on in-text worked examples while students with computer
experience rely more on in-exercise worked examples? Findings from this research can
explain worked example types that benefrt students of various backgrounds, especially in
a highly constructivist learning environment (Williams & Hmelo, 1998). Future research
might also explore the relationship between specifrc math and computer experiences and
less dependence on hint usage. More specifrcally, which math and computer experiences
have the greatest effect on hint usage in learning introductory programming? Finally,
future research might explore the relationship between computer experience, math
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experience, and student perkrmance in completing optional exercises. Since
mathematics and computer programming involve similar processes (Wieschenberg,
1999), which contributes more significantly toward logical reasoning, inductive,
deductive reasoning?
ybr jR&yearcA o» Common MüfoAea
The debugging process is one that is of considerable importance to learning
programming. Although debugger use was not a topic of the CS Online pilot study, future
research could explore the use of debuggers in instructional design. More specifrcally,
how can debuggers be designed to be as instructionally viable as they are practical? In
addition, future research can explore the comparative effects of development
environment on students' ability to efGciently grasp and applying programming concepts.
In other words, are there any benefits or detriments to using a web-based learning
environment over traditional software development tools? Finally, research into when
and why students quit and start over might inform improved instructional design tactics
to help students avoid programming themselves into dead-ends. Finally, research can also
attempt to identify relationships between worked example design and placement within
instructional modules, and effects on sudden changes to source code.
In general, future studies could explore the amount of time expended between
successive program runs, and first and final submittals for all exercises. In other words,
research should seek to find if there is a relationship between the amount of time taken to
complete an exercise and performance measures used in the present study. Additional
research could also investigate whether time constraints imposed on chuter sections
might impact student performance factors, or whether self^regulatory skills would play a
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more significant role. If more sophisticated code comparison tools were available, future
research might also determine more accurately the nature of differences between runs which would lend clearer insight into the steps students take while solving programming
problems. Finally, research can determine how well students can transition fi-om
JavaScript to Java as they program fiom introductory to advanced computer science
study.

Part 4: The Efficacy of CS Online as an Instructional Environment
The CS Online pilot study provided insights into how students learn introductory
computer programming concepts in the context of a new learning environment. Advances
in technology, more specifically Web-based applications, have made it possible to not
only deliver educational opportunities to a wider array of learners, but to observe learning
in ways previously not possible. New understanding gained through data collection and
observation can help inform the educational community by making recommendations for
improved instructional practices and design.
Self-regulation was chosen as a measure for observation because of its anticipated
importance for learners in online settings. In addition, it was hoped that the pilot study
would uncover new evidence into how self-regulation affects learners in various ways,
especially in a Web-based environment where little is known about how this individual
characteristic affects learning (Hartley & Bendixen, 2000). It was discovered that self^
regulation played an important role in student performance in CS Online, mainly in the
areas of motivation and planning.
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Findings from the pilot study amplify the importance of well-designed worked
examples of various types, including hints at all levels, in-text examples, and in-exercise
examples to help those who are weak in planning and less motivated. In-exercise
examples should be designed to more closely match the exercises they support. Hints
and in-exercise examples can remain as they were since a closely matched in-exercise
example might negate the importance of the hint. In other words, if an in-exercise woiked
example is nearly identical to the paired exercise, why would hints be needed at all?
Students completed, on the average, 29.4 out of 45 possible exercises, or 67% of
available exercises. Compared to low score group students, students in the high math
group completed 3 additional exercises, those in the high computer experience score roup
completed 4 additional exercises, and those in the high effort group completed close to
4.5 additional exercises. Students also earned an average of 9.2 out of 10 possible points
for each exercise completed. The relatively high average score might be attributed to a
lack of time limits imposed on the content, thereby enabling students to take as much
time as needed to get their solutions ready. In summary, while certain individual
characteristics led to better performance, students in low score groups for those
characteristics were still able to successfully learn introductory computer programming
through the use of CS Online. These findings imply that the CS Online model for
introductory computer science can be educationally beneficial to students of with a wide
range of previous experience.
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Part 5: Limitations of the Study
CS Online was built upon research-based principles to maximize the benefits of what
works for the improvement of computer science instruction, and for further research in
the field of computer science education. As with any software development project, CS
Online is incomplete and has already accumulated a hst of new features for version 2.0.
Some of the limitations in the current system translated into limitations for the pilot
study.
To begin, several students suggested that in-exercise examples should more closely
rese/whZe the exercise they're paired with. The in-exercise examples actually used were
those fiom section content that were most similar to the exercise. Because hint usage
resulted in a penalty, the students were looking for a cost-free way to get to answers
through a relatively identical paired example. Second, the in-text worked examples that
were provided were the minimum necessary to get the project off the ground in time for
the pilot study. While the multiple examples provide in each section were sufficient for
instruction (Reed & Bolstad, 1991), more examples would only be of greater benefit for
content comprehension. Finally, thirty-six students were not a large enough sample size
to perform inferential tests of data generated by CS Online. Future research could use
data collected to perfbnn tests of this nature from a much larger sample size to provide
insight into relationships between learner characteristics and performance measures.
Another limitation included unlimited time allowed for completing work. Given an
unlimited amotmt of time to complete exercises in a self-paced environment, problem
solving performance might have been affected. CS Online provides the ability to impose
time limitations on individual sections and all the exercises therein. A final limitation was
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use of the Netscape Navigator 7.0 debugger to debug and fix programming errors.
Although the debugger was sufficient for the current study, better debuggers like the
Microsoft Script Debugger might have an effect on better debugging and ultimately
problem solving.
With regard to common mistakes made by students, many changes to source code
were unknowable because of the complexities inherent in programming languages and
the many ways mistakes can be made. Because of this complexity, limits had to be placed
on the types of mistakes to look for, thereby limiting the major and minor domains that
emerged.

Part 6: Concluding Remarks
The CS Online pilot study showed that students of various self-regulatory skills, math
experiences, and computer backgrounds could succeed in learning introductory computer
programming concepts. Many students of all ages can benefit from computer science
instruction, and introductory courses can be developed to lead the way to motivational
and meaningful learning experiences. These experiences may, in turn, result in increased
enrollments and a renewed interest in this challenging subject.
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APPENDIX A

EXPANDED TABLE OF CONTENTS, SECTION CONTENT,
EXAMPLES, AND EXERCISES
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O n im e C o u r s e A u i h o n o g & P u W W h k ig
Teech Studenbln # * Dl^alAge
Horn* I C hantT | Sattkm | Exarck— |

C*mp#*r-4: Umar OmMpedOb)*cl5>3ecdoa 2:8«Adlng Vk

TaW e o f C oM tents
» CkmmWf Xi XpbWMÜm

»Oiaolmr&.I/OmiWYmMmMw Bu&Bng Your Own Object#
' rhWmr li ohimifm
*AmmtmrüV#mrO#m»md
o th er languagae handle ob ject conetruction differently, b u t the fundamental cone
th eee con cep t* throughout the r est o f this chapter, progransning in the re
# gmdlQnrli ZntmdvtOonja maater
lot easier, and programming ob jects in other languages win be easier too.
UMrMWd BW«dm
# a»ttlofi-2i aulldkioYouf Own
OWmt±m
Creating and using an o b je ct is very single - orWy a th ree-step process.
* $*<W*n-3: Ykkimt P«t

amWABan
$ Sag^ort'-4{ National
O&mter

® Segfclon-Ss CD (Haver

®Smalon-t«CmkAAH

1. Define th e ob ject and if* properbw by writing a c o n str u c to r fu n ction ,
2. Define th e m eth o d s fo r the object with s e p a ra te functions
3. Create an instance o f the ob ject with new (a s you did with pre-dehned Jav;
is caOed instantiation. Whenver an ob ject is instantiated, th e properbes rec
them in the constructor function. T h ese a known a s d e h su k p r o p e r d w .

»Ckmmtmr-*! MmtdeoOadWomm
» A a u terfi CesWleiiel Iteratle*

E x a m p le 1

»Bh*elmrh AlsoMlbm*
» Ckaeter-tth Web Forms aaà
(ustemlnterfsee#
* CheeterHi Pretest*

/ / T h is f i r s t exançle i l l a a t r a t e a th e th re e main step:
/ / The o b je c t i s an e c c a s tic g u i t a r w ith 6 s tr in g s , ti
//
to use a capo.

, ehmntM-ll:JmwmmnUit. MMl.
mod Web Passe

/ / The e n t i r e o o lle e c io n o f fo n c tio n s b etveen th ese ti
\

/ / SCep-1. D e fin e th e cdajeec and I t ' s p r o p e r tie s by
fu n c tio n g n i t a t o (
tb ls .s tr ln c l - ' E ’ j
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C o u m # A W h o fin g & PubWmhWg/j
1

Ow&l
Iad»

T w oN SkakmW In A # D%|W A ge

T able o f C ontents

C hepter-4: U sef-DeAned O bject«>5*ctlon 2: Building Yo

^ ^ ^ T d m ld in o Y o u r O w n O b je c ts

U&seta
Jttc a fite

Other languages handle object constn^ction dtfferentfy, but th e fu n d am en t^ concepts ref
can m aster th e se concepts throughout th e re st of this chapter, programming in th e rema
^ be a lot easier, and program m irg objects m other languages will be easier to e.

beAnad
OM#cÊm

Creating and using an oaject is vary simple - only a three-step process,

EâiÏKe#

1, Define th e object and it's properties ay writiig a c o o s tru c to r fu n c tio n .
2, Define the m ethods for the object with separate functions
3, Create an instance of th e object with new (as you did with pre-defined JavaScript c
Is called instantiation. Whenver a n object is instantiated, th e p r o p e r ty receiv# the
th em in th e constructor function, These a known as d e fa u lt p r e p a r tie s

» Cfjissiftar'-a'.
Exam ple 1

*CMSÊSZzâw
FormssfSiS

/ / Ib is f i r s t eesmple i l l a s t r s t e s the three ir.siii steps t-e su
/ / The object- is ar. acoustic guitar *iifc 6 strin g s, twelve c
/,'
to use a capo.
_ ;•/

= = = = t = = '= = = = = = = : = = = = '= = = = = = - .= = r = = = = = = = = = = = r = = = = = : = = = = = = = . = =

.// The sîstire •rf^Ilecs.ion cf fur-csio-Ks bs%wee& sheae tJKO
//

Define -c-he cbject- and i t ^5 prcpertiea h y u s ing a

functicn gu.it

(i i

this., strs-ngl = ^2’?
this.ffltringS = ^5’ ï
■Dhis., Strings = ;
th.i.», stxi,ng4 = 'D' ;
t-hi s . s ir xr.gt = ^S. ’.r
th is .

atrzng€ = 'r ’.î

/ / Step-2. Define the laet-hods for the object uair-g sepsrat
ST* ■srill a-tart defining sethc-ds i t e3tas£.pie-2.

/ / Step-S. Create ,s.r. instance of the object and use i t

in

vsr g t i t a r l = te v g uitar ■
docusent .sprite ; "S trrng-l
I t.
docursesst. trrite ; ' StrxRg-2
a |c
document. «Tite 1 ' Strir-g-3 is a It
docur&ent. %<rite i ’ St.riîig-4
a ir .

*<fcr>

guitarl. s trin g 1 * '<br>
g u ita r ! . Strings t
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do-rujs-ess.H-ri-se : ' SoriK.g~S i a s ;n;
Qocu3î.ffa-s . w r i ï e ; '3 b r ir .g - 5 i s n ;z.l

' - >3 Tsi6 . i c l . so r ir .g S » '<.br>
' - j u i i a r l . so r ir .g S - '<isr>

S teps I and 2 define the object, step 3 is for Instantiating and using the object ir s pcog
guitar -object has six p--opeitie£ and r o methods (yet), The propeftles are s trirg i ... sthn
note assigned to the open string. An open string note is w hat you hea.r wnsp th e string i:
pressing on a.ny frees.
The word th is refers to th e object itself. In other words, th is -.s tria g l = 'E' c a r be 'ead
tftiis object will necer/e a d e fa u k value o f ’£ ' for every mstanOaOon.
Let's make this object a ittle mon* Interesting by adding frets to th e guitar, W henever a
string is plucked, you will h ear a higher pitch. For each fret from 1 to 12, the pitch is r-a?s
example, th e open not* for strin g ! is 'EL but when free 1 is p ressed , th e ro te becomes a
twelve additiona! notes to each string using an array for each fnet value:

E xam ple 2
V-'/ T hL s «K as-ple illia a -s x a z e a tb * a d d i t i o n o f fr«t-5 t-o ^h« g-ait-a,r s b j e z t .

/ Ths er,ri.r« cc!Lfirc"5ioR. s<£ z^jr.ctL c-ns
Jf

. Defxr^e

’sh.ss* ■^'xo I z n s s • d i t i r e s ?h« c

ofcnecc- and: i t - ' s p r sfp e r tx a s by ü S ir.g • co n s-sru cco z fur

f u n c t i o n g u î.t-ar(: {
. -3-zz.nq'l — r,*w X x r a y C E " , ' F \ ' F # ' , 'G ',
'C * ', ' 3 ' , T * %
,
- h i s . - S îr in g t = new X z s a y C B ' ,
'D ',
' F ' . T # ' , ' S ' , G * ', 'X ', ' X # ' , ' 3 ' ) ,
s h i s . s o z i c g l = new X xxij-1 ' G' , ' S # ' , X ', ' i # '
'C * ', 'D ', C #',
T ' , 'F*%
,
hkis.sn2rir.gre — new X r r a y C D ', ' S * ' , ' E ' , ' F ' ,
' 5 * ' , 'A ', ' i f , , ' 5
' , ' D' ) ,
v -h is.s- 2 xi.ngS = r.-ew X r r a y ( ' X ' , ' X $ ' , ' B ' , ' C ' ,
' F ' , ' F $ \ 'G ', 'G*% 'X 'J r
t h i s . s x x ir .g ê — new X r r . y f ' Z ' , ' F # ' , ' G ' ,
' X * ', ' B ' , -C^, 'C * ', 'Z ','C * % 'B 'J ,
t h i s .f i r e - s = 0;

' W , 'X '
'D#' . 'S*

' r # ' . 'G'
'C * ', 'S '
' A'

/ / f T-ep-2. Define -çae %e?hod3 for ohe ©bjeso isslnf separate funcoic-ss
//
N't'11 sz&xz defining sietkeds in eaanple-3..

/ / Srep-S.

Create an instance of one objeco s.nd use i r

zn a pr-ogrs

v a x g u io a r - l = new g u i r a r -,} ;

v z z rret_r-un - prozip? ' ' S.nter a fre r nucber (3-11] : % '!*};
fret- n-um = fre t aum

1;
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ent.write V
'lîhsrs fzeb- ' -r
ÜÎ . w r i t e

S*s.ring-I

- ’ is pressed.^ the r.otes on a ll 3:

i s a In) '

nt .write f’Stria-f-l
is a sr.) '
r-t. write ^' 3tszr.g-S
is air)
<sszun.ent. wrote I‘String-4
is a(r} *
doruK.*nt.wrote ! 'Strirs-g-5 is am} '
docur.ent.write I'Strong-f is a m) ’

g u i t a r l . s t r i n g l Tf ret_R'rr.]

^ ' ■■;h-r>');

? guitar I . strrngl [frat^r/rs.’
4 guroarl. sOri.ng3 ( ire
-4guit-arl. string^ [fret^n'zs.]
♦ guotarl.stsingôCfxet^nuîs.]
? guotar 1. strorgf [rret__n-u%.I

-r ' <]Qr) ' ) ;
4- ' <hr> ' ) ;
-f '<br>') ;
-f ' <br>") ;
4- '< b r> ' ) f

W hensvar you instantiate a new A rra y () object in JavaScript, you can assign values to t
placing then in parer thesis and separating tnem by comm as - as shown in th e above ex«
t h i s .s t r m g l [ 0 ] b assigned th e open string note of E', t h i s .s t r i n g [ l ] is assigned 'F'. ar
In exam ple-2, all the no tes a re shown a s either natural w sharp. Ir music, all ro te s c a r
nam e. For example, D* is th e sam e not* a s £o. Wnat happens if you want th e notes to I
flatted nam es in place of the sharps? We'll re e d to add a method th a t changes th e string
flatted note nam es i

E xam ple 3
/,/ This e3c-a32^'Xe illu.atzswsa -ske «.ddizis-Tï cf a isxh c -û s zc- *h« guoxar c-b^ec-t..

/ / Th« ent'Ore C'Cllec^ian of funzTiozis fceo-yeer.. okese t-wo ion«a defixe» rbe c
// St*p-1. D-eSor.e ok« cbjecb a%d it-' s pr-oc-er'soss by u.s-ong a constructor £u,r

fuTiCtic-a guitar {j [
s-Sixs . axxingl = saw Xrr»y,:'Z', T ', 'F#',
'W , '5 ', 'C , ' C *\ '5 ', 'C*', 'E '),
6fei*.sxxing.2 = R-e» XmyCB', 'C , 'C*',
'F ', 'W , 'G \ 'G f, 'X', 'X*', '5 ') ,
xkis. ssri:ng3 = cew Arrays'te'., ' G#', 'X ',
'5 ', 'D#',, 'E ', 'F ', 'F # ', 'G ') ,
•skis . sirir,g4 = n*» X rrayi'D ','3 * ', 'E '.
'S*', '&', 'X#',, ' 3 \ 'C ,
'3 ') (
xhxs . sxr-ngS = r.xw Arrayl ' X' , ' X#' , ' 3 ' .
F*', 'G',
'X'U
rkis . sxxi.r.gf€ = new X rra y i'E ','F ','F * ',
'5 ',
'E') ,
'X # ','B ','C ','
thos.fret = 0;
t h i s . ch a n g e T o F l a t s -

'G', '6$', 'X%
'3%

'F ', 'F#','G%
'C , 'C*', '.D',
'G', 'G *','X ',

cfcASigeToFlats#

tkis .dis-plavMlH'-otes = distl myAllitotes;

1

// fttp-2 . Defore th.« sethods for ths object tssing separate functions
/./ The 1st method zh.ar.ges the property values to zontaom. flatted notes
// The 2z.d %et'hcd, disp-Iay a ll rotes starir-g with a uses prosipted fret nuzsbe
far*ction char.geToFIats ( '
th is .a tr ir g l 32} =
t h i s - 2-t-ringi (9]
t h i s . s tr x ng D '1 ]

-

I'
t h i s . . s t r i r i g i (4] = 'G.b‘ ; t-his . st-ri.ngl [€}
= ' 3s ’ ; t-hos.. s t n r - g i {11] = ' 2 b ' ;
;

t h i s - a t r l r i g 2 (4]

=

'Sb ‘;

t h o s . st.ror.g2 [ ê]
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= ' 2 b"
= ‘ Gb^

■c'his . 5trir..gZ ['51 =
this . string! ]Ii = ' Ah' ;
■chis . Strings [21 =
t-his . strong* [1 ' = ' Zb ' ;
this - 5tring4 [S] =
this . strongô-Hi = 'Sh' ;
this .Strings [9] =
this. strongfH j ~ "Gh ' ;
this -Strings [51 =

' Ah' ; this - strong! (11] = '2,b'?
this ..stsingS'[3] = '5h*.- t-hi® . strongS ( ê]
'Eh'ï rho: . string! [11] = ’Gb'f
this -string^ [41 = ' Gh' ; this . stror.g4 [ ê1
'Sh'; thos ,.stror.g4 Î1-1 = ' Dh' ;
this ..stringS [41 = ' Dh' ; t-h.is . strongS [€]
*Gb'r this . strings [111 = 'Ah’ ith is . atringô [41 = ‘Ab‘; thos . strongc [c1
'I h ‘? th is ..string^ lH] = ‘Eh’.-

= ' Db"
= ' Ac '
= ’2.c*
= '5h*

function do.s»lagA.lItîote» 1frst_ s ta rt’ [
d c c u s s e n t - w r o t e ! / S t a r t o in g srcss. f r e t - ’ •

£ r e t _ s t - a .z t -

% all notes on strongs 6 5 4 3 1 1 are: <hrXhr>' : ;
for iv& z 0 = fret_start; i
11; o-^-fJ [
document .write 1’Tret- ’ f i 4- *: ' 4 this-. strongf lij +
document-write H his.Strings[il 4 ‘ ");
document-write 1t-hi 5-string* [il 4 ’ ') ;
document, w r i t e l th i. s - .s t r ir - g 3 1 il

\

}
//

4 '

document. write Ithis-Siror.gD til + ’ ' ) :
document-write It-hiSv stringl [o: 4 ' *);
do-cament .write 1‘<br>*'}f

dociSTftent . w r i t e

i ^<hT> '

);

5 t e p - 3 . C r e a t e an i n s t a n c e o f t h e c i t g e c t a n d u s e i t

on a c r o g r a

v a r g u i t & r l = new g u o t a r l ) ;
v a r g is it a r C = new g u o t a r l ) ?

war ,f.ret_num - prompt : 'Enter a fret nutrber [ I-IC1: ’, ' 0' ) *1;
g i s i t a r l -• d ia p la y A H l’o t e s

?

• j a i t a r C . c h a n g e C o r i a t s {) ;
g u i t a r C . d i s p l a v A I H f o t e s ( £ r e t_ n u m ‘ r

The above SKsmpW requires so-me explanations

• Methods are listed m she constm ctor funWon along with the properties. W henever yo?
# i5 .m e th o d # a m e y methodName is whst youII üse :o run th e m ethod. You can use an':
calling method name.. To the right of she
sign H the actual function nam e used to def
actual function nam es m ust match.

tlils.chsBgeToFiats - chaogeToflats?
tMs.ÆspjayAElWetes = dlsplayAOMotesj
* In she chsngeToFlatsl) methods^ notice how onfy the properties that need to be chant

she natu-ra:- notes {wish no s.hsrpsj are left a<c-ne. The wo.rd tls^s references the origma c
constructor function - so you're changing the actual property value even though the cod

this»siring:t[2] = Gb';
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« fu n c tio n d i* p la v A llN o te s (fre t_ sta rt) { Mode* tn a t a p aram eter is used ir d-is me
■s th at tne variable a rd value of fre t_ n u m are defined outside of the method definition,
an argum ent to th e method in o rd er to o-'eserve the m ethod's independence From t i e e>
vvofds, if the e rtlre ooject was copied and pasted into som eone else's program , all they
th e p aram eter list and w hat values th e param eters are aspecting. For exam ple, if the pa
then th e m ethod would regu-re th e new program m er (who copied th e object) to use th e
th e cal.ing program. It is b a tte r to preserve re-useabllity by making objects independent
fu n c tio n d isp fay A llN o tesO {
d o c u m e n t.w fA e { 'S ta ftln g fro m f r e t ' + ffet_m u m +

* N otes th a ï two instances o* the guitar object were created end used in tn i: program th e other for Pat notes. You c a r create and use as many instances of an object as your ;
This last exam p e Illustrates tine benefits o ' using a visua- interface witn your P 'ogram s, >
to your program, HTML forms can be used to provide you (th e user} with graata--contre!
funs. The use of interfaces wW be covered in Chapter-5 so, for now, ju s t run -he exempli
inte.'face, a program runs from top to bottom - lire by line. With a visua, -nterface, you h
when th e program runs.

Exam ple 4

<h.ead>
< s z r ip t >
//

This •“ssas.jiCe z l l u s z z A Z s s

t-h*

u.s*

or

sk i r ,t e r £ s.r « r o

the

g airar

o k jter.

/ / The e n tire collection of fuaictioas ^between, these two lin e s defit,es the c
//

Step-1. Define the ok]ect and i t ' s

function g uitarH
s ir in g X

{
-

new

' F f , 'G ', 'G f , ' S i ' ,

A r r a y s ' r.

'i# % ' S ' , ' C , 'C f ' , ' 3 ' ,
sniTing’ - new A r r a y i ' 3 '
T ',
sTïingJ

properties h y using a constructor fur

'c , ' Cf' D' ,

': f ,

'G',

G * ','X ', ' A f , '3 ') ,
= nssf A r r ay C S ' , ' G f , A ', ' A * ' , ' 3 ' , ■ c .

' c * ' , '3 ',

,

= new

A r r ay CD

' F f , ' G ') ,
' 5 f , 'E ', ' f ,

T f

,

'G '.

' X ' , ' W , ' 3 ' , ' C , '' C f , 'D") ,
asz-ÎBgS = new Ar r ay CX'' , ' A f , ' 3 ' , ' C , ' C f , ' D ' ,
S 5rir.fl

= new

i # ', '3 ', 'C ,

thrs.fret =0;

r # ' , 'G', ' S f , 'A ') ,
Ar r ay CD'' , T ' . T f , ' G ' , ' G f , ' A ' ,
C f , '3 ', 'C f

this . changeTorists = ch.angeToFlats.;
this . displayAlIHotes = cisplayAllcsotes;

.'/ ftep-2. Define the aethoda fox the object using 5epa.r5.te functions
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y/ The 1st zi.ethod changes the prcperty val-uea to rontazr; flatted notes
y/ The Zr.d rs.et.bod display all note.» staring with a user prozicted £rst nurnbe

■funttita thangeTcriste {I (
this . strrngl HI = Gh’ ; thi 2,. s tr i r.gi [4.1 = '.&b'
th is . stringl[S] = ■rb’ ; t-h.i.s. strm gl [11] =
this .5tringl HI - ' Bb' ; th i s ,. Strings[4] = ' Zb'
th is.S trin g ![93 - ■>J5■; thi.2 . string! HI] =
this -st.ri.ng3 ]Ij = ' Ab‘ th i s . string»H] ~ ' 2b'' ;
th i s .Strings 15] = ‘Zb' ; this . Strings i HI =
th is . string4 Hi ” ^Zh; this ,. 2tr.ing4 [4] = 'So’‘r
this ..string^ If] = ‘2b'; this . string^ HI] =
this .string-5 Hi - 'Bb'; this .Strings[41 = 'Zb'' ;
this , Strings 1.9] = 'GhH this . strtr-gt HI] =
th is . sttingf H] = "Sib’; this ..string-c[4] = '.fib'‘;
this vStrln.gf [5] = ' Zb*; th i s , strcngf HI] =

this ..stzingl (€] ,=
' Efc' ;
th i s .string!tf! =
■Eb*;
this . stxi.r.gS ( f I =
' C'h' ;
thi.a ..strir-g4 [ f ] =
'3bH
th is . str'i'ngSCf] 'fib' ;
th is.stx in g f{£; =
'îhH

'Bb'
'Gk '
‘I t ”
^Ah'
'Zb'
'Ob'

I
ranotioa display&llNttes i fxst_start; |
docuKent .vrite ("Sta.rtxng frc-s. f r e t- ’ r fret__st-a.rt ';

a ll

n o t e s or. s t r i n g s

6 5 4 2 2 1 are;

<br><br>’ ; ;-

sc-r Ivar i = tret_»tasrt; i <= 12; i+"4] 1
dcrctmeat .'Write y' F ret-' - i 4 *: “ 4 this . S'tringf li] 4 " ' ; ;
deru3se.nt.wxite ithis.. str'ir.gSIl!
4’ *) ;
docurs.ent, write (th is. string^[i]
4’ ') ;
d o ta ssÆ S t,w r i t e ( t h i s - . s t r iT iO S H '

4’ ') ;

doc'uneat, wr it e !this ..st ringD Ii i
docus.eat.write th is . stringl H:
d o c u m e n t .write , ‘<br> ' ) ;

4’ *) ;
4' "^) ;

Idoc'c%ent .write {' <;br>*' .?
.!

yy ==-==—================================-====='====—====—-============
y/

5tep—
*.

Create

aa ins'tan-re o.£ t h e

object

and u s e i t

it

a. program..

r u n c tio R r tn P r o g r s s s i I {

var giiitarl -= new guitar i) ;
v a r 'fret__nu%. = d o c u s a e n t. gu ita.r?orK ;.. t s s t F r e t . w a l u e ‘ l ;■
v a r r.ote^ tyC 'C = d c c u in e n t .g u ita r F tr z ..r & d Z 'I o te -s {1 ) . c h e c k e d ;

i f (ncte^type) (
g u itsrl. rhs-ngeloFIats {I
guatarl. dis.pl ayXlIKotes (fret_nu:s.} ;

1
<■/s c r i p t s

<3teca http-eguiv- ’"Con'tent—
T
-]^’pe*
■ content—
' te.%t/kt%.l; thar.s-et—
iso-Sff-!—
i ’>
</head->
rarse-'guit-arfcrK.' 5s.ethod—‘post ■ a c t io n = * ' '>
<table width='
’ border^'1 ’>
<tr bgcolor="#23 55CC'>
<td coiapan='3">
Cdiv ali.g.n=* center ' X ftn t f ace= "Verdana ^ ârial» he Ivetica,, sans-ses
<£cnt coIcr=‘IFFFrfF’>Guitar

< fo ra
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Object with Interfa.ce<br>
</£cR’s><;‘'b><;font colt-r=''#rF?rrr'> (enter & fret nuKker 0-12, clici
zyp & cf noteg f then click RusX-.-'f ont><b>^£cT.s cclc-c=’f5r.FfFF'>
</ cor.t >c,'b></ £cn-t>< di.v>

X
'/td>

</tr>
<t-c>
<td width=’35% >
<civ 5lign-= ' right ' -‘><fcT-t race» H'erdar.a, Arial^ Helvetica, =ana-aer:
</fcnt>
input- type» *t@%t
txt-Fret-'
ma^sle-ngth»

<

' name»'

value» ' 0’ scae»*-5*

'*t

< /d L v >

</'td>

<zd Width»'29%'>
<input typ-e»"' radi-c ’ r.ase» ■
radl^otea value» ' sharp ‘ cheched>
<ic-rst Face»■
'Verdana, (^rial, Helvetica, sans-seric* aise=*2'l^skarp <
<;fcnt face» "Verdana, ?.r ial, Helvetica, sans-sex if ' sise»' 2 ' >‘-:r<r>
<input type» ' radie- ' name» HadZTctes " value»' fla t ' >
■
•Xfont face»’Verdana, Axial, Helvetica, sar.s-serii' ’ sise»^ 2 >Flat< --i
</f ontX/td>

<td width»' 33% >

<input type» *but ten' naa^e»' risr.Ex.atcple* value» 'Run ' onCIich»®.ruaPco-c
<y'-td>
c/table>
<p> < /p >
x.pxfont face»'Verdana, Axiale Helx^ti-ca., sans-serif'' sise»' 2' > </font> <
■<■ £cm>-

•t>200-3, m rngtas s
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APPENDIX B

THREE HINT LEVELS AND THE EXERCISE SOLUTION EXAMPLE
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// Solution
// Predict which rodeo rider will have the best time

//
function avg_5(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) {
// The n 's are the numbers to be averaged
return (nl + n2 + n3 + n4 + nS)/5 ;

function predict(Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5,X,Yl,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5)
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

{

sum_XY = 0 ;
sum_X2 = 0 ;
a v g X = 0;
avg_Y = 0 ;
a = 0;
b = 0
n = 5
Tx = 0 ;

Sum_XY = (X1*Y1) + (X2*Y2) + (X3*Y3) + (X4*Y4) + (X5*Y5);
sum_X2 = Math.pow(Xl,2) + Math.pow(X2,2) + Math.pow(X3,2)
Math.pow(X4,2) + Math.pow(X5,2);
a v g X = avg_5(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5);
avg_Y = avg_5(Y1,Y2 ,Y3 ,Y4 ,Y5);
b = (sum_XY - n*avg_X*avg_Y)/ (sum_X2 - n*Math.pow(avg_X,2));
a = avg_Y - b*avg_X;
Tx = a + b*X;
return Tx;
}

var dave_time = predict(1,2, 3,4,5,6,24.8,29.2,31.4,27.6,35 .1);
var don_time = predict(1,2,3,4, 5,6, 27.8 ,31.5 ,26 .3 ,30.2 ,29.9) ;
var randy_time = predict(1,2,3,4,5, 6, 30.4, 24.6, 27.2, 24.8,30.6);
document.write('It is predicted that Dave\'s time will be <b>' +
dave_time + '</b> seconds<brxbr> ') ;
document.write{'It is predicted that Don\'s time will be <b>' +
don_time + '</b> seconds<brxbr> ');
document.write('It is predicted that Randy\'s time will be <b>' +
randy_time + '</b> seconds<brxbr> ') ;

// Hint-1
// Predict which rodeo rider will have the best time

//
// Pseudocode description of the solution
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//
//
(1) Copy and paste the avg_5{) function
//
(2) Copy and paste the predict() function
//
(3) Define variables for dave, don, an randy'stimes.
//
(4) Assign the results of function calls topredict()
to the three
variables.
//
Be sure to pass appropriate argument values to the expected
function parameters.
// (5) Output the three scores using document.write{)

// Hint-2
// Predict which rodeo rider will have the best time

//
function avg_5(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) {
// The n 's are thenumbers to be averaged
return (nl + n2 +n3 +n4 + n5)/5;
}

function predict(XI,X2,X3,X4,X5,X,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5) {
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

sum_XY = 0;
sum_X2 = 0 ;
avg_X
= 0;
avg_Y
= 0;
a = 0,
b = 0
n = 5
Tx = 0;

SUm_XY = (X1*Y1) + (X2*Y2) + (X3*Y3) + (X4*Y4) + (X5*Y5);
sum_X2 = Math.pow(XI,2) + Math.pow(X2,2) + Math.pow(X3,2)
Math.pow(X4,2) + Math.pow(X5,2);
avg_X = avg_5(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5);
avg_Y = avg_5(Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5);
b = (sum_XY - n *avg_X *avg_Y)/(sum_X2 - n*Math.po w (avg X ,2));
a = avg_Y
- b*avg_X;
Tx = a + b*X;
return Tx;

var dave_time = predict (?) ;
var don_time = ? ;

document.write('It is predicted that Dave\'s time will be <b>'
'</b> seconds<brxbr> ');
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// Hint-3
// Predict which rodeo rider will have the best time

//
function avg_5(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) {
// The n 's are thenumbers to be averaged
return (nl + n2 +n3 +n4 + nS)/5 ;
}

function predict(XI,X2,X3,X4,X5,X,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5)
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

{

s u m XY = 0 ;
sura_X 2 = 0 ;
avg_X = 0 ;
avg_Y = 0 ;
a = 0;
b = 0
n = 5;
Tx = 0 ;

SUm_XY = (X1*Y1) + (X2*Y2) + (X3*Y3) + (X 4*Y 4) + (X5*Y5);
sum_X2 = Math.pow(XI,2) + Math.pow(X2,2) + Math.pow(X3,2)
Math.pow(X4,2) + Math.pow(X5,2);
avg_x = avg_5 ( X I , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5);
avg_Y = avg_5(Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5);
b = (s u m X Y - n*avg_X*avg_Y)/ (sum_X2 - n*Math.pow(avg_X,2));
a = avg_Y - b*avg_X;
Tx = a + b*X;
return Tx;
}

var dave_time = predict(1,2,3,?,?,?,24.8,29.2,31.4,?,?);
var don_tirae = ? ;
var randy_time = ?;
document.write('It is predicted that Dave\'s time will be <b>' +
dave_time + '</b> seconds<brxbr> ’);
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY
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Directions: A number of statements which people have used to describe their computer
programming experience and ability are given below. Read each statement and indicate how you
generally think or feel by clicking the appropriate button (online questionnaire). There are no right
or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one statement.

Computer Experience and Ability Questionnaire^
1. I know how to type without looking at my hands. (Yes. No)
2. I understand the basics about how to use the computer including how to powerup, shut-down, the mouse, and the keyboard. (Yes. No)
3. I have taken and completed a Computer Expectations or Computer Literacy
class in the past. (Yes. No)
4. If you completed a Computer Expectations or Computer Literacy class in the
past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or below)
5. I am comfortable using the computer to do school work. (Yes, No)
6. I have used HTML. (Yes. No)
7. I can use HTML to create a web page. (Yes, No)
8. HTML is easy for me. (Yes. No)
9. I have used Visual Basic. (Yes. No)
10.1 have used Visual Basic to create a computer program. (Yes. No)
11. Visual Basic is easy for me. (Yes. No)
12.1 have used JavaScript. (Yes. No)
13.1 have used JavaScript to create a computer program. (Yes, No)
14. JavaScript is easy for me. (Yes, No)

' (Hong & Halopoff) 2003)
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Directions: A number of statements which people have used to describe their math experience
and ability are given below. Read each statement and indicate how you generally think or feel by
clicking the appropriate button (online questionnaire). There are no right or wrong answers. Do
not spend too much time on any one statement.

Math Experience and Ability Questionnaire^
1. I have taken and completed Math Applications in the past. (Yes, No)
2. If yon completed Math Applications in the past, what was yonr grade? (A, B, C,
D or below)
3. I have taken and completed Pre-Algebra in the past. (Yes. No)
4. If yon completed Pre-Algebra in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
5. I have taken and completed Algebra I in the past. (Yes. No)
6. If you completed Algebra I in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
7. I have taken and completed Algebra II in the past. (Yes. No)
8. If you answered 'Yes' to the previous question, what was your grade? (A, B, C,
D or below)
9. I have taken and completed Geometry in the past. (Yes. No)
10. If you completed Geometry in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
11.1 have taken and completed Algebra H in the past. (Yes, No)
12. If you completed Algebra II in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
13.1 have taken and completed Pre-Calculus in the past. (Yes, No)
14. If you completed Pre-Calculus in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
15.1 have taken and completed Advanced Placement Calculus in the past. (Yes.
No)
16. If you completed Advanced Placement Calculus in the past, what was your
grade? (A, B, C, D or below)
17.1 have taken and completed Trigonometry in the past. (Yes. No)
18. If you completed Trigonometry in the past, what was your grade? (A, B, C, D or
below)
19.1 have taken and completed Advanced Placement Statistics in the past. (Yes,
No)
20. If you completed Advanced Placement Statistics in the past, what was your
grade? (A, B, C, D or below)

(Hong, 2003)
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Self-Assessment Questionnaire^
Directions: A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given
below. Read each statement and indicate how you thought or felt by circling 1, 2, 3, or 4 that best
describes your mind. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one
statement. (1 = Not at all, 2 = Somewhat, 3 = Moderately so, 4 = Very much so)

1
2
3

1determined how to solve the problem before 1
began.
1checked my work while 1was doing it.
1worked as hard as possible on all exercise

Not at
all
1

Some
what
2

Modera
tely so
3

Very
much so
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2

3

4

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Items.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Considering the difficulty of the items, 1
think 1did well on the exercise.
Thinking about my grade in the course
interfered with my work on the exercise items.
Compared to other subjects, this exercise
was difficult.
It is important for me to do well on the
exercise item.
1tried to understand the goal of the exercise
questions before 1attempted to answer.
1judged the correctness of my work.
1concentrated fully when 1was doing the
exercise items.
1think 1did a good job on the exercise items.
Thoughts of doing poorly interfered with my
concentration on the exercise items.
This exercise was easy for me.
1think the exercise items are useful for me to
learn.
1carefully planned my course of action before 1
solved problems.
1checked how well 1was doing when 1was
solving the exercise items.
1put forth my best effort on all exercise items.
1think 1will receive a good score on the
exercise.
During the exercise, 1though about the
consequences of failing.
This exercise was a difficult one for me.
Understanding the content of the exercise is
important to me.
1thought through the steps in my mind before 1
attempted to solve the exercise items.
1asked myself questions to stay on track as 1
did the exercise items.
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36

1kept working even on difficult exercise items.
1understood the content of the exercise
items quite well.
During the exercise, 1got so nervous 1forgot
the information that 1really knew.
Since 1understood the material well, this
exercise was easy for me.
Getting a good grade in this exercise is
important for me.
1asked myself questions about what the
problem required me to do before 1did it.
As 1proceeded through the exercise items, 1
asked myself how well 1was doing.
1didn't give up even if the problems were hard.
1think 1did well on the exercise items.
1tried to determine what the exercise items
required.
1checked the accuracy as 1progressed
through the exercise items.
1worked hard to do well on all exercise items.
Even when the questions were difficult, 1
knew 1could succeed.
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(Hong, 2001b)
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APPENDIX D

SOURCE CODE COMPARISON SAMPLE
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First Rim
var sentence = The skies in Montana are big.';
var sentencelength = 0;
var reversed sentence = t ig very are Montana in skies The';
var sentencearray = new ArrayQ;
sentence = promptCEnter any sentence: ',
'One ring to rule them all, one ring to find them...');
sentencelength = sentence.length;
sentencearray = sentence.split(' ");
sentence_array.reverse() ;
for (i = 0; i < sentence array.length; i++) {
reversed sentence += sentence_array[i] + '
}
document.write(sentence + '<brxbr>');
document.write(reversed_sentence) ;

Second Run
var sentence = 'The skies in Montana are big.';
var sentence length = 0;
var reversed sentence = 'big very are Montana in skies The';
var sentence array = new ArrayQ;
sentence = promptCEnter any sentence: ',
'The skies in Montana are very big.');
[ default prompt value was changed sentence length = sentence.length;

]

sentencearray = sentence.spht(' ");
sentence_array.reverseO;
for (i - 0; i < sentence array.length; i++) {
reversedsentence += sentence_array[i] + ' ';
}
document.write(sentence + '<brxbr>');
document.write(reversed_sentence);
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Third Run
var sentence = "The skies in Montana are big.';
var sentence length = 0;
var reversed sentence = 'big very are Montana in skies The';
var sentence array = new ArrayQ;
sentence = prompt('Enter any sentence: ',
The skies in Montana arc very big.');
sentencelength = sentence.length;
sentencearray = sentence.split('T h e s k l e s i n M o n t a n a a r e v e r y b i g ' ) ;
[ tried to split a sentence other than the sentence in the variable
- lo g ic JTrror ]
sentence_array.reverseQ;
for (i = 0; i < sentence array.length; i4-+) {
reversedsentence += sentence_array[i] + ' ';
}
document.write(sentence + '<brxbr>');
document.write(reversed_sentence);
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APPENDIX E

COMPARISON REPORT FOR JAVASCRIPT ERROR DOMAINS
CS ONLINE, SPRING 2003
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The purpose of this analysis is to compare consecutive attempts by students to
solve exercise 3-5-1. By comparing attempts the hope is to understand how the students
learned to code Javascript, as well how to improve upon the questions used within the
online program. Below is an example of how 3-5-1 appeared to the student.

Here's a helpful hint - the faster you're able to touch type, the quicker you'll be
able to write programs. If you don't know how to touch type^ get a program that
you can Install on your computer^ and leam i In touch typing^ words are counted
In chunks of five (5) characters. In other words^ the sentence 'Touch typing will
help you become a better programmer since you will be able to type faster.
Typing faster will give you more time to concentrate on the programming - not
the typing.' has how many words? Write a program that Inputs a sentence^ like
this onSy then tells you how many words there are In the sentence.

The student also had access to three hints, which they could use by choice. Each
exercise was worth 10 points, each hint level cost ^ point. The hints appeared to the
students as the examples on the following pages demonstrate.
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Hint 1
/ / R in t-l
// Oowit t!h* niWaer of touch typiqg wordë in a

sontehqe..

''

'

,'

., .

' ,'

// PdeuAwzode deac%iptl6p of tho solution'

//

prompt

th# aantenpe

/ / 12)'' The nmd^^r p:(

' '

i s th e len& th o f th e

s ^ t ê h (( ë ^ ,( # v id # .b ÿ 5 ''',,

,
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im n ta
'

//

]
'
'
'
' ' '
//Count the pumber'Of touch typing words in a
aéntohce, .

'

' ' , ' ' ' '

var sentence «« proiE%}t('Enter the sentence.'y "Touch
typing will help you beooiàe a better programmer
since you will be able to type faster.'};
var'num^of_^wofdâ " ? / 5; ' .
alert ('The nuidcer o;E words iii the sentence ia ' ?);

In addition to the hints, there is an in-exercise example available for the student
that resembles the exercise. There is no point cost for using the example. The example
for 3-5-1 is rather lengthy, and is demonstrated on the following pages:

/'/'$%aa^lo* of string p rg p ^ tio s and methods "us ipg
a broccoli soup recipe.
vap brbccoli_soup - 'Sroccoii soup is.,a blend of
’r-. *"o 1, ':u\ u.i- . I'i-' h, -and onions.*
var soup siogan = '*; .//< ap empty, a t ^ n g
// 'dhow hpwy

srrrW

gh thi&. .. ,

sWingF- .
\
^ ^ .
document,W)^it»QTW^ attlhg, le^lïgth' i*; " + '
brocx%lij^80tp,jx»n^h t

'

dootmMiÿ .w9ç^t*fb(roo^li^dùt%>. tp&ow»rC*!{i&( ^

'

dodum^nt.Wrltofbroodoli aôupJtobpporC*so() + '
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*

broccoli_8pup.indexOf('Broccoli') + '

f a t 10

,

...'

'.V '

W.\ÜH
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This particular analysis of 3-5-1 was comprised of 25 students and 198 attempts
and was conducted by one of the teaching assistants assigned to review student work.
Students submitted an average of seven to eight attempts for this exercise. Unless
otherwise stated, it is assumed that the final attempt was successAil. The next section
demonstrates the actual ethnogr^hic record and domain analysis as worded by the
teaching assistant for exercise 3-5-1:
Analysis:
Student # 1
General impressions of hrst attempt:
Three code hnes, appears to have answer correct on Srst attempt.
2 compared to 1:
Added zero to prompt box.
CLEAN UP
3 compared to 2:
Eliminated unneeded words in prompt.

CLEANUP

4 compared to 3:
Spaced sentence in prompt differently.

CLEAN UP

5 compared to 4:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

6 compared to 5:
Removed zero from prompt.

CLEAN UP

7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

8 compared to 7:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Student has basic understanding of question. Six compared to frve creates
undefrned area in prompt box. The written area in prompt box above
where user inputs sentence could be better worded or at least presented
better. I do not know if the student tmderstands how the prompt function
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works or if the aesthetics of the box is even a concern for this student.
Overall the student met the criteria of the question.

Analysis:
Student # 2
General impressions of first attempt:
Two line Erst attempt. Hard math values used rather than one that is
dependant upon an input.
2 compared to 1:
Change in variable names and prompt added. Math dependant on input in
a variable. Addition of alert for an output.
SUDDEN CHANGE (HINT)
3 compared to 2:
Spelling corrected in variable name. Prompt gets parentheses.
Grammatical improvements in alert.
GRAMMAR(misspel1
& variable name)
SYNTAX (parentheses)
4 compared to 3:
Elimination of single quote prior to sentence.length/5 . Deleted spaces in
alert.
CLEAN UP
SYNTAX (mis-quote)
5 compared to 4:
Same.
6 compared to 5:
Addition of

NO CHANGE (other)

is' " in alert.

CLEAN UP

7 compared to 6:
Elimination of spaces around word "is" in alert
CLEANUP
8 compared to 7:
Addition of space after "is" in alert.
CLEAN UP
9 compared to 8:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)
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Overall comments:
Student seems to work well aAer what seemed to be the use of a hint. Most
of the steps showed clean up and some normal syntax and grammatical
errors.
Analysis:
Student # 3
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Proper logic, but spelling errors present. Appears similar to the hint
provided.
2 compared to 1:
CorrecEon of spelling in prompt.

GRAMMAR (misspell)

3 compared to 2:
Added words to prompt display.

CLEAN UP

4 compared to 3:
Changed"word" to " words" in alert.

CLEAN UP

5 compared to 4:
Added spaces to alert wording.

CLEAN UP

6 compared to 5:
Changed "the" to "a" in prompt. Returns moved as a result of space
change in prompt.
CLEAN UP
7 compared to 6:
Same
8 compared to 7:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)
NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Student had typical grammar and clean up issues. Note misspelling in
variable name, variable sEll worked as it was consistently misspelled.

Analysis:
Student # 4
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Appears to be a copy of a hint level of some kind.
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2 compared to 1:
EliminaEon of a line space, and an addidon of a semi colon closing a line.
CLEAN UP
3 compared to 2:
Fills in qnesEon mark with a variable.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

4 compared to 3:
Incorrectly eliminates part of math formula SYNTAX (general
confusion)
Corrects capitalization in variable name.
GRAMMAR (case
sensidvity)
5 compared to 4:
Eliminates value of variable completely
Adds ".length" to alert statement

OTHER
BUILD UPON PROGRAM

6 compared to 5:
Changes variable name, and uses new name to be an equivalent in another
variable. Not a drasdc change.
OTHER
7 compared to 6:
Adds "+ / 5" to variable formula.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

8 compared to 7:
Eliminates "+/ 5" in variable and adds" /5" to a variable in an alert
function.
CLEAN UP
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
9 compared to 8:
Introduces two strings, and changes alert funcdon to use new string rather
than previous formula.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
EX: var stmgl=num_of^words.length/5
var stmg2=Math.round(stmgl)
10 compared to 9:
Eliminates two string previously added, but creates a sophisdcated alert
funcdon to do the work of the two strings.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
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EX: aleit(The number of words in the sentence is '
+Math.round(num o^words.length/5));
11 compared to 10:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
It's always exciting when a student surpasses the expectations of the
problem. Rounding is not a part of the expected solution, but this student
accounted for it very well. This demonstrates a certain sophistication in
Java script coding.

Analysis:
Student # 5
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Starts with variable, no output.
2 compared to 1:
Variable name change, addiEon of a prompt with parentheses added.
EUminaEon of part of a sentence. Created new variable with parEal
formula. Created alert.
CLEAN UP
SUDDEN CHANGE (HINT)
SYNTAX (parentheses)

3 compared to 2:
Change in math formula using hard numbers instead of dependant
variables.
SYNTAX (general confusion)
4 compared to 3:
Put previously deleted sentence back into prompt. Corrected math formula
to be dependant on variable length.
CLEAN UP
LOGIC CHANGE

Overall comments:
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Student arrived at answer more quickly than the average. I suspect he had
some form of outside help, perh^s the teacher or another student provided
some direction.
Analysis:
Student # 6
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Four hnes with text book correct answer. IdenEcal to hints provided. Only
one aEempt made.
Overall comments:
Perhaps the server had gone down losing students previous attempts. The
student may have remembered soluEon from previous work.
Analysis:
Student # 7
General impressions of first attempt:
One line, prompt with “your Mom looks like a dinosaur.”, preloaded in
window. Able to generate an output.
2 compared to 1:
Adds variable with proper math that is dependant on another variable.
Note use of variable names different then hints.
Adds alert complete with sentence, “the number or you suck my peepee
is"
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
3 compared to 2:
Changes alert to more appropriate sentence. CLEAN UP
4 compared to 3:
Same
NO CHANGE (other)
Overall comments:
The student seems to be entertaining himself during programming.
Demonstrates a constant buEd with a consistent atEtude. I would be
curios to verify hint levels on this one.

Analysis:
Student # 8
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
Text book correct answer, same variables as the hints.
2 compared to 1:
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Same
NO CHANGE (other)
3 compared to 2:
AddiEon of space in alert between variable and wriEen sentence.
CLEAN UP
Overall comments:
If a student starts with a correct answer, there is litEe change to track.
This is the second student, possibly the third up to this point who airive at
the answer curiously quick.
Analysis:
Student # 9
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
No aEempt was made. This is the only student out of the received data
that had not made it as far as 3-5-1. I sEll included this student in the data
because this student was a paE of the test group. When Eguring out mean,
median, and mode of aEempts of the test group, removing the two highest
and two lowest numbers made litEe difference on the answers.
Overall comments:
See Appendix El for addiEonal infbrmaEon
Analysis:
Student # 10
General impressions of first attempt:
Variable established with content of “Your mom is so fat”
A string is established with no content.
No output would be generated from this attempt.
2 compared to 1:
Document.write added.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

3 compared to 2:
Addition of prompt to initial variable as well as more appropriate
sentence.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
4 compared to 3:
DeleEon of string variable. DeleEon of document.write. Added alert.
CLEAN UP
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
5 compared to 4:
Changes wording of prompt for what would show above entry window.
CLEAN UP
6 compared to 5:
Adds “+” to aleE to Ex math syntax in aleE.
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SYNTAX (general
confusion)
7 compared to 6:
Changes what would appear in "611 in" window on prompt.
CLEAN UP
8 compared to 7:
Same

NO CHANGE(other)

9 compared to 8:
Same

NO CHANGE(other)

10 compared to 9:
Same

NO CHANGE(other)

Overall comments:
I would imagine a hint level was used in 4* attempt. Otherwise a standard
build up.
Analysis:
Student # 11
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
Prompt is aesthetically well done. Variable has hard math value rather
than one dependant on variable. Appears to be based of hint with similar
variable names.
2 compared to 1:
Change in formula to be dependant on variable.
LOGIC CHANGE
Overall comments:
Another quickly solved problem, I believe changing Eom a hard math
formula to a formula dependant on a variable is a change in logic. With
this student starting out with a close copy of a hint, its hard to believe
there was a sudden change in reasoning. More likely is a better job of
following a given hint.
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Analysis:
Student #12
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Started with a variable prompt and an empty string with a comment
idenEfying it as an empty string.
2 compared to 1:
Shortened prompt sentence.
CLEAN UP
Variable Change that is equivalent to another variables length (that does
not exist yet), divided by Eve.
SUDDEN
CHANGE (other)
AddiEon of an alert statement.
3 compared to 2;
Change of variable name again with corresponding change in formula that
uses the variable. No difference in output.
CLEANUP
4 compared to 3:
A change made to variable name in prompt now makes it correlate to
formula in another variable. Note that name matches hint name.
GRAMMAR (variable name)
5 compared to 4:
Shortened Prompt sentence again.

CLEAN UP

Overall comments:
I would imagine a use of a hint in the sudden change, hut because of misnamed
variables from the hint, it could be some other change.

Analysis:
Student # 13
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
Unlike any other students Erst aEempt so far. It appears to be a basebaE
related program that changes the case of the letters. Obviously copied
from somewhere. Student is trying to End a shmlar program to what is
being asked, and plans to cut it up and modify it as needed to achieve the
desired results. This is rather like reducing a block of wood to a sculpture.
This is an example of another strategy that students uElize
2 compared to 1:
Eliminates a zero in second to last hne, as well as a pair of single quotes.
CLEANUP
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3 compared to 2:
Eliminates Upper and Lower case part of code as well as the sentence that
would be a repeat if leA in.
CLEAN UP
4 compared to 3:
Eliminates two large blocks of program.
5 compared to 4:
Eliminates one break from a double break.

SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
CLEAN UP

6 compared to 5:
Adds a sentence to a variable. Sentence added will be generated on output.
OTHER
7 compared to 6:
Adds two variables, both related to length.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

8 compared to 7:
Changes name of frrst variable, and adds a sentence to the variable that
resembles the question at hand. Partially eliminates another variable.
Changes a variable in a doc .write formula to match new name of
frrst variable.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
9 compared to 8:
Creates a new undefrned variable and eliminates two variables related to
length.
SUDDEN
CHANGE (other)
10 compared to 9;
Restores previously deleted variables related to length.
SUDDEN CHANGE (Return
previous code)
11 compared to 10:
Capitalized a variable's frrst letter in a formula, although variable
referenced
does not yet exist.
GRAMMAR (case
sensitivity)
12 compared to 11:
Eliminates two variables that reference length, and adds a space in the
after an undefrned variable's name.
CLEAN UP
13 compared to 12:
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Added a document.write that references another variable correctly and
determines that variables length correctly.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
14 compared to 13:
Removed space after single quotation last line.
CLEAN UP
15 compared to 14:
Changed sentence in document write output. CLEAN UP
16 compared to 15:
Same.

NO CHANGE (other)

17 compared to 16:
AddiEon of parentheses with correct length divide by Eve formula in
document.write statement.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
18 compared to 17:
Same.

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
This seemed a parEcularly painful journey to a soluEon. It is difficult to
say where and if hints were used. I did End myself wondering how clear
the quesEon was that started this journey. This parEcular answer does not
use a prompt. Perhaps the question should be specific about using a
prompt. Perhaps this just demonstrates that the reducEon method of
programming is not very efficient.

Analysis:
Student # 14
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
Another long copied program probably Eom the text of chapter. Appears
to be another attempt of reducing a large program to met the needs of the
quesEon.
2 compared to 1:
Changes sentence in prompt so that prompt window will default to display
the sentence "Stephanie wines to much about everything..." .
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CLEAN UP

3 compared to 2:
Cuts notes, funcEons, for loop, and document.write reverse.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
4 compared to 3:
Added word "lengfh" to variable named in formula, variable does exist.
Added word "array" to variable named sentence, variable does exist.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
5 compared to 4:
Reversed order of two lines.
CLEAN UP
6 compared to 5:
New Enal sentence in document.write, uses quotes.
CLEAN UP
7 compared to 6:
Added document.write command referring to a proper variable.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
8 compared to 7:
Changes sentence in prompt window to test program.
OTHER
9 compared to 8:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Student built a program that seems to generate the proper output in a sophisEcated
manner different Eom the given soluEon. I would have to admit that I don't get
how this program works, but I believe it is counting spaces between words. It
does not count every Efth character as it should. Even if this is wrong, I can
appreciate the journey in problem solving.
EX: Final Program
// Declare variables to be used by this program
var sentence =
var sentence length = 0;
var sentence array = new ArrayQ;
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sentence - promptCEnter any sentence:
'Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water...');
sentencearray = sentence.split(' ');
sentencelength = sentencearray.length;
document.write(sentence + '<brXbr>');
document.write("The number of words in this sentence is " + sentence length +
'<brxbr>');

Analysis:
Student# 15
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Student has copied example and will try to reduce this program to meet
the quesEon at hand.
2 compared to 1:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

3 compared to 2:
Cuts Eve document.writes and a variable.

SUDDEN CHANGE (other)

4 compared to 3:
Cuts rest of program, and creates document,write related to the maEer at
hand.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
5 compared to 4:
Changes variable name in line one and adds prompt with appropriate
sentence in same line. Makes change in document.write by adding proper
variable to formula. Makes addiEonal change in Enal document.write with
proper length/5 element.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
6 compared to 5:
Same
NO CHANGE (other)
7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Student was efBcient in using reducEon method. I would be curious to see hint
levels used. I suspect hints may not have been used.
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Analysis:
Student# 16
General impressions of Erst attempt:
Four line code using variables called string. One line splits string.
Document write produces string length.
2 compared to 1:
Added zero in brackets to string variable.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

3 compared to 2:
Changed all variable names, added a a variable equivalent of sentence.spht
(a properly deEned variable in program). Added an output alert with
length EmcEon.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
4 compared to 3:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

5 compared to 4:
Added double Quotes.
Removed parentheses Eom alert.

SYNTAX (mis-quote)
SYNTAX (parentheses)

6 compared to 5:
Added prompt and changed sentence in parentheses.
Added sentence to alert.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Although student would generate an output, it would not be correct. It
would display the number of characters in a string. Very close, needs the
divide by Eve aAer the length EmcEon.

Analysis:
Student# 17
General impressions of first attempt:
Two fines with out put.
2 compared to 1:
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Adds a prompt, drops an alert. Adds a document.write with proper formula
for length with in a sensible sentence.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
3 compared to 2:
Deletes an apostrophe due to single quote.

SYNTAX (mis-quote)

4 compared to 3:
Adds an array with a split. Adds new document.write using the added
array.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
5 compared to 4:
Cuts original document.write that used the .length funcdon.
CLEAN UP
6 compared to 5:
Changes sentence in Enal fine of document.write.
CLEANUP
7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
The split method shows that the student is acEvely trying to pull
infbrmaEon Enm the chapter. Unfbrtunately it is not the answer to this
problem. Could the quesEon be written in such a way that the student puts
a predetermined sentence in the prompt to arrive at a speciEc output.
Many other quesEons are like this. Hints were also not used by this
individual (assumed), What if the Erst hint had no points taken off?
Would this facilitate a hint in right direcEon being used?

Analysis:
Student # 18
General impressions of Erst attempt:
6 lines of code. Initial code utilizes split EmcEon.
2 compared to 1:
Adds break to last line of document.write.

CLEAN UP
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3 compared to 2:
Adds an "s" to the word sentence in Enal doc.write
CLEANUP
4 compared to 3:
Changes <br> to <p>

CLEAN UP

5 compared to 4:
Added Parentheses to Array

SYNTAX (parentheses)

Overall comments:
Another student uses split due to no way to check answer. A parEcular sentence
with some short words and many spaces that has to be entered into the prompt to
determine if it matches some speciEc number given in the quesEon would be
helpEil to this situaEon.

Analysis:
Student # 18
General impressions of first attempt:
Copy of a program dealing with track. Another student tries to whittle
down a program so as to match the question at hand.
2 compared to 1:
Deletes lines that deal with upper and lower case.
CLEANS UP
3 compared to 2:
Deletes 5 unneeded document write lines.
4 compared to 3:
Deletes last six hnes of program.

CLEANS UP

SUDDEN CHANGE (other)

5 compared to 4:
Deletes document.write
CLEAN UP
Adds HTML code to Justify word track in current last fine.
SYNTAX (language
confusion)
6 compared to 5:
Changes iniEal variable and installs a sentence related to problem at hand.
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Changes document write to create output of above variable installed.
First time code resembles problem being aEempted.
OTHER
7 compared to 6:
Shortened iniEal variable sentence.
Added variable called Programming
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
8 compared to 7:
Copied broccoli example Eom problem, all previous program
gone.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
9 compared to 8:
All new program, broccoli is gone. Seems correct except missing
divide by five component.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
10 compared to 9:
Adds addiEonal break to document.write.
Adds a document .write to final line. BUILD UPON PROGRAM
11 compared to 10:
Adds parentheses to final document.write that contain the .length/5
EmcEon.
BUILD
UPONPROGRAM
12 compared to 11:
Cuts a variable, and a single quote followed by a plus sign in final
document.write. This creates a misquote and general confusion. I
will call this other for now.
OTHER
13 compared to 12:
Added word "Example" to iniEal variable string.
Added quote and plus back in.
SYNTAX (misquote)
SYNTAX (general
confusion)
Added alert with .length/5 EmcEon BUILD UPON PROGRAM
14 compared to 13:
Added new variable with prompt.
Added new alert line.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

15 compared to 14:
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Code drops to two lines, new variable is used. Alert with proper
.length/5 with addiEon sentence added.
SUDDEN
CHANGE (other)

16 compared to 15:
Added a document.write that has same out put as alert.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
Overall comments:
A long trip to a soluEon with many changes along the way.
Analysis:
Student # 20
General impressions of Erst aEempt:
First aEempt is a copy of a modified broccoli example.
2 compared to 1:
Broccoli goes away and is replaced three lines of code. Code has hard
math rather than variable dependant math formula.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
3 compared to 2:
Moves single quote mark in final line.

CLEAN UP

4 compared to 3:
Adds a period in final quote.

CLEAN UP

5 compared to 4;
Shortens initial prompt.
Changes alert sentence (still not correct)

CLEAN UP

6 compared to 5:
Changes variable equivalent to proper formula sentence.length/5.
SYNTAX (general
confusion)
7 compared to 6:
Adds single quotes to separate prompt components.
SYNTAX (misquote)
Changed alert sentence, sEU not correct.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
8 compared to 7:
Adds a period in prompt default sentence. Added single quote to middle of
alert.
BUILD
UPON PROGRAM
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9 compared to 8:
Adds a plus after previously added single quote.
confusion)
10 compared to 9:
Adds additionional single quote to alert

SYNTAX (mis-quote)

11 compared to 10:
Removes quotes &om none sentence, variable reference in Snal line.
SYNTAX (mis-quote)
Overall comments:
Another long journey to a solution, with much learning along the way.

Analysis:
Student #21
General impressions of first attempt;
Appears to be hint one code with incorrect characters filling in the
question mark.
2 compared to 1:
Changes alert code to reference a variable.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

3 compared to 2:
Changes wording of prompt window.
CLEAN UP
Changes variable in alert code to hard number.
SYNTAX (general
confusion)
4 compared to 3:
Changes alert to document.write.
CLEAN UP
5 compared to 4:
Declares a variable with no content, and moves prompt line but maintains
variable used with prompt that is now established at beginning of program.
Creates new variable.
OTHER
Changes content of prompt to "'Enter a sentence that contains the word
hi:'
' I said hi to the bum instead of giving him a handout.'". This test for an
out put, but more importantly he puts a formula in that figures out the
length of characters an a variable.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
6 compared to 5:
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Changes variable vaine. Creates new variable with hard math formula
rather than one dependant on variable value.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
7 compared to 6:
Adds alert with a hard number.

BUILD UPON PROGRAM

8 compared to 7:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

9 compared to 8:
Cut out variable that determined sentence length.
CLEANUP
10 compared to 9:
Major change. Eliminates a variable that determines sentence length, as
well as a variable used to figure out number of words with hard numbers.
Installs a new sentence in prompt (now in first line as in attempt 1) that is
identical to the highlighted words in the question. Two new out puts
replace the alert. One of the out put s uses the .length code.
SUDDEN CHANGE (other)
11 compared to 10:
Deletes one of the document, write installed in previous attempt.
CLEAN UP
12 compared to 11:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

13 compared to 12:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

14 compared to 13:
Reestablishes document.write previously deleted.
CLEAN UP
15 compared to 14:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

16 compared to 15:
Adds a plus sign document.write.
confusion)
17 compared to 16:
Same

SYNTAX (general

NO CHANGE (other)
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18 compared to 17:
Adds divide by five to .length component in final document write
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
19 compared to 18:
Shortens prompt wording

CLEAN UP

20 compared to 19
Same.

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
This student had the longest journey to a working solution, but finally
made it. Final answer is different finm hint solution, but contains similar
components.

Analysis:
Student # 22
General impressions of first attempt:
Two lines, first one establish a variable with sentence higfihghted in the
problem. Second line determines variable length and out puts through
document.write.
2 compared to 1:
Student begins to play with split function. A variable called spht is
declared and is equivalent to a newArray. Split is then made equivalent
to sentence.split. Document.write is changed to split.length.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
3 compared to 2:
Adds a new variable called length that is equal to split.length.
Changes document.write output to new variable length.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
4 compared to 3:
Adds two document.write statements, one which writes the initial variable
sentence. The other is installs a space in out put.
CLEAN UP
5 compared to 4:
Adds single quotes and a semi colon to document.write that creates a
space. Drops "var" firom line with a variable that is already declared.
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SYNTAX (general
confusion)
6 compared to 5:
Deleted a space in what should be the prompt sentence but is the initial
variable.
CLEANUP
7 compared to 6:
No change

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Another spht method solution. Wording in question may need attention.
The students are asked to count the words in a sentence. Then the
question asks them to write a program that tells them how many words are
in the sentence. It would be easy for students to physically count the words
as they appear rather than every five characters, then write a program that
does the same. Perhaps the "chunks of five" reference needs to be repeated
where it asks the student to write the program to draw more attention to it.

Analysis:
Student # 23
General impressions of first attempt:
Copy of example regarding broccoh soup.
2 compared to 1:
Deletes document.write, adds returns to layout program better per code
line. When copied some of the lines blended together.
Basically reduces program.
CLEAN UP
3 compared to 2:
Deletes large chunk of program

SUDDEN CHANGE (other)

4 compared to 3:
Changes variable broccoli soup to beef soup.
Deletes document.write
CLEAN UP
5 compared to 4:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)
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6 compared to 5:
Deletes 'words' firom document.write sentence out put.
CLEAN UP
7 compared to 6:
Corrects a variable name in document.write to match an existing variable
established in first line of code, (beef soup)
SYNTAX
(function parameters)
8 compared to 7:
Adds divide by five function to document write.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
9 compared to 8:
Replaces 'words' in out put of document.write
CLEANUP
10 compared to 9:
Deletes 'words' again.
CLEANUP
11 compared to 10:
reversed placement of two fines

CLEAN UP

12 compared to 11:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
This is a strange answer to the question at hand as it deals with beef soup.
The logic behind the program works, and ultimately it wifi generate a
correct answer based on the sentence used. P erh^s the question should
require a prompt?
Analysis:
Student # 24
General impressions of first attempt:
Five fine code plus comments. Establishes two variables, creates a prompt
and determines length of characters in prompt. Has out put of number of
characters in prompt.
2 compared to 1:
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Changes output of document.write to read sentence in prompt followed by
"has" followed by number of characters based upon.length variable,
followed by " in it".
CLEANUP
3 compared to 2:
Adds strange use of double and single quotes in final document.write.
SYNTAX (mis-quotes)
4 compared to 3:
Replaces double quotes with parentheses.

SYNTAX (parentheses)

5 compared to 4:
Adds "word" to out put.

CLEAN UP

6 compared to 5:
Declares a new variable, and tries to manipulate it to split sentence length.
BUILD UPON PROGRAM
7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE OTHER

Overall comments:
Another split attempt, unsuccessful. Does not work. Student had submitted this as
a final and needed to be reset.

Analysis:
Student # 25
General impressions of first attempt:
Modified broccoli beginning. Demonstrates some work to answer question
at hand. Interesting strategy of pasting example and modifying it to meet
the question. Several students have used this as a way to arrive at
answers.
2 compared to 1:
Deletes document.write.

CLEAN UP

3 compared to 2:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

4 compared to 3:
Deletes a slash and return in variable sentence.
CLEAN UP
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5 compared to 4:
Removes two document.write codes regarding upper and lower case letters
not needed in this question.
CLEAN UP
6 compared to 5:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

7 compared to 6:
Same

NO CHANGE (other)

Overall comments:
Program will not give proper out put. If student was aware of proper output value,
they may have continued working to solve issues.

Analysis Summary

I would say that programming is much hke sculpture. You can take material and
build it up into a construct, or you can take material and reduce it down to a construct.
Each attempt is a journey to the end construct. Mistakes are a part of that journey and
certainly a part of learning. In going through each of these students’ journeys, 1 found I
kept wondering how the journey was launched? I kept reconsidering the original
question. Why were some students dividing by five and others using a split method?
Why were students submitting an answer that was not reaching the goal of the question? I
also found myself wondering about the aesthetics of the program solutions. Why were
hints not used, and is this necessarily good or bad? I will now attempt to address each of
these issues.
To begin I will address the fact that a lot of information is dumped on the student
before attempting this question. I would consider it an overwhelming amount of
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information to be able to narrow down the needed components of this particular question
of 3-5-1. The example that students pull from is also long and has many sophisticated
components that are not needed to answer this particular question. My immediate
thought is that this chapter needs to be broken into smaller components, perh^s
introducing a few string objects to work with at a time. The example needs to be simple
utilizing one string object instead of several.
The way the question is worded is cute, but also vague. This is good as it allows
the student to interpret it differently and immediately be creative in generating an answer.
Although the question describes touch typing as counting words in chunks of five
characters, when the question directs students to write a program is does not define to use
the touch method. Another issue is that the example sentence is long. Upon reading the
sentence, the student is asked to count the words in the sentence. Most students are going
to count per word. Visually the long example sentence separates them far fi-om the
chunks of five character reference, which is easily forgotten after reading the sentence.
After a student counts the words in a sentence, they are asked to write a program that tells
them how many words are in the example sentence. Changing the write sentence to read,
“Write a program that inputs a sentence and counts words in terms of five characters per
word." may help the situation.
In referring to why students were submitting solutions that did not have correct
answers, a possible solution would be to have several test sentences that could be put into
the program that have a particular value the students had to match. Requiring the use of a
prompt takes away from a creative factor, but is a logical solution to the question at hand.
The input of the sentence was handled many ways by the students in this study. There
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seemed no aesthetic concern on how the answer was arrived at, or how a sentence was
put in, or what sentenced was put in. I would like for students to be aware of the
aesthetic presentation of their codes, and demonstrate that they know how to control how
a prompt appears. Requiring a prompt with specific information displayed would help
this issue.
Another issue that may help students is to use hints. What if the first hint was
firee, and the remaining hints were %'s of a point? The pseudo code would certainly
launch the journey in the r i ^ t direction, but many students do not use the code as they
lose points. Changing the value of the points may make the first code hint more
welcoming to the students, and launch their journey better.
Other considerations would include that the managers window currently shows
the solution when the hint levels are looked into, making it hard for the TA's to know
how the use of a hint effected a students program. All the hints fi-om the management
screen show the solution, not the hint.
According to domains, students tended to clean up their work more than any other
domain. I feel that is normal. Other domain counts do not seem unreasonable for
students learning a computer language. This is part of the journey. Perhzqis a good
journey after this question would to be to ac^ust this program to round as one student had
successfully done.
I believe the CS Online course is a very exciting option for students and schools
to have available to them. The refinement this type of study offers in constructmg CS
Online can only serve to make it stronger.
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Appendix El

SOURCE CODE KEY FOR 3-5-1
Attachment:
researchQ5DataGroup2a 233k
researchQ5DataGroupla 725k
researchQ5DataGroup 1b 337k
researchQ5DataGroup2b 85k
researchQ5DataGroup2b 72k
researchQ5DataGronplc 75k
researchQ5DataGronp2c 49k
researchQ5DataGroup2d 140k
researchQ5DataGroup 1d 56k
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20
#21
#22
#23
#24
#25

Date:
may 1st
may 1st
may 1st
may 1st
may2nd
may2nd
maySth
may5th
may5th

ROJAF
STAMENKOVICM
RICHC
OTTD
BALINTNM
GLENNYC
HUTCmN
JOHNSONG
MALISA
MCINTIRE
HOWARDL
lANID
JOSHPOWEL
TERRELLE
BALINTS
KELLER
KISS
LYONSA
LOF
MC
BOYDB
WILLBEGR
SCHAFFERS
STATS
REIKO

ICON:
O
«
$

a
X
o
$
O
o
»
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
:
<
:
a
E
X
4
4
O
$

Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attenq)ts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attenq)ts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
Attempts
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8
9
8
11
4
1

4
3

0
10
2
5

18
9
7
7
7

5
16
11
20
7

12
7
7

From lowest to highest number of attempts would look Hke this
0,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,7,7,7,7,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,16,18,20 for a total of 198 attempts
From this data we can determine the following;
Mean 7.92 attempts Median 7 attempts
Mode 7 attempts
If we eliminate the two lowest and highest attempts
2,3,4,4,5,5,7,7,7,7,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,16, for a total of 159 attempts
Mean 7.57 attempts Median 7 attempts
Mode 7 attempts
This demonstrates Httle change In the outcome of the data, making the mean, median, and
mode vaHd throughout wide variations of attempts of the students.
Appendix Y
MAJOR DOMAIN PIE

E3I. S y n ta x -w h at the language requires
■II. Gram m ar
□ til. Sudden C hange - drastic
OlV. Dissection
■V . Build upon program
■V I. Com m ent - tak e out one tine a t a time
■VII. No change {re-run)
OVtH. C le a n u p
■ IX. Planning
■X . Logic c hange
□X I. O ther
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SYNTAX

0 ( 1 ) p a ren th eses
0 ( 2 ) 0 brackets
0 ( 3 ) [} brackets
0 ( 4 ) m is -q u o te -” v e rsu s"
0 ( 5 ) tlinction p a ra m e te r
0 ( 6 ) language confusion
0 ( 7 ) general confusion (math, etc)
0 ( 8 ) o t h e r __________

GRAMAR PIE

0 ( 1 ) misspell
I
B (2) c a se sensitivity 1
0 ( 3 ) variable n am e [
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SU D D EN C H A N G E PIE

j0 (1 )P ta g ia n sm
10(2) Hint
IO (3) Return to previous code
10 ( 4 ) other
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